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Wallace still front runner in F lorida

HHH,

Muskie refuse to give up

By CARL P. LEUBSDORF
MIAMI, Fla. (AP) — Sens. Hubert H. Humphrey and
Edmund S. Muskie, criss-crossing Florida in the last full
day of campaigning, say they still have a chance of defeating Alabama Gov. George C. Wallace Tuesday in the nation's second 1972 presidential primary.
Wallace, however, predicts he'll top the 11-man Democratic field and says he has an excellent chance of capturing
a majority of the state's 81 delegates to the Democratic National Convention.
Sen. Henry M. Jackson of Washington, who is making
Florida a major test of his presidential candidacy, says he
has a good chance of pulling ahead of Muskie and Humphrey
and finishing second.
And New York Mayor John V. Iindsay, appearing with
Sen. George S. McGbvern on a television interview show
from which all of the other candidates pulled out, predicted
"the voters of Florida may surprise the country" with how
they vote on Wallace,
"He may not get as big a vote as everybody seems to
think he is," the New York mayor added.
All of the candidates had busy schedules today as they
campaigned in the complicated contest in which -victories
will be judged both on the relative standings of the con-

fenders in the statewide vote and on how many delegates
each wins by finishing first in one of Florida 's 12 congressional districts.
Wallace remains the heavy favorite. Most observers
consider Humphrey and Muskie competing for second, although Jackson says his polls put him neck-and-neck with
them. Lindsay and McGovern are believed contending for
fifth , though some Lindsay aides see him finishing higher.
Also on the ballot: Rep. Shirley Chisholm of New York, Rep.
Wilbur D. Mills of Arkansas, Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles, Sen. Vance Hartke of Indiana and former Sen . Eugene J. McCarthy of Minnesota.
In the Republican primary, conservative Rep. John M.
Asbbrook of Ohoi campaigned in the Miami area in what
most observers consider a doomed bid to defeat President
Nixon for the state's 40 GOP onvention delegates.
In campaigning Sunday- all"of the major candidates except Muskie appeared on television interview programs —
Humphrey, Wallace and Jackson on the three network shows
and McGovern and Lindsay in the remains of what started
out as an all-candidate debate/
Muskie, bowing to pressure from his rivals, reversed his
previous position and agreed to disclose the sources of his
campaign funds in three stages, starting with a report within

10 days on contributions between Jan. 4, when he declared
his candidacy, and Sunday.
Humphrey, appearing on NBC's "Meet the Press" said
he expects to do very well.
"I think we have good momentum and I believe that I'm
the only progressive candidate that has a chance to beat Mr.
Wallace ," said the Minnesota Democrat, who needs a strong
showing in Florida to overcome a "loser" image resulting
from his 1968 defeat to President Nixon.
Wallace, however, said on the ABC program "Issues and
Answers" that "I believe that I will be the winner on Tuesday." If he wins, he said, he will enter a string of other,
primaries and campaign all the way to California 's June 3
winner-take-all primary that will net the Victor 271 convention votes, 18 per ent of what is needed for the nomination.
Jackson , whose candidacy has probably suffered most
from Wallace's candidacy because of the Alabama governor 's strong antibusing stand , said he started out way behind ,Humphrey and Muskie "and now I'm all bunched up
with them.
"If I beat either Humphrey or Muskie down here, Scoop
Jackson 's moving up," he said, adding that although he had
talked earlier about dropping his bid if he failed to do well
in Florida , be now plans to stick in to the finish.

Weekend of trouble in Cambodia

Lon Nol proclaims
himself president

CONVENTION ENDS . Y. As the National Black Political
Convention ended Sunday in Gary, poet Imamu Amiri Ba*
Taka , chairman of the convention, speaks to tile delegations;
The convention, which ran fer three days, ended on a note
«f discord as the delegation from Michigan left the floor in
protest. (AP Photofax)

.
MOMENT OF AGREEMENT . . . The
playing of the black anthem brought near
unanimous response and the Black Power
salute during ceremonies at the National

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia W - Marshal
Lon Nol proclaimed himself president of Cambodia today with absolute powers following a
weekend of political upheaval to beat back
the threat of¦ parliamentary democracy to his
rule. - ¦ . ' ¦¦
"From this day forward the Khmer chief
of state will have the title of president o£ the
Khmer Republic," the semi-paralyzed leader
said in a broadcast to the nation at noon.
Lon Nol, who had been premier, named himself chief of state on Friday.
He said he would ' also be president of
the council of ministers — the cabinet — but
would name a vice president and a premier
to assist him. He did not announce his
choice for these posts; which apparently are
made necessary by the marshal's1, infirmities
since he suffered a stroke last year. The
government has been run since then by Deputy Premier Sisowath Sirik Matak, Lon Nol's

Black Political Convention in Gary Sunday.
However, in most areas the views of delegates were divergent. (AP Photofax)

associate m the coup tfiat ousted Prince Norodom Sihanouk as chief of state in 1970.
Rumors had been circulating for weeks
that a government shaieup was in the works,
and on Friday Chief of State Cheng Heng
announced that he was resigning his largely
ceremonial post and transferring it to Lon

¦Noi.;

The premier accepted the office and at
once suspended the Constituent Assembly,
which was hours away from completing a new
constitution. It would have transformed tha
Constituent Assembly into a Naational Assembly and made the president and premier
responsible to it.
Lon Nol said such a formula would have
created "disorder throughout the country."
' Sirik Matak and the cabinet resigned
Sunday, but shortly afterward Lon Nol announced that he had dismissed them, effective Wednesday.

Convention at times enthusiastic , at times angry

Large number
of Red raids
made in South

New fe/c^joo/tf/ca/ movement created

. - ¦¦ '
By AUSTIN SCOTT
GARY, Ind. AS) — The first National Black
Political Convention wound up at times angry,
at times wildly enthusiastic, meeting, late Sunday , leaving as its most visible accomplishment
the creation of a new black political movement,
Whether "The National Assembly" as the new
movement was tentatively called, might eventually
evolve nito a third political party no one could
say, but great things were predicted for its future.
"All of these seeds have begun to come together and germinate into one flower," said Chicago's Rev. Jesse Jackson, comparing the new
movement to independent black state , political
movements in South Carolina, Mississippi and Alabama.
"If we do nothing else today," Jackson said,
"we will have made a revolutionary step toward
and in the
a black political nation in this country
¦
. ¦
world."
*
A combination of unexpectedly hot debates
and long, confusing parliamentary wrangles on
the convention floor left one of the three-day assembly's main tasks unfinished — adoption of resolutions,
A compromise motion from New York sucked
Into the convention 's interim report all resolutions

proposed by state delegations and left final decisions on policy up to a steering committee that
would meet some time in the future.
The compromise motion, offered after part of
the 254-man Michigan delegation had walked out
and part of the Illinois group threatened to do so,
was adopted enthusiastically to rhythmic shouts
of "Nation time" and a standing ovation .
But it put the convention on record as tentatively adopting both sides of several controversial
issues, including for and against integrated schools.
Later, after bitter protests from Virginia and
Alabama , the convention adopted another resolution saying that it "rejected what we know as
segregated schools."
The compromise motion put the convention
against endorsing any political candidate for president , but for the presidential bid of Rep. Shirley
Chisholm, D-N.Y,
It confused the issue on similar items too,
proposing, for example, that a guaranteed annu al
income be set at $5,200; $6,500; $7,500,. and $10,000
a year for a family of four .
"People are tired now," said Rep. Charles
Diggs of Michigan, "We are forgetting what we
already agreed to . . . no matter how they look
today, the final agenda coming up May 19 will

not be the same .document-v
He said ah earlier vote gave a steering com.mittee of . 50 state delegation chairmen plus a few
others the authority to rewrite and resolve all
conflicts in the list of final resolutions to be released May 19, the birthday of the late Malcolm
X, and to "ratify that document in the name of the
convention."
Another document, a "National Black Agenda "
calling for a "permanent political movement that
addresses itself to basic control and reshaping of
American institutions . . ." also was tentatively
adopted ,
. "The unifying objective of this political movement must be the empowerment of the black community, not simply its representatives," the Agenda
said. "It must offer basic alternatives to all the
existing American political , economic and cultural
systems, "
The Agenda 's long list of basic recommendations included 15 percent black lawmakers in both
houses of Congress, repar ations payments, an urban
homestead act , 50 percent cuts in the defense and
space budgets, and an end to American involvement in Southeast Asia and antirevolutionary African countries.

SAIGON (AP) - Communist
forces during the weekend
made their largest number of
attacks across South Vietnam
in three weeks, while in eastern
Cambodia a new 5,000-man
South Vietnamese drive made
its first significant contact with
the enemy.
The South Vietnamese command reported 33 enemy at
tacks in Vietnam , almost half
of them by rockets and mortars, between 6 a.m. Sunday
and 6 a.m. today. More than
half a dozen grou nd engagements were reported ,

Trend hits B0 percent

Mrs. Gandhi appears
on way to landslide

By MYRON t. BKLKIND
NEW DELH I, India (AP)
— India 's victory in the
December war with Pakistan appeared today to be
sweeping Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi' s forces to
another landslide victory at
the polls.
In partial returns from
elections held last week In
16 of India 's 21 states and
two federa l territories, Mrs.
Gandhi' s loftrof-centcr Congress party had won nearly B0 percent of the legislative and council seats decided, controlling majorities In
five states and the New
Delhi municipal council,
council and was lending In
eight other states.
Counting did not begin in
two states — West Bengal
and Tripurn — until today,
and in the lfith stale n local party allied with the Congress was loading.
It was nnother stunning
triumph for the 54-yonr-old
leader of the world' s biggest democracy who n year
ago won a similar landslide
In the national parliamen-

tary elections.
Of the states still undecided , there was particular
interest in the outcome in
West Bengal and its cap ital , Calcutta , because the
Marxist. Communists have
been strong here. But tho
Congress should get a
¦boos t from Mrs. Gandhi 's
successful espousal of the
causo of Bengali independence in East Pakistan , cul-

Pollsters

One political candidate 's
getting nervous about his
chances . Ho just lost n public opinion poll — and it was
his own family 's . . . Taff y
Tuttle claims she saw this
nd: "Boy Democrat wants
to meet girl Republican. Object: To marry and start a
third party " . . Sometimes,
says the cynic , when a woman chnnges her mind , it
doesn't work any better thnn
tho old one . , . Spats aren 't
out of style, claims Shelby
Friedman : "My wife nnd I
have them all the time ,"
(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Pago 4o)

minating in the Indian
Army 's establishment of
Bangladesh last December.
Meanwhile , the last Indian troops withdrew from
Bangladesh Sunday after a
reheat parade in Dacca
Stadium at which Prime
Minister Mujibtir Rahman
took the salute .
The withdrawal was completed 13 days ahead of
schedule and four days short
of three months after tho
Pakistani surrender at tho
end of the two-week war.
There were 150,000 Indian
troops In the country then;
nnd 11,000 were left,
Bangladesh now has an
army of 12,000 to 15,000 men
to back up tho police and
militia in keeping order
among the 75 million people of tho Florida-size nation. Many fear that the Indian withdrawal will result
in a renewal of Bengali reprisals against the Blharls ,
tho non-Bengali Moslem minori ty who generally supported tho Pakistani army
in its slaughter of the Bengalis last summer.
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AMMO BY AIRDRO P . . . A South Vietnamese Air Force
helicopter drops ammunition into a firebnse near Horn pong
Trach in eastern Cambodia . The troops are inking pa it in
n 5,000-man operation against Viet CoriR base camps In the
region , (AP Photofax)

Russians building new cruiser

WASHINGTON (AP) The Russian navy is reported building a major new
clans of cruiser , at lenst
the ninth new typ« of longrnnRc Soviet surface warship to appenr in about
a dozen years.
Details are skimpy, but
intelligence reports indicate
tho new cruiser will displace about 9,000 tons. It
probably will bo armed with
advanced anti-air craft and
n n t i s h 1 p missiles , U.S.
sources say.

'flhe cruiser is under construction at th-c huge Nikolayov shipyard on the
Black Sen where the Russians also are building a
huge new vessel which
could be an aircraft carrier.
Top U.S. defense offic ials
told Congress recently thnt
the Russians hnvo greatly
expanded uhclr naval shipbuilding capacity, nnd predicted thnt modernization of
the Russinn surface fleet
will accelerate during the
next five years.

During this period , we
believe the Soviets will add
many now ships to their
fleet , Including missile-armed cruisers , destroyers , and
helicopter nnti - suhmnrinewarfarc ships ," said Adm.
Thomas H. Moorer .
Moorer , chairman of tho
Joint Chiefs of Staff , forecast that by mid-1977 almost half of Russia 's surface warships will he bristling with missiles.
According to U.S, assess-

ments , the Russian s ' have
added 0.1 new ships over the
past five years, raising the
strciiplih "f their surface
fleet to 215 major comba t
vessels.
By contrast , the U.S. surface fleet, has been shrinking from 324 ships In mid19fill to n planned force of
243 by mid-summer as tho
Navy moves into its pout war
policy, dictated by high
costs, of a smaller but
more-modern fleet.

Incomplete reports said 19
South Vietnamese troops wera
killed and 89 wounded. The Saigon command claimed 137
North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong troops killed,
The South Vietnamese reported a four-hour fight in eastern
Cambodia 75 miles nor thwest of
where
government
Saigon ,
troops launched a new drive
last Friday. Headquarters reported 11 enemy troops and two
government soldiers killed and
16 South Vietnamese wounded.
The South Vietna mese forca
also captured five Cambodian
communist guerrillas hiding insido n bunker nenr a forward
command post, seven miles
northwest , of Knmpong Trach.
One of the prisoners said his
mission was to gwlc North
Vietnnnie.se and Vict. Cong
troops , He said about 200 of
these had fled when they ohscrvcfl .South Vietnamese helicopters ferrying in materials to
n new fire base.
The U.S. Command announced that American troops
strength in South Vietnam
dropped 5,100 men last week to
114 ,500. It was the biggest
weekly cut since .Ian. 21-27,
when 7,200 men wore withdrawn.
In northern Laos, North Vietnamese forces captured Sam
Thong base and lightened their
siege on Long Cheng, six miles
to the southeast , sources in
Vientiane said .

The weather

WEATHER FORECAST . .. Rain is forecast today over
much of the East and some of the Midwest. There will be
cool weather in the Great Plains States, while there will be
mild temperatures in the Southeast. (AP Photofax )

Local observations

OFFICIAL WEATHER BUREAU OBSERVATIONS for
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 42, minimum 32, noon 44, no
precipitation.
A year ago today :

High 50, low 31, noon 40, no precipitation.
Normal temperature range for this date 39 to 21. Record
high 66 in 1922, record low 4 below in 1896 and 1950.
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:21, sets at 6:11.
11 A.M. MAX CONRAD FIELD OBSERVATIONS
(Mississippi Vailty Airlines)
-Barometric pressure 30.25 and rising, wind from the
northeast at 4 rnph ( cloud covei 12,000 . scattered / visibility
20-t- miles.
HOURLY TEMPERATURES
(Pnwided by Winona State College )
Saturday
7 p.m. 8 9 10 11 midnight
40 39 39 38 37
36
Sunday
1 a.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 noon
36 35 34 33 32 31 31 32 35 37 38 40.
1 p.m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 midnight
39
40 41 41 42 41 40 40- 40¦ 39 39 39
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Ladislaus Libera
SO,dies alter
lengthy illness

Ladislaus E. Libera, 80, 668
W. 5th St., died at 5:55 p.m.
Saturday at Community Memorial Hospital after a long
illness. He was a partner in
the former M. Libera & Sons
general merchandise firm.
The son of Michael and Julia
Rolbiecki Libera, he was born
in Winona June 19, 1881, He
married Pelagia Drwall, May
8, 1916 at St. Casimir's Church
here. He was a member of St.
Casimir's Church, the Catholic
Order of Foresters, Polish National Affiance, Eagles Lodge
and Knights of Columbus.
Survivors are: his wife; two
sons, David, Port Angeles,
Wash., and Robert, Winona;
two daughters, Mrs. Therese
Caldwell and Mrs. Ruth Drazkowski, Winona; 11 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren,
and one sister, Mrs, Harold
(Sophia) Cummings, St, Paul,
Minn.
: Funeral services will be at
9:30 a.m. Tuesday at Watkowski Funeral Home and at St.
Casimir's Church at 10 am.,
the Rev. Msgr. Emmett Tighe
officiating. Burial will be in
St. Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home today after 2 p.m.
where the Rosary will be at
7:30 p.m. by Msgr. Tighe, the
Catholic Order of Foresters
and Knights of Columbus.
Members of tlhe club will meet
there at 7.

Th& daily record
Winona Deaths
Mrs. James E, Sexton

Mrs. James E. (Nellie) Sexton , 90, St. Anne Hospice, died
at the hospice" at 10 p.m. Saturday after a long illness.
The former Nellie McGowan,
she was born in West Albany,
Minn , Aug. 29, 1881, to Hugh
and Margaret Ellen McGinn McGowan. She married James E.
Sexton, who died Jan. 20, 1921.
She had Uvea" in Winona since
1963.
Sutvivors are: two sons, Thomas and William Sexton, Dallas,
Tex. ; one daughter, Mrs. Thomas M. (Margaret) Price, Winona;
12 grandchildren, and four greatgrandchildren. Two sons have
died.
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Tueisday at St. Anne Hospice, the Rev. Frederick Dorn,
chaplain, officiating. Burial will
be in St. Patrick Cemetery, West
Albany.
Friends may call at Watkowski
Funeral Home today after 7 p.m,
and Tuesday at the hospice from
1:15 p.m. until services. Rosary
will be said at 7:30 p.m.
A memorial is being arranged.

"Winona Funerals
Judson Scott

Two-State Deaths
Elwyn "Bus" DeMarc*

LAKE CITY, Winn. {Special)
— Elwyn "Bus" DeMarce, 57,
Lake City, died Sunday evening
at the Lake City Municipal Hospital here.
.
Funeral arrangements are being completed by Peterson-Sheehan Funeral Home here.
Ruben Kruger
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— Ruben Kruger, 66, owner of
Kruger Recreation Hall here,
died at his home Saturday.after an illness of two months.
The son of Rudolph and Amelia Kruger, he was born at
Hammond, Minn., Dec. 25, 1905.
He married Velva Binder at
Plainview March 5, 1925. He
was a member of the Rochester
Eagles Lodge.
Survivors are: his wife; two
sons, James, St. Peter, Minn.,
and Richard, Rochester; two
daughters, Mrs. Donald (Donna) Austin, Rochester, and Mrs.
W i 11 i a m (Jean) Kuschera,
Clearwater, Minn .; 11 grandchildren; four great-grandchll
dren; and two brothers, Clarence, Plainview, and Norman,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Funeral services will be at 11
a.m. Tuesday at Johnson-Schriver Funeral Home, Plainview,
the Rev. John Greene, Community Presbyterian Church ,
officiating. Burial will be in
Greenwood Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home today and until time of
services Tuesday.
Pallbearers will be Ralph
Wartheson, John Feeban, Robert Huelskamp, Holland Anderson," James Harlan and Melvln
Meeker.

MONDAY
MARCH 13, 1972

At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting houn: Medical and surgical
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to «:30 p.m. <No
children under 13.)
Maternity patients: J to 3:30 and .7 to
1:00 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visitors to a patient limited to two at
one time.

SUNDAY
Bbrths
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Blank,
Fountain City, Wis., a daughter.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
LA CROSSE, Wis. — Mr. aid
Mrs. Timothy Schreiner, 36 Superior Lane, Goodview, a son
at a La Crosse hospital, Feb.
21. '
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Lisa Aim Nelsestuen, 715 E.
Wabasha St., 7.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Winona
No. 18 — Large brown male,
part spaniel. Available.
No. 51 - Small black, white
and brown female terrier.
Available.
No. 59 — Small brindle male,
long hair, no license. Fourth
day.
No. 60 — Medium size black
and tan female, long hair, no
license. Third day.
No. 62 — Large tan male
part golden retriever. Available,
No. 63 .— 'Four black and white
pups, mixed breed. Available.
¦

For Strum man

Trouble tickets'
now in the past

By MARY PERHAM
Sunday News Correspondent
STRUM, Wis. -— Trouble
tickets became a thing of
the past for Emery Bielefeldt, Strum, on March 1
when he retired as maintenance unan for the Tri-County Telephone Co.
He started his troublechecking on telephone hues
in July of 1957 when he and •
Mrs. Bielefeldt moved to
Gilmanton from Mondovi.
He became maintenance
manager for the GilmantonDover Telephone Co. and
his wife, the former Hazel
Fimriete, Bennett Valley,
operated the central office.
Two years later, the Bielefeldts moved to Strum and
worked for the Strum Telephone Co. until the cut-over
in 1963, when the Tri-County
Telephone Cobperath/e went
into operation.' With the organization of this cooperative, Bielefeldt's area of
service increased to cover
Eleva, Strum, Independence, Northfield, Pigeon
Falls and Pleasantville, approximately 1,100 stations.
Bielefeldt has seen and
worked for two different
systems of communications
and has only words of
praise for the dial system
and the new changes to be
intiated shortly. .
"With surveying already
started in the Eleva-Strum
area," Emery says, "next
year will perhaps see all
one-party lines."
The exchange at Northfield was put in as a oneparty system and has operated as such since its inception.
Bielefeldt's future plans?
He has purchased his old
farm home at Buffalo City,
where he was born, and lived for many years. Plans
are to remodel the home
and landscape the grounds.
It'll be fun," Bielefeldt

says. "Do just as much as
I want to do and stop whenever I feel like it."
How about fishing?
Bielefeldt laughs as he answers, "Don't have to worry
about that. I've only been
fishing twice since 1959 . . .
I've almost forgotten how!"
The Bielefeldts have one
son, Robert, Who lives in
California. Anotber son,
Jack, Hayward, died in January of this year of a heart
¦ '
sttftck
Tri-County Telephone officers and personnel hosted
the Bielefeldts at a dinner
at Viking Club House,
Strum, on Feb. 28; They
were presented with a gift
of money and a tool-set
to help with the remodeling
project on the old home,.

Funeral services for Judson
D. Scott , 426 Dacota St., will be
at 7:30 this evening at the Cathedral of the Sacred Heart, the
Rev. Msgr. Joseph .R. McGinnis
officiating. Burial will be in St.
Marys Cemetery.
Friends may call at the church
¦
today after 6:30 p.m. Leon J.
".Today
Wetzel American Legion Post
l a .m. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lO^ll noon
will provide military rites at
39 38 38 38 37 37 36 36 36 37 40 44
the cemdtery.
Municipal Court
Burke Funeral Home is in
Winona
Douglas S. Greenman
CHECKS PLANS . . •
Joseph Walter, 19, La Cres- charge of arrangements.
over plans of the
Looking
Wis.
RIVER
Falls,
BLACK
cent, Minn., appeared before
Mrs. Elton Friederich
future one-party telephone
Judge Dennis A. Challeen today Funeral services for Mrs. El- CSpecial) — Douglas S. Greenlines in . the Eleva-Strum,
with a court-appointed attorney, ton ( Ida) Friederich, 551 Vila man, 51, Black River Falls,
James W. Soderberg, to request St., were held today at Faw- Wis., died at a La Crosse hos- Winona police are investigatWis., area, is Emery Bielpital at 3 a.m. Sunday. He was ing a two-car accident that oca preliminary hearing.
efeldt, Strum, Wis., who recett Funeral Home, the Rev.
Full
New
1st Quarter
Last Quarter
Walter is charged with tak- Glenn Quam, McKinley United transferred there from Black curred at 2:05 a .m. today on
tired March 1 as maintMarch 8
March 15
March 21
March 29
ing a portable color television Methodist Church , officiating. River Memorial Hospital which East King and High Forest
enance
man for the Triset, a gold pocket watch and a Burial was in Woodlawn Ceme- ho had entered Saturday aft- streets.
Telephone
Co.
County
ernoon.
He
owned
and
operated
According to police, a car
Elsewhere
pocket knife from the home of tery; ¦;¦ .
Forecasts
)
(Mary
Perham
photo
the
Doug
Inn
tavern.
driven
by
David
W.
Goetzman,
La
Crescent.
High Low PT D. C. Minard,
Pallbearers w e r e William,
AJbany, cldy
37 29 ,07 Soderberg's request that Wal- Raymond and Robert McNally, The son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Rochester, Minn., was northS.E. Minnesota
79 41 ... ter be released on his own rec- Louis Shira, Herb Bohn and mond Greenman, he was born bound on Mankato Avenue,
AJbu'que, clear
Wisconsin primary poll
at Warrens, Wis., Jan. 1, 1921. making a left turn onto King Oceans of suds
77 34 Y. ognizance was declined by John Bonner.
Fair to partly cloudy Ajnarillo, clear
He
married
Nancy
Clark
Sept.
Street. His vehicle struck a
release set April 4
22 14 T Judge Challeen after County Atthrough Tuesday. Low to- A-nchorage, snow
10, 1948. They lived at Withee, parked car owned by Randolf coyerstreet as
75 34 .. torney Julius Gernes indicated
WASHINGTON (AP) - Renight 24 to 30. High Tues- Asheville, cldy
Wis., and Aurora,HI., before S. Berg, 751% East King St.
Atlanta,
that
to
believe
clear
75
46
.
.
sults
of a poll on Wisconsin votreason
had
he
day 40s. Chance of precipipurchasing the t a v e r n six The impact forced the Berg hose breaks
ers' preferences in the state's
tation near zero through Birmihgham, clear 78 45 .. Walter would not appear for the
months ago.
car against a street signpost
Bismarck, clear
36 30 .. hearing.
April 4 presidential preference
Tuesday.
Survivors are: his wife; two owned by the city.
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By county commissioners

Decision delayed on
relocation of offices

By STEVEN P. JOHNSON
Dally News Staff Writer

The Winona County Board of
Commissioners this morning
tentatively agreed to delay a decision on where—or even if—
they will relocate county offices until after bids are taken
en the courthouse remodeling
project itself. - . -, - - • ¦ . - ¦: ' .
¦
Com mi s- i —
sioners essen- V»OUntV
tially concurred with the
D rtap -|
recommend a- l po g
tion this
morning of County Attorney
Julius E. Gernes that the board
not enter into any rental agreements or do any remodeling
of a relocation site until it is
determined if the courthouse
will actually be remodeled.
THAT determination cannot
be made for certain, Gernes
pointed out , until courthouse remodeling bids have been received and it is determined whether or not the bids are within
range the county is authorized
to bond for.
Minneapolis architect Homas
Horry was iiot at this morning's meeting, but has indicated it is his opinion that remodeling bids will not exceed
original estimates.
Just the same, Gernes said
and commissioners agreed, fflie
county board would be putting
itself Jn a pretty vulnerable position if it spent $75,000 remodeling the . Boland Manufacturing Co. building at 152 W. 3rd
St. and committed the county
to a two-year lease, only to
have the entire courthouse remodeling plan dumped because
bids exceeded the bonding authorization.
Commissioners hope to meet
with architect Horty later this
week or early next year to pressure him to speed up courthouse planning in hopes the
project can be advertised for
bids sooner than the now-projecte d late summer or early
fall.

°'

IN ADDITION, commissioners
Indicated today they may want
him to make .further study of
the former Winona Armory
site, which is owned by the
County Historical Society and

Appoint lawyer
for Winonan in
Buffalo County
AI*MA, Wis. — A Winona
man received a court-appointed attorney when he appeared
In Buffalo County Court here
this morning on a charge of endangering a Wisconsin state
trooper's life by the reckless
use of an automobile.
Gynther Benson Jr., 22, 129&
E. 2nd St., appeared before
Judge Joseph Riedner on the
charge and Pat Motley, Alma,
was named his attorney. Bond
was set when court resumed
this afternoon. District Attorney Roger Hartman appeared
for the state.
Benson was charged with the
offense as the result of a highspeed chase Thursday afternoon in Wisconsin and Minnesota, with Wisconsin State
Trooper Gerald Kappmeyer,

offered to the county rent free.
The society originally indicated it wanted to retain most of
the Armory's basement area for
its own use, but Friday said it
would go into mothballs itself to
give the county most of that
basement area. Horty will be
asked to see if that would give
the county enough space in that
building in which to operate. He
had originally said the building
did hot have enough space for
adequate operation.
The board also indicated It
will ask Horty to have a structural engineer look at the steel
roof suppports in the Araaory to
see if they are adequate. They
were damaged, by a fire some
years ago, and commissioners
indicated they wish to know the
adequacy of those supports before considering the site.
Commissioners balked slightly
today at a somewhat revised
proposal for rental of the Boland
site, although they did not rule
it but.
COMPANY official Ronald Boland told the county board to-
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Tuition,board
and room fees
raisedat CST

day that his firm will rent the
site to the county for $1,000 per
month, with the rent to increase
to compensate for the expected Announcement of raises in tuiincrease in real estate taxes aft- tion and board and room at the
College of Saint Teresa has
er the county remodels it.
He withdrew, then, an earlier been made by Sister M. Joyce
proposal for a clause requiring Rowland, college president.
the county to pay all real estate Described by the president as
taxes on the site during the lease "minimal in tie face of the risperiod, as well as a clause giv- ing costs we have experienced ,"
ing the county an option to buy the tuition increase will be
$2O0 /" a year, bringing it to
the site.
$l
Uppermost now in the minds ,60O. A $45 boost in room and
of commissioners, then, is get- board will bring that total to
ting the courthouse itself ready $970 a year.
for bidding, and to include in the Since its establishment, Sister
bid specifications alternate bids Joyce explained in a letter to
for retaining county offices in parents, the college "has tried
the courthouse during remodel- to bring private higher educaing.
tion within the financial reach
This will then give commis- of as many students as possisioners an accurate picture of ble. Our efforts over recerit
just exactly how much is to be years have made us one of the
saved by moving offices out dur- very f ew colleges which have
ing the remodeling work.
not had annual fee increases.
Only then will a decision be Noting that the board and
made on whether or not to move room fee has remained the
the offices out, and on where same for four years and no
to move them, the board indi- change has been made in tuition for two years, Sister Joyce
cated this morning.
credited faculty and staff efforts to continue quality programs as key factors in holding
the line.

Ransom money traced to Winona

Three orea resic/enfs ore
arrestedHn kidnaping case

. EAU CLAIRE, Wis. - Three
area Wisconsin persons , including a married couple, were arraigned today in connection
with the alleged kidnaping last
week of the 17-year-old son of
an Eau Claire dentist.

Josephi R . Diffie, 32, a
Whitehall farmer , was charged
with kidnaping when he appeared this morning in Eau
Claire County Court.
Judge Thomas H. Barland
set a $50,000 cash bond and

scheduled a preliminary examination for March 21 at 3 p.m .
Diffie said he intended to hire
an attorney. The state was represented by Eau Claire County
District Attorney Lawrence W.
During, Diffie was remanded to

Area Demos attend
3rd District meet
Feed grain

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — Five
persons from Trempealeau
County were among about 250
people here Saturday at Wisconsin's 3rd Congressional District Democratic convention.
It was one of nine district
conventions that met around the
state Saturday -for preliminary
selection of Wisconsin delegates
for the Democratic National
convention.
Supporters of South Dakota
Sen. George S. McGovern claimed a grass-roots victory in the
conventions.
Attending from Trempealeau
County were: Gary Everson,
Whitehall, current county Democratic chairman, Mrs. Margaret O'Brien, Arcadia, past county chairwoman; Kenneth Gallagher, Independence, Clarence
Crum, Arcadia, and Edmund
Woychik, Whitehall.
Three Democratic candidates
for Congress from Wisconsin's
3rd District were at the convention here, but none endorsed a
presidential candidate. The
three were Ray Short, Platteville; Edward Mix, La Crosse;
and Walter Thoreson , Eau
Claire.
The state's April 4 presidential preference primary, in
which 12 Democratic candidates are enrolled, will determine whose delegates are
awarded trips to the national
convention.
Party spokesmen reported
success in efforts to include minority - group representation
among the potential delegates.
An estimated 3,700 Democrats
attended the caucuses, and McGovern's forces said they had
the biggest bloc, about 1,400 representatives.
It represents "conclusive evidence of the breadth and depth"
of his "grassroots support and
organizational prowess," the
South Dakota senator was quoted in a statement issued by his
organization.
Party spokesmen estimated
800 persons representing Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie, D-Maine, at-

Weather/ore

Climate changing?

By WILLIAM B. BENDEL
Special to the Daily News
In a word, certainly! It is, however, difficult to say
whether the climate is becoming warmer or colder or how
much of a change is taking place. This is because parts
of the world seem to be warming up while other parts are
cooling off.
If we consider the whole world, temperature measurements during the first half of this century Indicated a warming trend . However, somothing happened in the late fifties
or early sixties so that the earth now seems to bo cooling
off
For years, scientists have been trying to learn about
climatic changes by studying the climates of the early earth.
The question , "What caused the ice ages?" weighs heavily
on the paleoclimatologist (one who studies past climates). It
is a comp lex problem and its solution will require the answers to many questions some of which are not directly
related to weather or the atmosphere.
.For example, how are mountains formed? Are the continents floating on tho liquid core of tho earth and drifting
toward each other? Has the earth always rotated at tho
same speed? Were the poles and the equator ever in different places than they arc in now?
Scientists also have to study problem s connected with
substances in tho atmosphere. For example, volcanic dust
and carbon dioxide influence the amount of energy the earth
receives from the sun.
Tho connection of all this to our everyday life may seem
remote. However; we must keep in mind that , because of
large-scale pollution of the air, for the first time in history,
man is creating an impact on tho earth's atmosphere. Wo
cannot know what effect that impact will have on our own
climate unless wc study climates of tho past.

tended the caucuses.
Other turnout estimates include 500 for Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey, 475 for New York
Mayor John Lindsay and 100
each for former Sen. Eugene
J. McCarthy, New York Rep.
Shirley Chisholm and Sen. Henry;M. Jackson.
There were relatively few representatives of Alabama Gov.
George C; Wallace, Indian Sen.
Vance Hartke, Arkansas Rep.
Wilbur Mills, Hawaii Rep. Patsy
Mink and Los Angeles Mayor
Sam Yorty.

signups ahead
of i971total

Winona and 2-state area
county Agriculture Stabilization and Conservation offices
were reported as- extremely
busy last week on signups for
the 1972 feed grain program.
In total estimated 1972 signups Fillmore County, Minn.,
had the largest increase, going
from 1,700 in 1971 to approximately 1,825 for this year.
There was a slight increase
in Winona County. The 1972 total is 906, compared to 901 in
1971. In Pepin County, Wis.,
453 farms were signed this
year compared with 416 in
1971.
In Houston County, Minn.,
Three persons were injured the approximate 1972 figure
in a one-car accident at 1:30 waB 1,010 compared with 1,053
p.m. Saturday on Highway 76 in 1971; Wabasha County,
five miles north of Caledonia , Minn,, reported 1,010, the 1971
Mino.
figure being 1,025; TrempealAccording to the Minnesota eau County, Wis., had a deHighway Patrol, a car driven crease of approximately 80,
by David G. Virock, 28, 921% with 1,320 farms signed up this
W. King St., Winona, was north- year compared with 1,400 in
bound on Highway 76 when he 1971.
ran off the road on a curve and Buffalo County, Wis., shows
struck a tree.
989 (76.3 percent of eligible
Virock and his two passen- farms) in 1972 compared with
gers, Marvin F. Cox, 19, Hous- 1,038 (79.6 percent) in 1971.
ton Et. 3, Minn., and Barry D. In Jackson County, Wis., with
Kurtz, 25, Houston, were taken a few still to report, the estiby Houston Ambulance to Cale- mated 1972 figure is 1,015 comdonia Hospital . Virock and Cox pared with 1,081 in 1971.
were treated at the hospital
and released while Kurtz was
taken to St. Francis Hospital ,
La Crosse, Wis., where he was
being treated for head and facial lacerations and remained
for observation. He was reported in good condition.
The 1963 Virock sedan is
listed as a total loss.
Another one-car accident is ELGIN, Minn . (Special) —
also under investigation by the The Elgin Fire Department was
Highway Patrol. Walter J. Ry- called to the Glenn Zabel
an, 10, Harmony Rt. 2, Minn., farm one mile west of here at
was southbound on Highway 139 2:30 p.m. Saturday.
in Harmony. Attempting to pass A passerby saw smoke comanother vehicle, he lost control ing from the machine shed and
of his car and struck a utility alerted Zabel, who called firepole, the patrol reported.
men. The fire started in a stove
Ryan was taken to Lutheran in the workshop. The shed , a
Hospital , La Crosse, where he metal-covered building, 44 by 83
remains in satisfactory condi- feet, was built last year .
tion and is being held for obser- The machinery was saved but
vation after having been inside framing and rafters were
knocked unconscious in the col- charred and will have to bo relision,
placed. The loss was partially
Damage to the 1972 model covered by insurance.
hardtop is set at $1,200 while no Zabel suffered a burned ear
estimate is available for the while getting a tractor out of
light pole.
the building.

Two Houston
County accidents
are investigated

Machine shed
on Elgin farm
damaged by fire

FORENSICS WINNERS . . . Winners in
the St. Mary's College Campus Forensics
Festival, with the tournament director, Richard Kurzecka, at the extreme right, are,
from left : David Sudbeck, prose; William

Jungbauer, after-dinner speaking; James
Raim, oratory; Pat Gent, extemporaneous
speaking, and James Waldeck, poetry. (Daily
News photo )

Blair Press sold Countybar
tb Taylor couple endorsesgroup
A ccept

BLAIR, Wis. '— The weekly
Blair Press, which has operated
here since 1897, has been sold
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hjornevik, Taylor, effective April 1.
The weekly has a circulation
of 1,355.
Current owner, Mrs. Alex
Reitz, will continue to help out
until the end of the school year,
when she will return to her
home town of Friendship, Wis.
Her husband has died.
Hjornevik is a former employe, having worked five years
for Mr. and Mrs. Donald Huibregtse, who owned the paper
before the Reitzes took over in
October, 1966.
Currently Hjornevik Works at
the Economy Print Shop, West
Salem, Wis., where he has been
the past'two years. He and his
wife, Elizabeth, both natives of
Taylor, do not plan any immediate changes in the operation
of the weekly, they said.
For the time being, said Mrs.
Hjornevik , she and her husband will commute daily to
Blair, a distance of seven
niiles. They have a two-yearold daughter.
Mrs. Reitz has operated the
paper since her husband died
Jan. 1 of a heart attack following surgery.
Also employed at the BlahPress are Mrs. Don (Lois)
Stubrud, who is a local writer,
writes for area daily papers,
and operates typesetting machines; Mrs. Stanley Marthaler,
part-time worker, and Dan Walters, who helps out in the back
shop.
Mrs. Reitz and her daughter,
Nancy, 15, will move to Friendship by June 15, where Mrs.
Reitz expects to be employed.
Her other children are: Mrs.
Dennis (Alexis) Mielke, Griffith, Ind., and a son , Andrew
Reitz, a teacher in Kalamazoo,
Mich.
The Blair Press has had several owners. Shortly after
starting the paper in 1897, W. S.

Asmus sold out to Henry Russell, who in turn sold it to an
employe, Simon Bersing, in
1900. Next owners were O. B.
Borsheim and Earl F. Hensel,
who sold out to A. O. Lokken
and Sneider Stout in 1901.
Creditors then took over the
paper and it was subsequently
conducted by Martin Amundson
and his son Omar, A. H. York,
the next owner, sold the busines to H. C. Kirkpatrick on
Sept.' 1, 1915.
Kirkpatrick operated the paper until 1941 when he sold to
Mr. and Mrs. A. A . Jensen. The
Jensens operated the business
until 1S54 and sold it to Mr.
and Mrs. Huibregtse.

Load limits on
county roads to
start Tuesday
Winona County Highway
Engineer Myron R. Waldow
announced today that seasonal road bans will be placed
on county state aid highways
and county roads beginning
at noon Tuesday.
All county system highways and roads will be restricted to five-ton axle loads
except as follows:
No restrictions other than
the nine-ton legal axle limits
on CSAH 15, Homer to
Winona; all routes lying
within corporate limits of
Winona County citids and
villages, and CSAH 32 Goodview to Highway 61.
Seven-ton axle loads on:
CSAH 23, Stockton to Minn
esota City ; CSAH 21, Highway 43 to County Road 17;
County Road 107; CSAH 33,
Highway 14 to Altura; and
CSAH 12, Nodine to 1-90.

J. C. Matyga, Grand Knight

Winonan to be
sentenced in
traffic case
ALMA, Wis . — A Winona man
pleaded no contest in Buffalo
County court this morning during a preliminary hearing on a
charge of negligent homicide by
negligent use of an automobile
while intoxicated. Thaddeus W. Czaplewski , 48,
316 W. Belleview St., was found
guilty of negligence in the Feb.
2 traffic death of Mrs. Stanley
Knospe, 51, Cochrane, Wis., by
Pepin County Judge Joseph
Riedner.
The charge was reduced from
a felony count to that of a misdemnnor level following testimony by Dr, Andrew Edin , Winona physician , who snid Czaplewski has pulmonary tuberculosis. The physician recommended that the defendant be
piaced in a sanitarium as soon
as possible .
Judge Riedner delayed sentencing pending n pre sentence
investigation by Robert Hemmicr , Whitehall , of the probation
department . Czaplewski wns
freed on $5,000 bond, which was
continued , and ordered to report
for sentencing on April 5.
Persons testifying (bis morning included Charles Pehler ,
Buffalo County tra ffi c officer ,

THE FBI said Diffie surrendered without resistance at his
home near Whitehall and that
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews were
apprehended at Forreston, 111.,
on warrants charging unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution.
Diffie, who moved to Wisconsin two years ago from Skykomish, Wash., owned a farm in
Traverse Valley, Township of
Montana, Buffalo County, on
Which the Matthews couple had
been living, according to authorities.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthews moved to the Independence area last
October. He had been employed
at the Gopher Glove Co., Independence, from Nov. 1to about
a mont! ago.
Reportedly a native of North
Carolina, Matthews moved to
the Twin Cities a few years ago,
where he was married.
Diffie's wife, Flora, is a physical education teacher at Sunset
Grade School, Whitehall. There
are three children living at
home.
Diffie was picked up at 3:18
p.m. Sunday at his Whitehall
home by an FBI agent and Eau
Claire Chief of Police Arvin R.
Ziehlsdorff. The police chief
said Trempealeau County Sheriff Wayne Holte, Buffalo County
sheriff's officers, Whitehall Police Officer John Sikora and Independence Police Officer Henry «Garnroth assisted in apprehending Diffie.
Police Chief Ziehlsdorff, who
disclosed the abduction Saturday, said the youth was taken
from the family's home at gunpoint Wednesday and was released unharmed 24 hours later.
Aim, 50, said a telephone caller had demanded $150,000 but
settled for $50,000 which tho
family had to borrow.
"The big question," Ami said,
is: "Why us? We're a modest
family , living by modest means.
We're certainly not rich. This is
the biggest mystery to us."
Ziehlsdorff and FBI agent Edward Hayes declined Sunday to
say what information led investigators to the Diffie home in
Trempealeau County,
Diffie , a former school teacher, owns farms in Trempealeau
and Buffalo counties, they said.
The youth said a man knocked at the door , asking assistance with a stalled car. He said
he accompanied the men to a
car, then was blindfolded and
driven to a rural hideout.
The youngster said he was
fed and was treated well.
who signed the complaint and
chained Czaplewski with the offense. Pehler said the defendant
had been driving in the wrong
lone of traffi c and that he had
not been wearing his glasses, a
requirement stated on his driver's Ike use.
Officer Fred Glnnder , who administered the brent linlizcr test ,
testified that. Cznplcwski's blood
had an alcohol content of .21
Czaplewski wns defended by
Philip Arneson , La Crosse, while
District Attorney Roger Hnrtmnn represented tho state.

NOTICE

Next week: Why Seasons Change.
(Questions of general interest concernin g the weather
or folklore forecasts maf be sent to Weatherlore in care
of The Winona Daily News.)

KNIGHTS OF GOlUMBUS —j
Reg. Meeting Tues., Mar. 14—8 p.m.
DINNER AT 7:00 P.M.
#

The Winona County Bar Association Friday noon went on record in support of a now-defunct
plan for creation of a group
home for juvenile delinquents
here.: ,¦:¦ '
The attorneys acted to support creation of the group home
at West Sarnia and Grand
streets here, unaware that the
Winona County Board of Commissioners was meeting at the
same time to kill the proposal .
The county board acted to create a citizens' committee to
study the problem in detail.
That move actually cut off the
plan then before them, since
immediate action would have
been needed to obtain the property, a remodeled church, and
to obtain federal funding for. the
program.
In supporting approval ol the
then-pending plan, the bar association noted that federal funding and the availability of rental property, by eliminating a
large capital expenditure, would
act to keep local costs to a minimum.

the Eau Claire County Jail.
Paul H. Matthews,, 35, and
his wife, Mary, rural Independence, were scheduled to appear this afternoon in the Winnebago County courthouse,
Rockford, 111., before U.S.
Magistrate Robert French.
They are being held in the
Freeport, 111., City Jail .
THE TRIO has been charged
with the alleged kidnaping
Wednesday night of Stephen
Aim, son of Dr. and Mrs. Donald Aim . All three were taken into Custody Sunday by FBI
agents and local law officers.
FBI agents reported partial
recovery of $50,000 ransom
which Dr. Aim said he paid for
the return of his son .
The complaint against Diffie,
read by Judge Barland, said
that last Friday Diffie wehf to
the Farmers Home Administration office in Alma, Wis.,
and paid an operating loan of
$21,381.82. The currency was
in $20, $10 and $5 bills. Del
Whelan , FHA man in Alfma, deposited the money in a Winona
bank.
The complaint stated that
Diffie then went to the Buffalo County treasurer's office
in Alma and paid bis $4 dog
tax with a $5 bill. An FBI
agent aid local officers reportedly discovered the $5 bill was
part of the ransom money.
The complaint also states that
a car owned by Diffie fits the
description of the car that signaled Dr. Aim as to where the
money should be dropped Thursday ,night. '

GOODVIEW VILLAGE RESIDENTS
MOCK TRIAL . . . Membors of Winona units of tho Army
Iteservo and National Guard participated jointly Sunday in
n mock court-martial in compliance with requirements for nn
nnnual exercise In military justice. Among those participating in tho court-martial hold in Hie municipal courtroom at
City Hall were, from left: Spec. 4 Frank PaponfusB , La

Crosse, Reserve; Sgt. Bennett Gonler , Reserve ; Sgt . Dennis
Peterson , National Guard ; Sgt. Thomas F. Underwood , Reserve; Sgt. David Welnmnnn nnd Lt. Dale Hnrhour , both
National Gunrd . Underwood , Gorder and Papenfuss , all practicing attorneys, wore among four who directed the trial.
(Dally News photo )

1972 Dog Licenses «ro now available at the Village
Clerk' * office. Tho 1971 licensor exp ired Fobruary 29,
1972.
All dofjs over 6 morllis old must bo liconsocl.
REX A. JOHNSON , Villajjo Clork

Tonight, tomorrow on TV

Television highlights
Today

LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV-3.
"BREATHING EASY", premier, Dr. Andrew Edin of the
Winona Clinic and Mr. Jim Stokes, Education Director of
the Minnesota Respiratory Health Assn ., will introduce the
program. Presented in science fiction fashion this 30-rninute
film is a dramatization of the anatoipy of human breathing.
It tells of the adventures of a boy who' - travels into his
father 's brain to learn the complexities of breathing, 7:25,
Cable TV-3.
MONDAY NIGHT SPORTS . Howard Cosell and Jim McKay host this hour of investigative reporting, late-breaking
sports!stories and profiles. 7:00, Chs. 9-19.
BOB HOPE. Special guests Elke Sommer, Dyan Cannon, Connie Stevens and Eva Gabor join Bob as he takes
aim at ¦.Oscar-nominated movies. 8:00, Chs . 5-10-13.
JOHNNY CARSON PRESENTS SUN CITY SCANDALS
'72. Travel down Memory Lane in this nostalgic hour as
Johnny Carson and veterans of show business strut their
stuff . Guests include Bette Davis, Ethel Waters & Jack Oakie.
9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE? "A. Bird's Eye View of
California," first in a series on American lifestyles, finds
Harry Reasoner analyzing California 's grandeur and ecological problems. He takes a helicopter tour to present his own
humorous, serious and revealing views of this western state.
9:30. Chs, 6-9-19. '. ' " ¦ ' ¦

Tuesday

LOCAL NEWS, 5:00, Cable TV-3.
GREAT DECISIONS - '72". An assessment of foreign
policy issues, particularly U.S. world trade commitments,
6:30. Ch. 2,
WINNIE THE POOH AND THE HONEY TREE. A. A.
Milne 's beloved bear is the star of this Disney feature , 6:30,
Chs. 5-10-13.
^
FLORIDA. PRIMARY
. Bulletins , all networks.
BILLY GRAHAM CRUSADE. Sermon topic: "Youth 's
Hang-Ups" with guests an ex-Hell's Angel, Ethel Waters
and singer Judy MacKenzie , 6:30, Ch. 6; 7:00, Ch. 11; 7:30
Ch. 3; 8:30, Ch. 10; 9:00, Ch.. 13.
"WEST SIDE STORY," Hollywood's most honored musical adapted from the Broadway hit. A star-studded cast
presents the story of Manhattan street-gang warfare. Part
I, 7:00. Chs. 5-13.
BREATHING EASY, 7:25, Cable TV-3.
GRAMMY AWARDS. Andy Williams hosts the 14th
annual classic, telecast live from Madison Square Garden ,
7:30, Chs . 6-9-19.
DECISION '72. John Chancellor analyzes late returns
In the Florida Primary, 9:30, Ch. 10; Walter Cronkite's
analysis, 9:30, Ch. 3; Howard K. Smith and Harry Reasoner ,
10:35. Chs. 6-9-19.
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Next regular meeting oE the
Winona County Jobs for Veterans Committee will be Wednesday, 7:30 p.m., at offices of
the state Department of Manpower Services, 163 Walnut St.
On the agenda will be plans
and arrangements for the
March 22 Vietnam Era Veterans Appreciation Night program and banquet.
Emmet J, Cushing, state emoloyinent commissioner, will be
the principal speaker.
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"AR1Z0NA RAIDERS", Audie Murphy. If they'll help
capture outlaws , convicts will be pardoned. (1965). 3:30,
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Tetevision movies

"FOR THE LOVE OF MIKE", Richard Basehart. By
racing his horse a poor Indian boy wants to raise money
for a church. (1960). 3:30, Ch. 6.
"NOBODY LIVES FOREVER", John Garfield . An exArmy mobster sets his sights on a wealthy widow 's money.
(1946). 3:30 Ch 19
"LORD JIM," conclusion , 8:00, Chs. 6-9-19.
"PENELOPE ", Natalie Wood. A bored housewife is
Involved in blackmail and robbery. (1966). 10:30, Chs. 3-8.
"THE EASY LIFE", Vittorio Gassman. A playboy and
his friends introduce a shy young man to the exciting Hfe.
(1964). 10:30, Ch. 11.
"FRANKENSTEIN MUST BE DESTROYED!" Peter
Cushing. 10:50, Ch. 4.
"BUS RILEY'S BACK IN TOWN" , Michael Parks. A Navy
vet has problems readjusting to small town life, especially
since his girl friend is married. (1965). 12:00, Ch. 13.
Tuesday
"A KIND OF LOVING," Alan Bates. A young draftsman
ends a romantic interlude — but the girl is pregnant . (1962).
3:30. Ch. 4.
"ROSE OF WASHINGTON SQUARE," Alice Faye. Musical biography of Fanny Brice. (1939) . 3:30, Ch. 6
.
"NO TIME FOR COMEDY," James StewartY A Broadway playwright believes he's wasting time writing comedies.
(1940). 3:30, Cb. 19.
"WEST SIDE STORY," Part I, 7:00, Ch. 5-13.
"CHARLIE BUBBLES," Albert FinneyY A writer seeks
an antidote for wealth and boredom. (1868) . 7:00, Ch. 10.
"THE VENETIAN AFFAIR ," Robert Vaughan. Complex spy drama with colorful Venice locations. (1967). 10:30,
Chs. 3-8.
"THE MAN IN THE NET," Alan Ladd. Mystery surrounds the murder of a neurotic woman — with false accusations against the husband, (1959). 10:30, Ch. 11.
"PENELOPE, " 10:50, Ch. 4.
"THE SECRET OF BLOOD ISLAND ,'1 Barbara Shelley.
A female parachutist escapes from the Japanese with the
help of British POWs. (1965). 12:00, Ch. 13.
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Health care reforms
are needed: 1homson

YLA CROSSE Wis. _ "None
of the health care reforms being considered in Congress
make adequate provision for delivery of health care services
to people in rural areas," Vernon Thomson charged here Friday night.
Thomson told the annual meeting of the "Western Wisconsin
Health Planning Organization
that health care reform must
include* improvements in the
health care delivery system and
must recognize the special
health care problems of rural
and small town residents. The
health planning organization
serves La Crosse and six other
rural counties in Western Wis
consin .
Thomson noted that President
N 'xon's health reform legislation is the only legislation to
suggest reform of the delivery
syste'm for health care services
and praised it for its emphasis
on "preventive care. " The Administration plan , however, he
declared , "makes only minimal
and inadequate incentives available to encourage the development of new, preventive care
organizations in rural communities," The Nixon plan provides
for $22 million to Encourage
formation of Health Maintenance Organizations In "scarcity
areas."
Thomson warned against the

$77 billion plan to nationalize
health insurance for its failure
to make any provision to improve the quality of health care.
"We nee"d to control medical
care costs, not just shift them
to the taxpayers," he declared.
Rural area citizens have 'less
than half the access to physicians, dentists, nurses, hospital b£ds and otber services, ac
carding to Thomson He said the
distances involved and ' the scarcity of health care personnel
are the chief eb'stacles to improving rural health care. Rural
residents suffer twice the incidence of chronic health conditions and twice the accidental
deaths compared to the national
average, the congressman noted.
Thomson told the group of his
health care legislation pending
before Congress which includes
incentives for military medical
personnel to pursue health service careers and reestablish
ment of the federal red measles
immunization program which
was discontinued in 1967 (he noted that the incidence of measles
has more than tripled since
the program was abandoned).
ILis bill to provide incentives for
medical personnel locating in
rural areas has become law.
he reported , as part of the
Health Manpower Training Act
of 1971.

Beg ior^

190 proof. Says they 're goNEW YORK — "Orvin"
ing to serve a drink there
Joe" Kipness, the producer
called "Chinese-Russian,"
and restaurateur, finally
which will be Bloody Marys
persuaded bis angel , Susan
with that 190 proof¦ lightNagle, the Celanese heir"*
ning.
ess, to quit throwing away
money trying to keep "InWe loved Gwen Verdon in
ner City" running at the
"Children, Children," and
Ethel Barrymore Theater .
kept wondering, "Are there
"We spent a quarter of a
kids really that mean?"
million trying to keep it
Great line by Jack Horopen," Kipness said at
rigan: "Truth is like garlic.
Joe's Pier 52, announcing its
You must know wtien to use
dosing. "I made her close
it and how much."
it. I told her there was no
Show Biz Quiz: What TV
sense trying to keep it gopersonality did Renzo Cesaing."
na make famous (from deUsually angels have to
signer Mark Gindi). Ans.
be begged and coaxed to
to Friday 's: Mack Beutel
put in more money but Kiphad the title role in "The
ness coaxed his angel to
Outlaw," with Jane Russell.
turn off the cash. The show
Perry Como finally takes
probably suffered a loss of
the cast off his leg : this
$500,000 to $750,000.
week, atfer six months;
The very resilient Joe
he'll be in NY, on a cane,
took his mind off that
to record. (The Comos sold
tragedy by announcing a
their Tequesta, Fla., home
dancing policy at his
for 750 Gs, moved to a
Hawaii-Kai on Broadway.
smaller ' place in Lost
"I found there's no place
you can dance on Broadway," Joe said — maybe
at the taxi dance halls, but
he didn't count those. Kipness is the loyal Manhattanite who in defense of
Fun City recently said ,
"There are millions of New
Yorkers who haven 't been
mugged even once."
'.- Paillette Gbddard's very
happy : about the success of
her late husband Erich
Maria Remarque's book,
"Shadows in Paradise," but
she refuses to go on talk
TV shows to promote it. "I
think everybody talks too
much," she says. "I've only
been on TV once — when I
did "The Women.' After all,
S. Mallum
it's not my book, " she said,
B. Speerstra
than added, as an afterVBTTEHALL, Wis. (Sepcila)
thought, "It IS my book,
but I didn't write it and - WbitehaU's High School Class
1 don't think it would be of 1972 lias co-valedictorians
and co-salutatorians.
right."
Co-\aledictorians are Beth
Maharis,
George
born in
Hell's Kitchen of Greek Speerstra, daughter of Mr. and
parents , and Brooklynite Mrs. Peter Speerstra Jr., WhitePat Cooper (Pasquale Cap- hall Bt . 2, and Sue . Mallum,
uto is his - real name ), co- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Irstarred at the American vin Mallum, Whitehall.
Royal Box when that room
Co - salutatorians . are Paul
reoponed in lively fashion. Trygstad, son of the Rev. and
Maharis, singing tune- Mrs. Gordon M. Trygstad , Pifully aid charmingly, had geon Falls, and Marilyn Sveen,
an amusing astrology bit. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. MiHe asked one male customer lan Sveen, Osse oR.t3.
who said he'd been born
Miss Speerstra has been inabout April l,"Who was volved in the following extraApril-fooled? You or your
: Whitonian
mother"?" The chap answer- curricular activitiesas
category
four
years,
staff
,
ed, "My old man." Cooper
said that in his Italian editor and as editor; forensics;
home "Every Sunday we Future Homemakers of Amerihave a Chinese family in for ca, delegate to the FHA Nadinner and to make them tional Convention; National Honfeel at home my mother or Society chorus; Badger
puts a message in ,the mac- Girls Stater; Drama Club;
class play, and all-school play.
aroni."
Miss Speerstra plans to atVincent Sardi Jr. and his
wife Adelle have reached a tend Stout University, Menomoand major in dietpermanent separation after nie, Wis.,
¦
¦¦¦ ¦ ¦¦
25 years. It's friendly and etics. ' . .,. ' • ' . ' '
Miss Mallum, who intends to
Mrs. Sardi . remains a vice
president of Sardi's Restau- enroll in Luther College, Decorrant — collects dividends, ah , Iowa, and study English
too . . . Peggy Lee mis- and journalism, has been active
understood my report that in band all four years ; Chorus;
she wore her hair in a cor- FHA, Science Club ; Whitonian
onet; . '" we just meant it staff , all four years, serving as
looked like a crown befitting co-editor; annual staff , National
a queen. (When I get lit- Honor Society ; class play proerary, I louse it up.) She ductions ; all-school play producgets standing ovations at tion , Drama Club; Echo Court ;
forensics, and all-conference
the Waldorf Empire Room.
Ruby Foo's is back again band.
Miss Sveen plans to major in
on W. 52d St. What an opening! Peter Marshall , Syl- music at the University of Wisvia Miles, even Xaviera consin , Stevens Point, Wis . Her
Hollander the Happy Hooker high school activities have
were there. And Lenny Mon- been: band , all four years;
tana , the wrestler who plays Bach Society ; FHA : newspaper
"the enforcer " in "The God- staff ; forensics; National Honfather." He said: "Old or Society; annual staff ; Drama
wrestlers never die , they Club; class play ; all-school play
production ; music clinic ; Badgjust fake away."
Artie Schindler, who help- er Girls State alternate, and
ed launch the place but goes Dorian festival , and treasurer
to the Fontainebleau in Mi- of thfl Luther League.
Trygstad, who plans to attend
ami Beach to install a Hawaiian restaurant in the La Luther College, Decorah, Iowa,
Ronde Room with Ben No- has been involved in the followyack, brought me some ing: National Honor Society;
mao-tai, the Chinese booze, student council ; forensics; class
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lost faith in the traditional partics, " said Leonard Slosky, a
student who lobbies in tho Colofor his
rado
Legislature
campus colleagues. "They are
not interested in participating
in politics at the party level. "
The Associated Press sampling also foun<i thnt on the average somewhere betwoon 25
and 30 per cent of the eligible
young peoplo have already registered , with substantially highex registration in some urban
areas.
Among young people opting
to register In tho major parties,
line sampling among election officials found that on tho average two were signing up as
Democrats for each registering
Republican.
The tendency of young voters
to register In significant numbers as Independents was noted
In the nationwide sampling of
election officials by The Associated Press, Tho trend was
backed up by reports that the
new voters were more Interested in candidates nnd Issues
than party labels.

Earl Wilson
y—i- ¦n

¦
¦ !¦ .n

i i.»

— in

Tree, Fla.) . . . Tiny Tim
personally phoned Manhattan photographers to find
who'd snapped those mildly revealing pix «f his Miss
Vicky. (It was Bob Iichtinan . . , Orson Welles'll
be here for the premiere
of his "Ten Days* Wonder."
Famed operatic t e n o r
Jan Peerce, at the Colony
Record Shop, bought an album — by famed operatic
tenor Richard Tucker .
Nina van Pallandt may get
a featured role in the
"Great Waltz" film.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
A man grumbled that it's
his wife's fault he isn't
a millionaire: "If she hadn't advised me to buy IBM
stock in 1935, 1 would have

Honor students
atWhitehail listed

Young voters demonstrate
a streak of independence
By TERRY KYAN
Associated i'ress Writer
The nation 's 11 million 10-to20-ycar-olds aro demonstrating
a streak of independence as
they register to vote.
Though figures In many
statos are only estimates, election officials around the country report n largo percentage of
tho new young voters—up to 69
per cent in Alaska—aro spurning tho major parties to enroll
as Independent or nonpartisan
voters. ,
"Young people have ulmpl j

bought it."
WISH . I'D . SAID THAT:
Parents used to teach their
children the value of a dollar. Today they try to keep
the bad news from the
¦ kids
as long as possible. • — Bobby Vinton.
REMEMBERED QUOTE:
"What we call progress is
the exchange of one nuisance for another." —
George Eliot.
E A R L ' S P E A R L S ':
Woody Woodbury tells of
the lush who's limiting himself to one drink a day,
"and at the moment he's
up to July 8, 1988."
People are getting pretty
blase about Pres, Nixon's
China trip. Lester Lanin
says he asked in a Chinese
restaurant for exactly the
same meal the Nixons had
in Peking, and the waiter
called out, "Another number three!" That's earl,
brother.

In 1070, the last year (or
which national figures are
available , slightly less than 10
per cent of those registered
were on tho rolls aa independents.
Election officials in Connecticut estimated that half the
new ( younR voters have regla
tered as independents. A survey at the Universit y of Washington found that 52 per cent of
the students said they had or
would register as independents.
Denver and Boulder counties
In Colorado reported 6,654
young voters registered as Independents, comparod with 3,373 as Democrats and 1,111 as
Republicans. Registration figures In the three most populous
counties of Wyoming showed 1,125 youths registered as Independents, while 4tia filed aa
Democrats nnd 435 as Republicans.
Opinion on tho importance of
tho youth vote varies widely:
"There is no question thoy
will luwe a real Impnci on the
elections ," said James Neal ,
Republican state chairman of

Indiana. "I see no reason they
would not respond overwhelmingly."
"I don't think they will have
a major influenco," said Floyd
Hart , Republican chairman in
Oregon. "They will be just as
diverse as the rest of us."
• Th«re is' a clear possibility,
however, that young voters
could have immenso Impact on
tho election of the next president.
If half the 11 million eligible
10-to-20-year-olds register, nnd
even half the registrants vote,
both reasonable estimates according to election officials ,
their 2.7 million votes could
swing an election as close ns
John F. Kennedy 's victory
In I960 or Richard M. Nixon 's
511-944-vote in I Dfifi .
In addition , there are 14 million 21-to-24-yenr-olds who were
too young to voto in 1061). Combined with the lO-to-20 year
olds, they form a pool of 25 million potential flrsl-tlmo voters.
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president; concert band; stage
band; all - conference band;
B a c h Society ; basketball;
track; Draina Club; class play ;
Audio Visual Club ; Lettermen's
Club; Echo Court; prom court,
and Badger Boys State.
•
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Slnal* Copy lie Dally 30e Sunday
Delivered by carrier—Per Wee* <0 eenti
53 week! 130.61
26 week* J15.30
By mall strlctl) In advancer paper ttop
ped on expiration date:
Local Area — Rates below apply enri
within a 50-mlte radlu* it the city o
Winona; and armed force* pertonne
with military addressee within 1h« con
tlnental United State* or ovenea* will
APO or PPO eitldresse*
(207
l year
325.00 9 month*
a months
115.00 l month.
t t.O
Elsewhere — :
.
In United States and Canada
130.$
I year
340.00 9 months
111.0
6 months
320.75 I Month*
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Stearns, Otter Tail
counties dairy leaders

Minn.
MINNEAPOLIS,
(AP)—Stearns and Otter Tail
counties repeated as champions
and runnerup in county rankings of Minnesota dairy production for, 1971.
In Stearns County, 65,200
cows produced 659 million
pounds of milk, or seven per
cent of the state total. In Otter
Tail, 46,800 cows produced 477
million pounds.

Sunday Newt only l year
115.01
Single Dally Copies moiled 23 cents eaet
Single / Sunday Copies mailed 75 cad
Subscriptions for . less than one month:
11.00 per week. Other rates on request
Send change of addres*. notices, undell
ered copies, subscription order* and oth
mall Items to Winona Dally New*. P.
Box 70/ Winona, Minn 55967
Second class postage paid al Wlnon
Minn.
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You must soo RA! An astounding
true -life adventure for tha whole- family!
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Hodgson: Labor Department is not management-orien1"ed

By NEIL GILBRIDE
"I never snubbed organized building a record of accom- curred ... We have chosen to
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sec- labor or any person in it," said plishment that shows that we work with, rathgp than around
retary of Labor J. D. Hodgson, Hodgson, who canceled his have intense concern for the or against organized labor ' :.;.
responding to union charges speech after Nixon's cool recep- American worker and we have
that his department is oriented tion by 1,000 labor delegates at been attempting to establish a We did this on the Pay Board
more toward big business than the November meeting.
record of fairness to organized by bringing organized labor ., .
in on a tripartite basis. We did
A m e r i c a n workers, says Hodgson said he was puzzled labor '.y • ¦
"That's a bunch of garbage. " by labor criticism of the Nixon A: What about relations with it in the construction industry
. . . where we worked with the
Hodgson volunteered the re- Administration's record on la- organized labor?
building trades unions and
mark during an interview with bor matters, which he said in- A: ...If one were to go back management of the constructhe Associated Press in which cluded new laws for the biggest and examine much of the labor tion industry to set up a wage
he defended President Nixon's improvement in unemployment press (newspapers published by stabilization activity with a
pay in a decade, the nation's labor unions) at the time before great deal of success ...
record on labor affairs.
first federal health and safety
"I think yon may have seen law and plans for a new law to the election in 1968, there were Q: What ahout the criticism
stories about the kind of
some of the stories in the labor protect and improve workers' horror
anti-labor
legislation that could that the Construction Industry
press about this department pensions. ¦¦:
Committee is
be expected. That has not oc- Stabilization
being management-oriented. To Hodgson also said that
forme that's a bunch of garbage,"
said Hodgson, who has had a m e r Teamsters President
R. Hoffa , freed from
series of run-ins with George James
prison afer Nixon commuted
Meany, president of the AFL- his sentence
, had better "stay
CIO.
out of the union business." Hodgson, who miffed Meany Excerpts from the interview:
by canceling a scheduled
speech to the IAFL-CIO con- Q: This Administration Is
vention in Miami Beach last sort of taking its lumps from
November,, said he hadn't in- organized labor on things- like
tended a snub to the president unemployment and wage conWhere Personal Seruice
of the 13.6 million member la- trols. What is your response?
j|
^^•7/
¦' ¦
bor federation.
U
a Is As Important As
// ''
A: We feel that we've been
*
J/ The Merchandise Itself
/^
^.

granting much larger wage increases?
A: I think you can pick out
individual wage increases from
either the Construction committee or the Pay Board and
question them but both organizations have had to recognize
that there are equity considerations there as well as considerations of inflation control that
they have to wrestle with.
And there will be—particularly for the year 1971 ... for
which the v Construction committee has been issuing decisions—... a number of wage

increases above the guidelines.
But the fact is that board has
brought the level of wage increases down from a level of
about 16 per cent to about 10
per cent and they're continuing
ti> bring it down ...
Q: Is it possible to see at this
point a time in which the controls will be removed? .
A: It is possible to see that
there will be such a time.
Clearly, that's the objective.
But when that time will be,
again only time can tell simply
because we don't know how
long it's going to take to get

.. . where we can say we have
reached . . . our objective of
cutting inflation in half.
We should not only have inflation cut in half , bring it
down to that 2 or 3 per cent per
year, but make sure that it's
cut in half and a new climate is
established where if controls
are taken off it'll not start going right back up again . . . and
when we reach that time, off
they'll 'go ... . ' . .
Q: There's been speculation
that the President might choose
to do something dramatic on
the controls before the Novem-

ber election ; do you foresee any
major change in the controls?
A: The only thing I can say
about that is this President will
respond to the needs of the
time ... I think you can expect
that the President will take
whatever action the circumstances dictate at the time, but
I have no indication that there
is any planned action .
Winona Daily News C
Winona, Minnesota
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Lucey recall move
begun in Madison

..MADISON, Wis. (AP ) — Cir- governments mandated by the
culation of petitions to recall U.N. is taking place, election of
Democratic Gov . Patrick Lucey government : officials is disappearing; and, eventually,
was announced here during the there will be no response
by
weekend by the Wisconson Leg- those in power to citizens, but
islative and Research Commit- only to those in higher positee..
tions."
Circulation of petitions to col- Mrs. Meves said Lucey was
lect the required 340,000 signa- chosen as the group's target be*
tures was initiated Saturday by cause he was the state's execuMrs. Theodore Meves of tive officer.
Brookfield, She group's state "By not fighting the effects of
coordinator , who predicted the U.N. Charter , he is assist"tremendous success" in the ing those who would restrict
effort.
our freedooms and , as chief ex"Thousands of persons in tax- ecutive, is responsible to see
payer groups and various con- that legislators and other govservative
organizations ernment officials uphold the
throughout , the state, who are Constitution," she said.
affected by the things we are
fighting, will participate in our The group has received a letter from the governorY Mrs.
campaign," she said.
Meves said , in which he exRemoval of the nation from pressed his opposition to a resothe effects of the "law of the lution on the issue introduced in
world" imposed in the United the legislature by Reps. Ken
Nations Charter and the sub- neth Meriel of Brookfield and
sequent "restoration of the George Klicka of Wauwatosa ,
United States Constitution" both members of the John
were described by Mrs. Meves Birch Society, and several othas the ultimate goals of the er conservative lawmakers, indrive.
cluding Sen; Gordon Roseleip of
"The United Nations Charter, Darlington.
in effect, became hhe law of the A legislative committee "to
land in 1945 and imposed an study the constitutionality of
open «aided constitution oh: the the actions of federal agencies
United States, which instead of with regard to the United Naproviding the guarantees ' of tions, the effect of these actions
freedom included in .the - U.S. on the state and possible measConstitution allows those in ures which could be taken by
power to gain greater and this state to punish uncongreater control over the ex- stititutional actions" would
ercise of freedom," she said.
have been set up under the res"As the consolidation of local olution.

Leonard Boudin and the Rev.
William Cunningham , a Jesuit
priest-lawyer , are scheduled to
bring the cross-examination of
Douglas to a close.
The government is hoping to
convince the jury on the basis
of Douglas' testimony that Berrigan nnd the six others plotted
to Iriclnnp presidential adviser
Henry A. Kissinger nnd sabotage heating tunnels beiienth
Advertisement
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Douglas has c:ill<iil defense
charges a lie. But Clark said
the defense will produce a witness lo corroborate these
charges.
The defense has also zeroed
in on Douglas' finances while
he wns an informer . It was
learned that he received a $1,noo reward for tippin g tho FBI
Ihnt a dra ft board raid was
afoot in Rochester , N.Y. According lo details of the arrangement revealed at the
trial , the FBI outfitted Douglas
with a charge account while the
agency culled information from
him about antiwar activities of
the Catholic left.
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key government buildings in
Washington , D.C.
Douglas was serving three
years in the penitentiary for
fraud and assault, Berrigan
was in prison for destroying
draft board records in Catonsville, Md. As a study-release
prisoner , Douglas was free to
leave daily for classes at nearby Bucknell University.
Douglas has told the court he
befriended Berrigan and smuggled letters out of the prison for
the Roman Catholic priest. Later, he turned informer.
A defense team headed by
former U.S. Atty. Gen, Ramsey
Clark spent last week questioning Douglas . At one point the
defense suggested that Douglas
had an extortion plot in the
works ,

Offet Worth

^^

THIS WEEK ONLY!

FBI informer due
to face two more
defense lawyers
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP ) Boyd Douglas Jr., former
friend of the Rev. Philip Berrigan when the two were federal prisoners , begins his third
week on the witness stand today in the courtroom where
Berrigan and six other defendants are on trial in an antiwar
conspiracy case.
Douglas , who informed on
Berrigan while the priest was
in ' the Lewisburg, Pa., federal
penitentiary, is due to face two
more defense attorneys for the
"Harrlsburg 7."
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Truck routes to
get an overdue
evaluation
Some leforms in the city's truck route systems
apparently are on the way at long last. For years
truckers, city residents and city maintenance forces
have coped with the problems posed by this intricate and sometimes difficult network,
A major improvement will come about with the
opening late this year of the Pelzer Street extension. It will provide a direct link between the city's
westerly approaches and the busy industrial enterprises adjacent to the municipal commercial harbor. .
Once this route is in use, truck traffic that
now threads its way through west-side residential
areas will be transferred to the new bypass. You
get a better grasp of the situation when you recall
that in busy seasons the traffic rates run as high
as 4,500 trucks a week to destinations in that area.
At the city's easterly side, some revisions also
may be forthcoming. There trucks serving several
industries travel some less-well-defined routes, often
to the inconvenience and annoyance of area residents. '
Complaints about this situation have ¦cropped
up from time to time in the City Council. It appears that some attention is needed Yhere.
Out of all this has come a council move to
order studies of present city truck routes. Along
with the studies will go some recommendations
for changes in the ordinance arid, most likely, a
general realignment that will conform to use patterns as well as keeping nuisance aspects at a
minimum for all concerned.
Up to now, little has been done about changes
In the system. Those that occurred tended to be the
products of expediency, improvised to meet monetary needs but remaining part of the layout thereafter, whether justified or not.
The comprehensive approach to tlie problem
Is long overdue and its results can hardly be anything but beneficial. — F.R.U.

St. Paul cheers for
Rosalie s recovery
We suppose that most people in St. Paul, and.
Indeed throughout the state, are cheering the indomitable Mrs. JRosalie Butler, now making an apparently satisfactory recovery from a kidney transplant operation. Not only te she on the mend from
the surgery but her campaign for re-election to
the St. Paul City Council ia going along unabated.
Whether for her or against her as a candidate, you can only admire her In this particular
contest, one involving a will to live and a determination to resume a normal life pattern. Even
Mayor Charlie McCarty, her opposite rmrnbar in
many a gaudy council dispute, js among those rooting for her early return to the political ring- And
don 't call it a comeback , because she 's never really
been away. After all, St. Paul wouldn't be quite
the same without her. •— F.R.U.

Well, let s bus
them out of city

Economics are involved In the Winona School
Board' s consideration of closing the kindergarten
at Rid geway School and transporting the children
into Winona.
Twenty is apparently considered the absolute
minimum to employ a kindergarten teacher , and
the anticipated enrollment there is only 16, or four
short.
The thought of transporting 16 little children
for a half-day of school as much as 22 miles one
way is abhorrent to some of the parents nnd they
told the school board so.
In making the decision on the fi.ture of the
Ridftcwny kindergarten , the board is certain to
take into consideration the cost of transporting
children. That' s an expense item as much as the
salary of the teacher , or tho heat , or the supplies.
Of couise , nno solution would be to bus kindergarten children from Winona to Rid geway to
fill out the classroom, That way the city folk here
nlso would get an inkling of what the nationa l
school busing issue is all about. — A.B.
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Russian roulette game

So I am sitting on this bus out
of Atlanta next to a mousy little
guy with a narrow tie and a dark
suit and he introduces himself as
Dr. Homer Hardscrabble, head of
the department of anthropology at
Backwater Tech.
I try to let on that I've heard of
Backwater but he smiles and . says
I probably haven 't because it isn't
accredited and limits its enrollment to those students who are willing to, listen to the professors and
to agree to sleep in sexually'Segregated dormitories. That makes it
very small , indeed, he says.

THE ONLY distinguished anthropologist I know personally is Dr.
Margaret Mead whose assertion that
pot doesn't hurt anybody has made
her a national celebrity. So I drop
her name and he says that, of
course, he has read her works but
that he hasn 't met her because he
was thrown out of the only learned
society he ever belonged to.
I ask why was that, and he says
it was probably because he was
pushing the SPRR. The SPRR., he
adds, is not to be confused with the
Southern Pacific Railroad , but
stands for the Society for the Promotion of . Russian roulette.
Prof. Hardscrabble tells me he
thought up the society on the theory
that if humanity is to avoid sinking to a general level of idiocy at
an early date, the current determination by people of |oodwill to
preserve damn fools at any cost must
be reversed. Damn fools, says the
professor , must be allowed to go,
but only voluntarily and, if possible, pleasurably.
That's the beauty of Russian roulette, the professor, points out. No
one has to play it. Only damn fools
will. And after an average of only
six spins of a six-shooter a poten-
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tial genetic problem is immediately
solved.
THE PROFESSQR bej itv** that
4,Stop ! Bridge Outl" signs should
be changed to read, ; "Bridge Out.
Proceed at Will." This would cut
the next generation's population but
raise its 1Q.
He thinks the "danger!" should
be eliminated from "High . Voltage"
signs sinc« without the warning people who are too dumb to know
what high voltage is might not have
any more children.
He tells me that he recalled Lewis Carroll's Alice - in - Wonderland
story, "through the Looking Glass, "
and this gave him the idea for an.
article, "Through the Windshield
Glass," but that he hasn't been able
to sell it to any of the learned magazines.
He believes that people stupid
enough to sit on their seat belts
should be allowed to pass through
their windshields, tha t this would
help halt the downbreeding of human intelligence, and that efforts to
gimmick cars so that they won 't
start unless the belts are fastened
will be counterproductive in terms
of future human . competence and
happiness.
PROF. H. has plans for high

school motor arenas where students,
so minded, may play high-speed
"chickw'Y games, here, wild drivers will Have an opportunity to eliminate each other at an early age,
hopefully before they crash into lawabiding citizens.
He is currently considering a Happy Island resort for hard narcotic
addicts. The addicts would be allowed board and room plus all the

dope they want with the single proviso that they agree to stay locked
up on the island.
"Mainliners don 't last long," says
the professor, "and they have practrically no sex drive. Therefore, my
plan will produce euphoria, birth
control, early funerals and improved
safety for the general public."

IN ANCIEN T and nwdleval day*,
Prof. Hardscrabble tells me, the
machinery for getting rid pf damn
fools was highly developed, and this
was why the progress of evolution
was onward and upward.
No health department told a
damn-fool Egyptian not to dig his
well below his privy, and the mummy-case makers had a quick customer. Foolish members of the Children's Crusade, their eyes on holy
banners, went weaponless and waterless into a desert teeming with
Saracens, and that was that.
Damn-fool knigbts-errant, heavy
with armor and hellbent to rescue
damsels from dragons, drowned at
the first river.
People who took off from steeples
with feathered wings pr sailed over
cataracts in barrels eliminated
themselves with eclat and the level
of intelligence improved.
"Now , alas," says Prof. Hard*
scrabble, 4f aj l is reversed. We
spend billions to keep idiocy healthy
and prolific. It is very bad genetics,
and the results will be noticeable in
two or three generations."
The bus pulls into a sleepy Southern tovyn and, sure enough , there is
a group of dilapidated board buildings behind a sign, "Backwater
Tech."
"We can't get any public funds,"
apologizes Prof. Hardscrabble as he
climbs down, "and, as I said , we
aren't accredited"
General Features Corp.

Toughness for Soviets

WASHINGTON - Richard Nixon
and his associates—notably Secretary of State William Rogers—are
preparing for the President's forthcoming journey to the Soviet summit a very different approach from
that used by him in communist
China/
Mr. Nbton went to Peking showing a kind of beaming, if sometimes
rather worried, good will He is going . to Russia in an openly toughminded spirit, the Russians having
meantime been advised without any
nonsense that this government does
not at all care for their current
maneuverings in the Vietnam war,
in the chronic crisis in the Middle
East, and elsewhere.
IT IS Secretary Rogers who Is

In charge of getting this message
over to the Kremlin well ahead of
time. Both the nature suid the undoubted importance of his role were
deliberately disclosed in connection
with his Tecent commentary on his
massive general report on foreign
policy.
While there was hope for "substantial" improvement in AmericanRussian relations, the Secretary observed , the fact remained that the
United States government was seriously concerned over Moscow 's
"temptations to exploit explosive situations" about the world.
The obvious reierence was to the
Soviet Union 's hardening encouragement and heavy shipment of sophisticated weapons to the North
Vietnamese communists and to
Moscow 's unrelaxed promotion of
the communist-backed Arabs in
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GAINESVILLE , Fla. - Hubert
Humphrey 's people were afraid of
a hostile audience here at the University of Florida , and there were
boos along with applause from the
1,500 kids as he came in. Unruffled , Humphrey began talking off
the cuff about ending the war , caring for ponple, rebuilding America.
After IS minutes he said it wns
time for the country to turn from
"hate nnd yesterday " to "love and
tomorrow. " With emotion in his
voice, he naked: "What makes you
think you can end the war abroad
if there 's violence in your heart
at home?"
THE STUDENTS cheered.

Ono

of the men in the Humphrey party
whispered to another , "If only he
would slop now, " And then he did.
"Well that' s my message," the
senator said , "let's have your questions. "
Hie flral student up wns angry.
He knew the Humphrey record on
Vietnam , ho suid , "and 1 think
you 're full of — ." The nasty epithet hung in the air; tho nudioneo
was winy. Ilulmrt , wiHHfi g, mid
lie didn 't think anythi ng had been
«ddod lo the grace of the I'Jngll.sh
language. That eased the tension ,
iiwl the students liked }tThi'i' r W <T<> more angry words later , but they £iwc Humphrey no
trouble . "Are you ready to go to
work ," he shouted nt ono critic ,

William S. White
their designs upon Israel, Much
more than the usual Rhetorical admonitions was , however, involved
here.
For one of Rogers' unstated motives was to warn the Soviet Union
that this country 's diplomatic missions around the globe have been
sending a stream of confidential
messages to Washington reporting
that their . Soviet diplomatic counterparts are going far beyond Mopcow's own standard official invective in prrvately attacking the President personally for his trip to Chi'
na.
SOME oi the language being used

by Russians in diplomatic communities in many countries — in
the presence of American ambassadors—Is incomparably harsher than
anything publicly employed by the
Soviet Union.
The intention of the government
here is not to weep aJiy idle tears
over this but simply and coldly to
inform the Russians that if they
want a fruitful .summit meeting
with the President the way to get
it is first to knock off the gutter
language being employed in embassy cocktail conversations and the
like against the United States.
In short, Washington is telling
Moscow not to suppose that Mr.
Nixon doesn 't know what has been
going on and not to expect that he
will turn to the Russians the face of

1
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infinite patience that he turned
to the Chinese in Peking.
The reasons for this shift in manner and emphasis are both simple
and practical. The President's Peking venture was undertaken not in
the expectation of any big diplomatic breakthrough but only to open
some hind of crevice, however
small, in the Bamboo Curtain. Nobody, beginning with the President,
ever supposed that more than this
would come from the Peking summit.'
WITH the Russians, on the other

hand, the U.S. has been dealing for
many years, however awkward
these years have often been, and
the Iron Curtain has long since
been well penetrated.
With the Russians, then, the
President hopes and actually exr
pects to do some substantial busiiness^something going far beyond
the exchange of courtesies evidenced
in Peking. Rogers and others, therefore , are trying to clear away such
cold wsr underbrush ss would get
in the way of this design, on the
assumption that the Russians themselves v/ill awaken upon reflection
to that necessity as clearly in their
own interest.
United Features Syndicate

Wheeled society
The suburbs are where any place
that can be reached on . foot is not
where your wife is going. —Dousman (Wis.) Index.
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Anthony Lewis
"or do you want to talk? " More
cheers,
A 20-year-old girl said afterwards ,
"He's a lot looser than 1068." And
he is. That emascu|qlp(l viqe president is gone. Free of the tie to
Lyndon Johnson , Hubert Hump hrey
is enjoying himself nnd everybody
else again- He has rapport. He connects .
AND DOESN'T he know It. On a
television question program the other night n man asked why he lindn 't
(tone something as vlcp president.
"Really and truly, " he said , "I need
to explain to you about the vice
presidency . I have more power in
one day now as n senator than I
did in four years as vice president.
I speak for myself. "
Right now Humphrey is in some
ways in tho most interesting position of any candidate for the Democratic nomination. Tho si gns of
faltering id Sen. Kdmund Muskie 's
campaign have luitundly turned
people to thinking abou t him as tJm
other lending possibil ity in the political center, lie has nil the old
energy, nnd the personal warmth
thnt helps in dealing with other
politicians.
And no, incredible aa it would
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What dms Wilkins
say about busing?
. I have here, sent to me by an outraged attorney, the resolution of the
school board of Chesterfield County,
dated Feb. 5, the provenance of
which is a civic horror story.
On Jan. 10, 1972, Judge Robert R.
Merhige, the United States district
judge for Richmond, Va., decided
that in the interest of racial balance in the schools, he should 8.us«
pend geographical-political frontiers,
first things first: If the adjacent
county has a preponderance of
whites, and this county has a preponderance , of blacks, then, says the
judge, forget the county lines:
merge the school districts. This is
quite revolutionary thinking, as everyone has acknowledged, and of
course the j udge's idiosyncratic ruling has been appealed , on a number of principles, not the least of
them being that it is hardly the business of the court tp start gerryiriandering for its own sociological purpose.
BUT DURING the awful period until the higher court strikes down
Judge Merhige or, failing that , invites the Congress to initiate a constitutional amendment to put an end
to judicial effronteries on this issue,
Judge Merhige 's decision is the law
of the land.
Here was an extraordinary situation, where elected officials of a
community are instructed to do a)
what they don't want to do , b) what
the people who elected them dqn 't
want them tq do, c) something that
has nothing to do with the granting
of rights previously denied to members of their own community, and
which d) calls for a merger with
communities altogether separate
and distinct , as established by thq
laws of the state of Virginia , way
way back before the destabilization
of America was a gleam in the eye
of Earl Warren. Nevertheless, having been advised by counsel that
they had to do what the judge told
them to do qr go to jail , the board
members drew up the resolution.
Here is a representative passage:
"WHEREAS, If the members of

this board remained free tp vote in
accord with their independent and
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have seemed a little while ago,
Hubert Humphrey has a real chance
to run against Richard Nixon again
next November. But just to say that
is to recognize the difficul ty involved: How would the young and all
the other Americans who want a
new politics feel about having to
make the same choice as in 19611?
The truth is that Humphrey 's
feelings are working again , and his
fundamental decency is there to
see, but his outlook has not changed.
T|ierc is very little evidence of the
npw politics, or of new ideas. He
is still a 1940 liberal , will) thnt view
of the cold war economics and other
things .
HE TALKED to tho Ga|no»vl||»

Kiwanis Club about the drug problom , and there was no sign of
awareness in him that official drug
policy in this country has been a
disastrous failure. He wanted more
of tho same: tougher \nw enforcement , efforts to cut off heroin supplies In Turkey and elsewhere, sympathetic rehabilitation programs .
"If a CIA agent can find a millvcrsive and an FBI ngont oan find
a onnimnniHl, " he Baid, "don 't tell
me they can 't find a drug pusher , "
As for Turkey and other countries
wbero opium poppies grow , he said
the United States should take them
to the world court if tliey won 't stn»,
or "cut off their credits — that'll do
lt. "

At a crime forum in Miami he
proposed that the killing of local
police and fi remen and prison
guards be made a federal crime.
To any serious student of the crime
problem that is just a grandstand
play : we need to make law enforcement work in local communities,
not to transfer problems to the federal government.
He attacked President Nixon
both for letting the American balance of payments deficit moijnt and
for devaluing the dollar , a moyo
designed to end the deficit. It was
as if , for Humphrey , thp dollar
could still make its own rules In a
world it dominates , But thnt is no
longer true.
KENNETH Q'QQNNELL , who did
such shrewd political work for John
Kennedy, is now on tho Humphrey
team. He put it fairl y when he
said : "The politicians pre mora
comfortable with Humphrey than,
with anyone ol.se. They want to go
with hiiri, but they want to |>p sure
first that ho can win, He has tq
show ho can (Jo it, I think he will , "
Watching t|ic bubbling Hubert
Humphrey, anyone could see it happening. The question is whether his
revived spirits aro enough—whether
a man so Identified with yesterday 's politics can pcrsnwlq tho
Democra ts that he can win,
New York Times News Service
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collective j udgment and will, they
would unanimously refuse to request
the state board of education to create a single division tp be composed
of the counties of Chesterfield and
Henrico and the city of Richmond; . . .
"Now, therefore, acting under the
duress, coercion, and compulsion of
tha penalties consequent upon doing
otherwise, and acting contrary to
our individual and collective ju dgment and wiUs, $nd under the compulsion of the Order aforesaid , we
do adopt and vote for the following
. ... '. This resolution is limited to
such time, only, as the order of
Jan. 10, 1972, shall not be stayed or
reversed by the Court of Appeals
for the Fourth Circuit or by the
Supreme Court of the United
States."
THERE IS fanaticism abroad, and

the integrationists-at-any-price are
its prophets, disdaining such consideratiqns of prudence and organic
growth which have historically distinguished English froin continental
politics. One likes to believe that
this time the abstractionists have
gone too far, but as one who thought
they had gone too far when they
outlawed common prayer in the public schools, I don 't know, I don't
know .
Life magazine has obligingly collected the sentiments of the presidential candidates on the subject,
and one notes that it is only the
candidates who peek above all things
the approval of the militant left who
stand by busing. Nixon of course opposes it, as do Mnskie, Humphrey,
Jackson, Mills and Hartke. John
Lindsay tells us that "busing is one
of the tools necessary to achieve
school desegregation " — which, of
course, is correct. And there is no
bucking the jron logic: if integration is the first goal, then busing is
justified , as, hypothetical^, it would
be ju stified to forbid the expression
of anti-busing opinion.
Sen. McGovern , who although rumored to have flirted with ah antibusing position , finally decided not
to rum his perfect record of taking
the wrong position on every subject.
And Eugene McCarthy finds busing
"quite defensible as a general principle." McGovern , McCarthy and
Lindsay speak for perhaps 15 percent of the people, and of those ,
there are probably a majority who
reject busing even though they favor ardently, as many of us do, the
ideal of integration .
Congress meanwhile slips in and
out of toothy resolutions that would
put racial balance in the public
schools in perspective. What is
needed is a break from Roy Wilkips
of the NAACP; if he gave the word
the abstractionists would crumble.
Washington Post SYndic*ta
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Public doubts war end is near
Harris Survey
Despite his plan for negotia- big.". And an additional 21
ting an end to the war, Presi- percent sees America's presdent Nixon is still not out of ence in Vietnam Va very big
the woods on the issue of involvement." In the view of the
American involvement in the public , Mr. Nixon has moved
Vietnam War.
some in the right direction c-n
When asked directly to assess Vietnam, but not nearly as far
the future U.S. role in the war, as most would like to see him
no more than 23 percent of the &0>
public feels that it is "close
to an end." A .much larger 51 WHAT IS MORE, public expercent agree with the state- pectations are not high that this
ment, "although it is not what country will soon be disentanit once was, it is still pretty gled from the war. When asked

To ihe edifor
Goodview court
fine protested
I would like to bring to public attention the facts regarding the unhappy experience I had on the shopping center
service road , March 1;
DURING A BAD snow squall and due to the snow compacted street , I found it difficult to find an exit and subsequently missed the first one. As there wasn't any oncoming
traffic and BO centerline visible, I was still on the left
side of the road , trying to find the next exit , when the Goodview patrolman came along facing the same direction.
I tried to explain the poor "visibility, which was making
it difficult to see the exit. The officer replied, that this was
no excuse , and he found it necessary to write a ticket.
Up to then there was no oncoming traffic , but while
he wrote the ticket, with his and my car parked on a snowy
road, there was.
'
A WARNING WOULD have teen in order here.
Because on a stormy day I fell victim to Goodview's system to nail the out-of-town drivers? I was fined $14 in your
court. This is no court of justice , because all who enter here
are found guilty.
People.of Goodview are most fortunate to have several
large shopping centers. However, we of the surrounding small
town communities are needed to assure their success. But
if -we have to help to maintain your village expenses , by
being victimized on your streets, you irritate two very vulnerable spots: our pocketbook and- our civic pride. Maybe
the most of us will decide to pay a little more for our groceries etc., and patronize our local stores.
I HAVE always sided with the law when reading about
Incidents involving the present generation; now I have mixed
feelings about this. Officers can distort the; face of the law,
and so the stature of the uniform is diminished in the eyes
of the young.
BARTLY BUOL
Kellogg, Minn.
{EDITOR'S NOTE: Officer Merlin luerson said that
he charged Mr. Buol with driving in the wrong lane of traffic
and, fur thermore, that while driving to court on Highway M
Mr. Buol drone improperly by /ailing to yield to a truck .
Justice Floyd Farnholtz said that Mr. Buol pleaded guilty
and was fined $10 and the $4 costs.)
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How's
Your
Hearing?
CHICAGO , Ill.-A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone . A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to anyone answering this
advertisement.

Science lectures
open to public
Dr. Louis G. Hoffman , University of Iowa research professor , will present two science
lectures at the College of Saint
Teresa this week.
Thursday at 7 p.m., in Roger Bacon Lecture Hall , he will
speak on "Immunology Today."
The lecture will be followed by
a discussion period.
Friday at 9:10 a.m., in Bacon
Hall, he will present "Antibodies
As Allosteric Proteins." Lectures
are open to students and faculty
of Winona 's colleges and to the
public.
Dr. Hoffman is doing research
in the structure and function of
antibodies.
¦

Try It to see how it is worn
in tho privacy o( your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level , in one unit. INo wires lead Dunlciid Declared
from body to head,
APPLETON, Wis. (AP) The
Post Corp. has declared a
Th-cse models aro free , so wo
suggest you write for yours regular quarterly dividend of
now. Again , wo repeat , there Is eight cents a share payable
no cost , and certainly no .obliga- March 31 to stockholders of
tion. Write to Dcpt. 5446 . Bel- record March 17. The divertone Electronics Corp., 4201 \V, sified firm lias media and inVictoria. Chicago . 111. 60046.
surance operations in eight
states.
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How politicians
brf'J on- ' - f/ie/f-Pdn^'
WASHINGTON - One of the
biggest cliches of American
politics is that politicians are
no different from anybody else.
"They put on their pants one
leg at a time."
Everyone has accepted this
without question, and while I
hate to destroy another ; myth
I can now reveal after some
very difficult research that
politicians are different from
people, at least when it comes
to putting on their pants.
THE FIRST clue I had to
this was when I read a book ,
about Lyndon Johnson and
bow he dressed when he was
President. Mr. Johnson had two
Secret Service men hold his
pants as he sat on his bed,
and he put both legs into them
at the same time. This certainly made him different from
the rest of us and I decided
to pursue the subject of other

Chamber of Commerce board
members Friday adopted a suggestion that forums on legislative issues be conducted from
time to time for general informational purposes.
The forums, according to a
committee report submitted by
Adolph Bremer , : would involve
local officials or individuals
with expertise in various fields
as well as those Invited from
elsewhere.
They would be useful both as
means of disseminating information to the chamber and
public and of developing twoway communication with respect to legislative proposals
at federal and state levels, he
said . Moreover , such sessions
might provide the stimulation
and data needed as bases for
chamber pslicy positions.
Board members also accepted a recommendation of Executive Vice President David
Johnston that a substantial
amount of new city promotional brochures be ordered. He
said 30,000 to 40,000 would probably suffice and noted that
about 2,000 to 3,000 are distributed monthly through various outlets to visitors , travelers, and others interested in the
community.
The chamber gets an annual
appropriation of $2,500 from
the city for community promotion nnd this fund woud be tapped to pay for the brochures.
Johnston said the illustrated
brochure would bo an updated
version of its predecessor which
was discontinued more than a
year ago.

THE BOAHD nlso approved
a letter to the Housing and ReAdvcrtlaemenl
development Authority asking
for a joint meeting and a progress, report on tho downtown
urban renewal project.
Board members nlso were
told thai letters will go out
shortl y for the annual youth
employment program in which
employers arc asked to make
summertime jobs available to
Also Gives Prompt, Temporary Relief in Many young people in the communLast year , noted Chamber
Cases from Pain and Itching in Such Tissues. ity.
Vice President John Hauenstein tlie campaign exceeded its
Wlen "hemorrhoidal tisauoi TtoBts by leading doctoro on liun- quotn of 2,000 jobs for vaca¦w«II , bflcome inflamed and in- dreds of patientn in New York,
focied-it can bo very painful Washington. D.C. and nt a tioning students.
for tho nufforor. But doctors large medical center vodficd
haw found n remarkably sue- ¦Preparation H gavo nimilnriiuc- NAI\IKI> FINALIST
cosiful medication which is so cessful results in mnny enscs.
WASHINGTON (AP) - WisWhen you consider Prcpnrarffactivo thnt it octunlly helps
conHin
native Thomas Lindc ,
tissues,
ol
such
swelling
tion
H
oltorB
HO
many
benefits*iilirinlc
And it (I OCB more . In many it's no wonder milliono ot ouf- who serves as a clinical psycnecs, it nlso gives prompt re- forers buy it each yenr to oh- chologist nt tho Knoxvillo,
j iel for hours from tho pain nnd tnin this relief. Seo if it tlotis n't Iowa , Veterans Administration
(tollin g in hemorrhoidal tissues, help you.
Hospital , is a finalist for the
There'n mi other formuln like
v
Thin medication is obtainable
without n prescription under Prttpnrntion H. Ointment o| honor being numed tho outstanding
handicapped
federal
II®
'
. suppositories.
tho rtumo-Propurntion
employe of 1071.

Does MoreThan HelpShrink
SwellingOf Hemorrhoidal
Tissues DueTo Infection
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Legislative
forums OK'd
Gone to the dogs by chamber
In the early part of the century we did sing, "A union,
union forever , hurrah boys, hurrah , down with the traitors
and up with the stars ; yes, we'll rally round the flag, boys;
we1ll rally once again; shouting the battle cry of freedom,"
I sang that for a group the other day and they as one
man said, yes, "when the Republicans and Democrats ran.
the country we had freedom , but now after the socialists
took over , our freedom has gone down the drain and our
country to the dogs .
LESLIE A. SIMONS
Taylor, Wis.

34 3 53
March
Feb. ............ 46 4 42
July '70 ....... 32 8 49
27 13 46
May
Dec. '69 ........ 26 5 56

10 ion of the public was asked :
8
"Would you favor or opll pose U.S. policy in Vietnam
14 which brought home all U.S.
13 combat troops but left
American b o m b e r s and
Ever since the President an- planes
piloted by the U.S.
nounced his troop withdrawal Air Force
and Navy?"
policy and an unwinding of
American involvement in Viet- LEAVING AMERICAN AER
nam in November of 1969, it is
FORCES IN VIETNAM
apparent that the impatience of
Total Public
the public to liquidate the
American, presence in Indochi- Favor ...................
25
na has outstripped the pace of
Oppose ........ ........... 57
bringing troops home. Each
Not sure
18
time the President has anBy better than two to one,
nounced a step-up in the withdrawal rate, the number ex-v Americans say they are oppospressing the view that the re- ed to leaving behind U.S. bombmoval of American- forces was ers and fighters in air support
"too slow " would diminish for the South Vietnamese. Fursome. But then, a month or two thermore , they would not rePACE OF WITHDRAWAL OF later, sentiment for accelerat- gard such a course as a fulfilling the withdrawal rate would ment of Richard Nixon's camU.S. TROOPS FKOM
paign pledges in 1968.
once again rise.
VIETNAM
Tie cross section was asked:
public
nearly
half
theToo Too About Not Today,
"Do you think President
the
view
that
the
expresses
still
slow fast right sure
[ withdrawal rate is "too slow." Nixon will have kept Ws
% % %
1968 promise to end U. S.
Involvement in Vietnam or
Feb. '72 ........ 45 4 44 7 PERHAPS, an even more
Nov. '71 ........ 48 3 40 9 sensitive area is that of contin- not if the only real involvement of the U.S. is providOct.
53 3 38 6 uing substantial U.S. air supJuly
. . . . 4 2 4 48 6 port for South Vietnamese mili- ing bombing support for
April ............ 45 5 45 5 tary operations. The cross sec- South Vietnamese troops?"

whether "all U.S. involvement
in Vietnam will be ended by
election time," the public expresses tiie view that we will
"still be involved" by a substantial 70 to 15 percent.
Although there has been " a
rather steady and even heavy
rate of removal of American
troops from Vietnam, public
pressures to speed up the withdrawal of U.S. fighting forces
still remain high, the Harris
Survey has periodically asked
a cross section of the public
this question, most recently in
mid-February among a cross
section of 1,557 households:.
"Do you feel the pace of
withdrawal of U.S. troops
from Vietnam is too fast,
too slow, or about right?"

Art Buchwald
political leaders,
President Nixon, for example, has his "valet lay his
pants on the bed, and then
the valet leaves the room settle President can make his
decision in private. He keeps
a yellow legal pad by his bedside where he writes out all
the alternatives . "Will it be better to put his right leg into
his pants first, or will it be
better to put his left leg?
What will be the political repercussions if Jack Anderson
finds out how be puts his pants
on? Will the electorate think
less of him if he puts his pants
on like everybody else? What
would happen if he didn 't put
on his pants at all?
Occasionally he might ask
Henry Kissinger's opinion or
call up John Mitchell wondering how he should do it, but
the final decision has to be
Mr. Nixon's.. It is probably the
loneliest decision that any
President of the United States
has to make.
WHEN IT comes to patting
on bis pants, no one agonizes
more about it than Sen. Edmund Muskie. Since he doesn't
want to offend either the left
or the right he usually sticks
his foot into the center of his
pants, this, of course, causes
complications as it takes him
over an hour to put them on
and makes him late for his
appointments all day long.
Sometimes Sen. Muskie gets
so angry when he tries to put
on his pants that he is shorttempered all day long. His staff
has been working on this and
hopes to have a solution to the
problem before the July convention.
Sen. George McGovern has
a different problem . He has
only one pair of pants and he
has to be very careful when
he puts them on so that he
doesn't tear them. Before becoming a presidential candidate he always put on his shoes
first. But when Frank Mankiewicz took over as campaign
manager he persuaded McGovern to put on his pants
first and then his shoes . This
changed McGo'vern's image
overnight and he has lost his
serious demeanor , and seems
much more relaxed as a candidate.
Gov. George Wallace, on the
other hand , goes through three
pairs of pants before he gets
one on . What he does is jump
out of bed in the morning and
he is so excited to get going
that he rips the pants as ho
is trying to get into them . His
people have tried to persuade
him to take it easier when
he's getting dressed , but Wallace says "Nobody, not the
Supreme Court , nor those Eastern Establishment press lords
nor those Washington bureaucrats are going to tell me how
to put on my pants."
SEN. HUBKRT Humphrey
had been identified with President Johnson 's hard-line pants
policy until late in the 1968
campaign , and many people
feel this cost him the election.
This year Humphrey no longer
has to worry about Johnson and
he has let it be known that
when it comes to putting on his
pants he's his own man, Ho
has told audiences , "At least
now when I put on my pants
I no longer have my foot in
my mouth. ''
Sen. Teddy Kennedy refused
to say how ho puts on Ids pants
In tho morning as he was afraid
that people would thing ho was
a candidate for the presidency.
But people close to him told
me that if there was a deadlock in Miami nt the Democonvention , Kennedy
cratic
would be willing" to put on his
pants and accept n draft.
/Los Angeles Times Syndicate

1968 NIXON PROMISE ON
VIETNAM IF U.S.
BOMBINGS CONTINUE
Total Public
% Will have kept promise . 28
Will not ................ 44
Not sure ............... 28
There is one highly emotional factor, however, which would
turn around public opposition to
continued U.S. air support of
South Vietnamese forces—the
question of the release of American prisoners of war.
The cross section was asked:
"Would yon favor or op- .
pose U.S. policy in Vietnam
which refused to halt bombings of North Vietnam until North Vietnam released
our prisoners of war?"

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!
If it takes money...

THINK MERCHANTS

CONTINUE BOMBINGS UNTIL
PRISONERS RELEASED
Total Public
Favor ................... 54
.25
Oppose
Not sure ..........i ,.... 21
THE SINGLE issue , then , on
which continued bombings might
be justified in the view of the
American people v/Ould Ite to
force the release of American
POW' s. This desire to continue
the bombings until the prisoners are released is currently
holding back a strong tide of
public opinion for ending all
U.S. involvement in Vietnam.
(In a second column this
week, the Harris Survey will
examine more directly the political implications of the Vietnam issue as it might affect the
outcome of the election this
coming November.)
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Low-Cost

A lull 12-day tupply only S3.50. The price
of two cupi of coffee.
Ask Gibson Phormncy nhout tha FAT-GO
reiluclno plan nnd atari losing weight
Ihlg weok,
Money beck In lull It not completely
aaltallcd Willi weight lost , from tlie very
tktt pncknac

DON'T DELA Y
Dot FAT- Q d today.
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For ANY Worthwhile Purpose 1
• AUTO LOANS
• HOME IMPROVEMENT
LOANS
« MOBILE HOME
\
L

LOANS

• PERSONAL LOANS

I
pl • H0IKE APPLIANCE
I
LOANS
L

• BILL-PAYER

FAT-GO flll^ANS

Loso uaW excesi wclolit wllh tho lenilbli
NEW FAT-GO did plnn. Nolhlno icnjo Howl luat alenrt y wolaM loss lor Irion
that really want to lose.
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Vocational
center set in
Fillmore Co.

PRESTON , Minn. - The site
of the Southeastern Minnesota
Vocational Center will be the
Fillmore County Fairgrounds,
Preston, according to Donald
Hanson , center director.
The project designed for high
school students only, is expected
to open this fall. It will involve
nine southeastern sector schools :
Le Roy-Ostrander , Grand Meadow , Spring Valley, Wykoff ,
Preston, Harmony, Lanesboro,
Chatfield and Peterson . There is
a possibilit y of Rushford and
Mabel - Canton participating,
Hanson said .
About 400 students have prcregistered , but the facility will
be able to ' serve only 360 on a
three-shift-a-day basis.
The fairgrounds site was
chosen because it represents a
savings in tax money, Hanson
said. Two existing adjoining
steel buildings will be supplemented by a third unit to be
constructed this summer.
A faculty of six or seven instructors will ho hired . At present, plans call for the threeshift program to run from 8:4010 a.m.; 10:40 a.m.-12:30 p.m.,
and 1-2:50 p.m.
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"Just Promise to Pay If Back!"

MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK

Member Federal Deposit Insurance! Corporation
102 East on tho Plaza

Phono 454-5160
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Couple wed in
La Crosse rite

THE LOCKHGRNS

¦

Your horoscope —Jeane Dixon

LA CROSSE, Wis. - The
Newman Center here was the
setting for the Saturday exchange of vows between Miss
Patricia Wood and Terrance
UNParents of the newlyweds,
who were married by the Rev.
James Lane, are Mr. and Mrs.
Francis G. Wood and Mr. and
¦Mrs. ' Milton . Uhl, .all of Trempealeau.
Miss Pamela Brunkow was
soloist for the ceremony.
For her marriage the bride
chose a Victorian-styled gown
of white organza over taffeta.
A Juliet cap held her shoulder-length veil and she carried
white and yellow daisies and
yellow roses.
Attending the bride were Peggy Wood, Shirley Harris and
Penny Wood. They wore matching dresses of yellow dotted
Swiss over taffeta with large
yellow picture hats and each
carried an arrangement of
white and yellow daisies.
Peter Wood, Trempealeau,
DEAR ABBY: I know a man who took his wife and
recently widowed sister in law to a baseball game. No was best man and Gary Becker
sooner had the three of them sat down in their reserved and Robert Uhl were groomsseats when in came a gentleman and his young son, and sat men.
A reception was held in the
right beside them. The man who had
¦ brought the two ladies
. . ¦ ' ¦' . '. ' . '¦: - . ¦
church parlors..
happened
~~~~
¦ ; ~~"
The bride attended Wisconsin
to know the T7~~ : ~"7~I
State University — La Croese.
late entry,
AbDV:
•/¦
;
Her husband, a graduate of
so he introTrempealeau High School, is
duced him
By Abigail
Van
Buren
a
employed by Dillow and Smith
.
to the woElectrical Contractors , Strat¦men.
The gentleman, who happened to be a widower, had the ford, Wis.
The couple are home at Stratseat right next to the widowed sister in law. The two «f
them hit if off very well. Six months later they were mak- ford.
ing wedding plans!
Not until then did the widow learn that her brother in
law bad bought ALL FIVE TICKETS, and seated her right Girl Scouts
next to his friend.
Wouldn't you say thlB was a lot better than trying to celebrate week
arrange a blind date?
IT HAPPENED IN HOUSTON
DEAR HAPPENED : Much! Had the brother in law with activities
asked his friend if he wanted to meet a nice widow, the
St. Mary 's Girl Scout troops,
friend would probably have said, "No thanks, I know
enough widows."
and parishioners who are memAnd if he had asked his sister in law if she wanted to go bers of Jefferson and Goodview
out with a nice gentleman, she probably would have asked , school troops, and Central
Methodist senior troop attend"How tall is he?"
DEAR ABBY: As a man who takes pride in his cooking ed services in a body Sunability, I think you blew it in your answer to "NEW IN day at St. Mary's Catholic
TOWN,'' the. hostess who served a delicious dessert and Church.
didn't want to give out the recipe. (You said ?'Share!")
The girls presented the readTo an accomplished cook, a special recipe is very much ings, gave the offering and oflike a "secret formula " for a masterpiece. By giving it to fered thanksgiving after comju st anyone, this woman will cheapen her own worth as a munion. The junior troop precook because her formula may fall into the hands of some- pared the banner behind the alone who is totally lacking in the art of cookery.
tar reminding everyone of the
Her answer should have been a decisive, "I never give presence of God in Girl Scoutout my recipes!"
JAMIL S. IN N.Y.C. ingDEAR JAMIL: I disagree. I say, give tie recipe to
After Mass the scouts and
whomever wants it, and if the recipient is "totally lacking their families returned to the
in the art of cookery," he will cook his own goose — in church parlors for a potlupk
schmaltz!
dinner. The Brownie troop of
DEAR ABBY: I just read an article in the newspaper St. Mary 's presented a puppet
about a woman who spoke up at a gathering of the nation 's show. The Cadette troop led the
weathermen saying she didn't like the idea of naming hurri- group singing.
canes after women. She said she thought that was just
Mrs. John Januschka , St.
another way of putting women down.
Mary's Girl Scout chairman;
Well, I don't agree with her at all. I think it's rather was in charge of the program.
exciting to have a hurricane named after you. And I think
Girl Scouting is being celeevery woman secretly hopes that her name will be chosen brated through Saturday across
for the next hurricane. What do you think?
the nation with a variety of acHURRICANE NANCY tivities planned.
¦
DEAR NANCY: I admit, I didn't mind when HUBRJCANE ABBY was in the headlines, but I waa soon replaced
with HURRICANE BERTHA. (Ah , the fleeting quality of Trillium club
fame!)
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
CONFIDENTIAL TO A.G.M. IN TACOMA, WASHINGTON: EVERYBODY has fantasies! Please tell me, how can — Edwin Hoist showed rocks
from his collection and spoke
MY fantasies possibly hurt YOU?
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off at the March 1 meeting of the
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. Trillium Garden Club held at
90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed the home of Mrs. Art Werner.
The group discussed plans for
envelope.
the centennial parade. Saturday, the group attended the
flower show at Dayton 's in Minneapolis, The trip was made by
bus.
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If she's special in your eyes,
thero's a Blue G rass gift to please her.
Chooso from Perfume Mist,Flower Mist,
Fluffy Milk Bath or Dusting Powder.
Each is a distinctive gift.
A fragrance to remember.
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| And Don't Do j
\ a Lick of Work. \

$5,50
Perfume Mist,2 oz.
3,75
Flowor Mlsl.4 1l. or.
Fluffy Milk Bath,61/2 oz. 6,00
Dusting Powder,6 oz. 5,00
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LEWISTON, Minn. - Sunbeam Chapter 207, Order of
Eastern Star , will meet Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Masonic
Hall. Members are urged to be
present for the election of officers.
¦
M.S. LADIES AID
MINNESOTA CITY, Mann. The Lutheran Ladies Aid will
meet Thursday for a 1:30 p.m.
luncheon. Members are aske d to
bring mite boxes.
¦
ALTURA. CORRECTION
ALTURA, Minn . — The Missionary Society of the Hebron
Moravian Church here will meet
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Leslie Hilke , Altura.
The time was Incorrect in Sunday 's edition.
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Lake City nurses
Yoga classes
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
to be offered
— The Nurses Club here held its
at loca l YWCA centennial banquet Tuesday

The first of three classes to
be offered in the science and
technique of yoga will begin
Tuesday at the YWCA.
Participants will learn to
stretch and relax muscles, to
breathe properly and will become familiar with the yoga
postures of relaxation.
The first session will begin
Tuesday at 6 p.m. and will continue each Tuesday at 6 for 10
weeks.
A Wednesday morning class
will begin March 22 at 9 a.m.
and will meet weekly at that
time until May 24. A third class
will be held Thursday mornings in conjunction with the YWives program. That program
will begin Thursday. .
Classes are limited and those
interested should - call the
YWCA for information and registration. "Y" membership is
required. ,:

evening at the Brathaus, with
42 nurses present. Honored were
11 retired nurses. Entertainment was provided by a group
of musicians from Lincoln High
School The last meeting of the
season will be held in May.
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Meetings on
discipline are
announced

Sally Kruger
Mr. and Mrs. George
Kruger, Plainview, Minn.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Sally, to
Vince Fangman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Quinton Fangman,
Elma, Iowa.
Miss Kruger is employed
by Johnson Printing Co.,
Rochester, and her fiance
is employed by McGhie and
Betts . Ihc, Rochester.

WABASHA, Minn.-(Special)—
— The Wabasha County Home
Council will sponsor an open
An April 15 wedding is bemeeting on cihild discipline at ing planned.
4:30 p.m. March 21 at the Embassy Room, Lake City, and
March 22 at 1:30 p.m. at the ist of family life from the UniPlainview American Legion versity of Minnesota, will
Club.
speak.
Ron Pitzer, extension special- The public is invited.

For TUESDAY, MARCH 14
Your birthday today: Whatever material clutter you've
accumulated but don't use should be put aside. Simplify
your existence to gain greater freedom. Elements of fantasy seep into nearly all relationships; it's up to you to
seek a resolute way. Today's natives fit no definite category,
each being a special entity with specific talents.
Aries (March 21-April 19): Set up appointments, put
in petitions. Projects show signs pf profit. Workmates
volunteer extra help if you're gracious.
Taurus ( April 26-May 20): Now is the time for Bfirious
thinking about your health. Friends help with work and give
advice. By evening you have many blessings.
Gemini (May 21-Juiie 20): Secrets undergo a critical
time in the course of ordinary conversation. Make a deal
with someone you've been contesting, so you can both thrive.
Cancer (Jane 21-July 22): Consider savings, both for the
present and future. Make tentative plans and begin exploring
the means for getting there.
• Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Take full advantage of any investment opportunity that is well researched and favored
by your group. Remind yourself of any personal promises.
is
Virgo (Ang. 23^Sept. 22): Travel good now, if you have
something worth going after. Whether on a journey or at
home, responsibility must be shared.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Vocational questions are resolved. Family affairs have circumstances unexpected,
probably favorable for some long-awaited improvement.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): For once a short cut is available. Make, your way -vigorously while you can. Be sur«
you are in full agreement with mate as you go.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Family matters move iorward. Exchanges of property and other transactions are
speeded up wherever you have started them.
Capricorn (Dec. 2Z-Jan. 19): Your public image can
be bettered today through cooperation with fellow workers,
Extend your business activities into a new field.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb ; 18: Investments are favored . .
Some of the interesting scene about you must he taken
as it comes. Relationships are strengthened by shared
experience .
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): With absolute faith in your
abilities and talents, strive to advance your personal interests. Later bours should include prayer.

MIRACLE MALL — OPEN 9 TO 9 MON. THRU SAT.( NOON TO 6 SUN.
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Seeks $170 million in federal aid

Amtrak running out of mon ey-fast

By CARL C. CRAFT
WASHINGTON (AP) - Less
than a year after taking over
most of the nation's intercity
passenger train service, Amtrak is running out of money
faster than Congress expected.
Amtrak, the National Railroad Passenger Corp., is fighting for $170 million more in federal help to survive at least until mid 1973.
Critics are demanding sn end
to federal financial assistance
aa Amtrak's program comes up
for congressional review this
week. If cleared by the Rules
Committee, an Amtrak reform
and funding bill could read) the
House floor Wednesday.

The service's backers on the
House Commerce Committee
ST. MARTIN'S FAIR . .. "Winners have
science division for his project on satellites; urge approval of the , money.
been announced in the Learning Festival held Douglas Heim, kindergarten student who won But to Amtrak's distress and
last weekend at St. Martin's Lutheran School. first in the art division; Rickey Glende and despite Transportation DepartFrom left, Jackie Heim, fifth grader, who James Bunke, sixth graders who won first ment protests, the committee
won the grand award in the art division for
place in the science fair division . (Daily News also wants several amendments
to the 1970 Amtrak law.
her wire sculpture; Perry Kamrowski, eighth
photo)
T he committee hearing
grader, who won the grand award in the
record on Amtrak's relatively
brief life "is a tale of woe 764
pages long, describing the makLewiston High
ing of a potential debacle ,"
says Rep. John G. Schmitz, R
speech winners
Calif.
It amounts to "bad contracts,
to enter district continuing
bad service and poor
on-time performence, b a d
Winners were named in the division were: Jim Bunke and LEWISTON, Minn; (Special) equipment and small riderLearning Festival, book, art and Ricky Glende, grade six, de- — Lewiston High School stuscience fair held over the week- salinizatioh, first place: Sherrl dents who will compete in the
Blair forensic team
Holz, grade five , model of huend at St. Martin's Lutheran man ear, second place; Gordon district speech contest at Spring
takes 9 'A' ratings
Church School.
. Doblar, grade
muscle ma- Valley, March 21, are:
Perry Kamrowski, an eighth- chine, third six,
Robert
Heublein,
Cindy
place; Thomaj
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)
grade student, won the grand Stutzka, grade five, the selfaward in the science fair divi- winding clock, fourth place, and Thompson and Barbara Bur- Blair High School competed In
sion with his project on how Kent Myers and Brenda Pip- feind, with Monica Thesing, al- the southern league Dalryland
satellites differ in size, shape penger, foucault pendulum, fifth ternate , serious interpretation ; conference forensic contest at
Monday with Alma, Inand accomplishments.
place.
June Blanchard , Donna Thesing Taylor
dependence, Taylor and WhiteWinners in the elementary Junior high division winners
and Ruth Richter, with Kathy ball. At stake were the southwere: Scott Palbicki and ThomKrenzy
alternate, humorous in- ern Dairyland conference troas Bublitz, grade seven, launch¦
phy and the right to move on
ing a rocket ; first place; Stevt terpretation ; ' ' • ' " : ' '.
Salisbury and Keith Budtaick, Mary ElHnghuysen, story-tell- to the La Crosse district congrade seven, earphone tele- ing; Rick Elliot and Helen Rowe- test. Blair's team took nine "A"
graph , second place; Scott Pal- kamp, panel discussion; Mary ratings, tops in the meet, but
iqki and Thomas Bublitos, grade Jane Lehnertz and Karl Krone- finished second to Whitehall in
seven, the telegraph, third busch, extemporaneous speak- total points, 39 to 38.
place, and Joyce Stark, grade ing; Kim Servais, Rena Lueh- The nine "A" winners will
eight, electrostatics, fourtl mann and Cheryl Campbell, ex- compete again March 25 at Uniplace.
versity of Wisconsin, La Crosse.
temporaneous reading.
Winners were Ann Legreid and
The St. Mary's College biolo- In the art fair division, Jackie
Marie Nestingen in four-minute
gy department will sponsor two Heim, fifth grader, was named
lectures this week by Dr. Don- the grand award winner for her Two snow leopards original speech; Julie Strande
ald B. Pribor, associate profes- wire sculpture.
and Bonnie Waldera in prose
reading; Jane Hamilton in origsor of biology at the University Winners in the elementarj to be housed in
division were Doug Heim, kin
inal oratory; Jeff Chenoweth in
of Toledo, Ohio.
first;
Monica
Hale
extemporaneous speaking; Glor"The Relevance and Irrelev- dergarten ,
zoo
at
Seattle
grade, second; Jeff Ma
ia -Bleken and Jill Johnson in
ance of Higher Education," will second
"
third; Avi
(AP) - significant speeches, and Eosbe Dr. Pribor's first topic as lenke, fourth grade,fourth;
SEATTLE
Wash.,
,
am
Grunz, fifth grade,
anne Nelson in memorized deche discusses the problems of Joe
fifth grade, fifth . Two rare snow leopards, possi- lamation.
integrating practical knowledge In Losinski,
bly
the
last
ever
to
be
taken
the junior high division win
and abstract theory while pre- ners were: Kathy Bender, nintt from the high Himalayas, have
paring a student for the work- grade, first place,- aadr Guu arrived from Moscow and will
La Crosse youth dies
a-day world,
Stark, seventh grade, seconc be housed in the Woodland
The first of the two presenta- place.
Park Zoo.
in skiing accident
tions will be Wednesday at 8
The leopards, a male and a
p.m. in room ABC of the Colare considered an en- LEWISTON, Maine <AP)-A
Jackson edges HHH in female,
lege Center.
dangered species and their cap- Wisconsin youth has died at a
The second, "Intellectual In- poll of newspapers
ture has been banned , even lor Lewiston hospital of head insight and the Teaching of Scizoos.
juries suffered Saturday in a
ence," will be held at 3:30 p.m. By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS The pair was purchased from skiing accident at Sugarloaf Ski
Thursday in room 108, Hoffman Sen. Henry Jackson edged the Moscow Zoo Trade Author- Area in Kingfield.
House.
out Sen. Hubert Humphrey as ity.
Sugarloaf manager Harry
Pribor is a consultant bio- the favorite Democratic presi- Only 300-400 of the cats are Baxter said William Judson, 19,
physicist at the Institute of Lab- dential candidate of Florid* left, according to experts, of LaCrosse was skiing on an
oratory Medicine; Perth Am- newpapers that announced en- Woodland Park Zoo Director expert-rated slope when he
boy General Hospital , N.J., and dorsements for contenders ii Jan van Oosten said. The only went off the trail and slammed
way a zoo will be able to obtain into a tree.
a research associate at the In- Thursday's primary.
stitute of Medical Research of Sen. George McGovern , was one in the future, he said, will Judson died Saturday evening
the Toledo Hospital.
the only other candidate to re- be from another 200.
several hours after the acciThe lectures are open to all ceive endorsements in an Asso- Seattle's pair were named dent, a hospital spokesman
Nicholas and Alexandra.
said.
Interested persons.
ciated Press poll.

Wi nners told in
Sf.>Martin's fair

2 lectures on
teaching this
week at SMG
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FLOOR COVERING NEWS...
You've probably heard claims about viny l corlo n floors
that are supposed to keep their shine without waxing.
Armstrong (the manufacturer of corlon) has never made
such a claim! Lyle's knows from experience that any vinyl
corlon floor will begin to Jose some gloss after a few
months and require an occasional waxing to restore and
maintain a shine.
Lyle's also knows how much you gafs hate to wax
floors! Therefore, we handle many, many absolutely nowax floors. You gals are all for less work , aren't you?
Many colors, patterns, widths and price ranges! Lyle's
gladly brings samples lo yoirr home or if you drive out to
Lyle's showroom (two miles West of the Red Owl Store)
you can see all that is available in floor coverings.
It was with gerat pleasure that Lyle's was selected
to be the area recipient of the "Integrity Award" . This
award is given by the largest wholesale distributor of floor
coverings in the nation; Carson, Pirie & Scott, established
in 1854. They feel that "all too often the conscientious
efforts of dealers lik e you in behalf of the consumer 90
un-notked and it is for this reason that the Award was
established. The basis for selecting you for this Award
were:
/. A reputation for fair dealing with the consumer.
2. Adequate financing and fiscal responsibility.
3. A supporter of the community. "
A portion of the Award reads "Ly le's is recognited
as a fully qualified retailer of fine floor covering products
and the expert installation of same. This award attests
to the proficiency of the store 's personnel to supply and
install floor coverings. The integrity oi this storo, and
the personnel associated with it , jus tly deserve this award."
In this age of "consumerism " an awatd lik e this makes
Lyle's feel mighty good! Ly le's is proud to bo a part of the
floor covering industry, offering products from such fine,
reputable manfuacturcrs as Armstrong, Ccngoleum, Magee,
Roxbury, Alexander Smith, etc. in colors , styles and values
that are unexcelled!
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Highway 61 West
, , Phono 454-3105
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But

committee

Harley 0. Staggers, D-W Va.,
says the bill is "an attempt to
preserve and improve an essential system of intercity rail passengers service to meet the
needs of the public."
The money is warranted ,
Staggers adds, because "the
program as presently constituted requires a fair test period, especially the opportunity
to provide quality service and
to restructure and revitalize the
Chairman rail passenger network to make

The Gift Tftat Says
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Every Hour of Every Day

Jewelers — Since 186Z
111 Main Street
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¦r This Week Only You Save Even More J8
K When You Sew! Preview Selling of <9
¦T Spring And Summer Fabrics
<9
Mr Reg. 1.59 Flocked Dots and Prints in a crisp, JH
of
^T permanent press blend 65% polyester, 35% J9

mb-Reg. 1.79 Ginghams and Flockings in a perma- Y»
nent press blend of 65% polyester,35% cotton jH
.
.
.
. 3.47 yd. ^gj
Wfc. with rayon decoration, Save 32ji .

BL

|K Reg. 99( Gingham Checks of 65% polyester, 4Sj
^T 35% cotton, 45" wide. Save 210 ... .78ft yd. CT
of

50%- rayon, 50% Jfl

Br Reg. 1.99 Super-Serrano, the linen look in poiy- ^m
¦C ester , rayon and cotton blend. Machine wash- JB
.
.
. 1.67 yd. 'JB
B^ able, pormanent press. Save 32ft .
HP Reg. 2.69 Play Knits In machine washable 55% ^B
^r polyester,45% cotton. Save 42ft .... 2.27 yd. jB
in
Reg- l-99> Whisper Prints
machine washable
B^
^Hj
flk 65% Arnel triacetate,35% polyoster. Perfect ^B
yd.
fl^ sprlng-lnto-summer weight. Save 32ft 1.67
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You always save Spurgeon's! Charge it!

VISIT OUR BEAUTY SALON — PH. 454-4445
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The sale you wait for—every pair of hosiery,
pantyhose and socks is on sale! Women's!
Children's! Men's!
You save no less than 10%—you can save
as much as 30%! Dozens of styles not
listed—come in and save on your favorites!
Buy 3 pairs and save more!
Reg. 1.69 Agilon® or
<m
l
i lf!
Actionwear Pantyhose
'
¦
'
J nrc !»
Made for us by a high qual- **F,a*
•,,
ity manufacturer — all that'*
¦. n
¦ «jgg
"** "
missing is his label and the
high ^rice! Save 97ft a box!

Reg. 1.99 Semi-Support
gps
it
HQ
v wM
Pantyhose that are a treat for
t
j
jL
~~
n
your legs — so comfortable, W |*Iw»TT
and long wearing too! Save
.sec
S

J&

1ee

i.i2 a box.

---irpa

Reg. $1 Pantyhose
^a
*^1
||
Choice of nude-to-waist; jun- -^ fj i-c &L.
, >« ®B>
lor miss; or one-size stretch ^^f '*
sheers. Save 90jt a box or
T» /I«. ».«:«

74c pair

3o%!

Reg. 1.69 Queen Size
Pantyhose especially designed to fit tho larger calf
and thigh in comfo rt! Save

97,: a box.

Reg. 1.19 Agilon ®
Clingy nylons won't sag or let
you down; they look good, fit
s good , feel' good. Save 92»t a

box.
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93c pair

_
_ n—
Reg. 1.99 Cantrece®
ffn |9 la.
*«Yij
Non-run Cantrece nylon pan%
£IL*' «*
tyhoso aro proportioned in w prS. «»
four sizes for perfect fit. Save

1»6 pair

1.12 a box.
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You always save at Spurgeon's! Charge it!
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With FREE CUSTOMER PARKING at Hi. Roar Entrance
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Reg. 1.59 Peasant Cloth
press
in permanent
^fl
^^
^L50% polyester,50% cotton. Save 26|t 1.33 yd. 4H
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H^ Reg. 1.99 Brushed Denim 100% cotton ,a fav- 2H
¦C orite for sportswear. Save 32ji .
1.67 yd. JB
.
.
.
.
.

MOBGAirS

Winona Daily News B

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1 P.M. TO 5 P.M.

HL Reg. 1.99 Knit Checks in machine washable JB
BT 65% acetate ,35% nylon. Save 32ft .. 1.67 yd. dflj

Diamond Jowrtry work nnd Watch and Clock servicing can
be done in our ewn shop by 4 full-time men with n total
of 133 yoara experience in tlw trade.

funds from all sources for capital improvements, and would
be pressed toward raising more
revenue by carrying mail and
express. Amtrak backers say
such requirements would limit
the corporation's flexibility.
The company's future officer*
would be limited to an annual
salary of no more than $60,000
each.

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1 P.M. TO 5 P.M.

MADISON, Wis. CAP) — The with reaching agreement on reWisconsin legislature's failure districting announced for the
to redraw legislative districts second time it could not agree.
has left state officials specula- Lucey said Thursday he
ting about their next moves.
would consider calling the lawAtty. Gen. Robert Warren makers back if they failed to
said he plans to submit the is- pass a remap plan before adsue to> the Wisconsin Supreme journing.
Court, possibly aa early
to- The deadlock, which came
¦' -¦as
day. " :'
. . .' •
too late for lawmakers to take
any more action on reapporGov. Patrick J. Lucey, was tionment, set off some of the
reported still ready to consider hottest protest of the session
calling a special session of the before the legislature adjourned
legislature to resolve partisan at 4 am. Saturday.
differences on reapportionment,
"We're going to sort through "This whole procedure shows
the pieces," said Lucey's exec- bad faith and political gerryutive assistant, Robert Dunn. mandering on the part of the
"The governor would still pre- Democrats," said Republican
fer that the legislators agree on Minority Leader Harold Froehltheir own apportionment plan." ich of Appleton.
Pending in U.S. District "There has been a conspiracy
Court in Milwaukee was a law- on the part of the majority parsuit filed Friday, asking the ty to deadlock the conference
court to enjoin the secretary of committee and send reapporstate from Droceeding with elec- tionment to the eastern district
tion procedures as long as the court," said Rep, James Sensepresent legislative districts are ubrenner, R-Shorewood. "If you
want to go to court, we'll he
in effect.
The suit asks the court to ei- there too."
ther approve a remap plan sub- Eyeryone knows this was a
mitted by the plaintiffs or order race to the courthouse," countthe legislature bacfe to work. ered Sen. Carl Thompson ol
The deadlock arose late Fri- Stoughton, a Democratic conday when the legislative com- feree. "Now the other side is
promise committee charged crying crocodile tears."

¦
^Reg. 89f! No-Iro n Prints

. Sat SJOO.OO Oroom 'i King S30.50

it competitive with other
modes" of transit.
The bill would add $170 million to the original $40-mlllion
grant plus $100 million in federal guaranteed loans to go along
with $197 million paid by participating railroads. The bill
also would authorize $4 million
to provde service to Montreal
and Vancouver , Canada , and
Nuevo Laredo, Mexico.
Amtrak would be required ot
Use $147.5 million of its total

Lucey still ready
to consider special
session on remapping

DIAMOND S

See Lyh's today ! We are located two miles West of
the Red Owl Store. Call 454-3105 to have samples brought
to your home .
CARPETING — DRAPERIES—
CUSTOM FURNITURE—HNOLEUM

ship," Schmitz adds in a report
dissenting from the committeeapproved legislation.
Schmitz continued , "And all
this despite paying Amtrak's
president the stupendous salary
of $125,000 a year , second only
to that of the president of the
United States—a salary which
this bill protects by a grandfather clause so long as he is
willing to receive it!"
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On the house

A Winona Dally New*
|
¦V Winona, Minnesota
MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1972

STOOS
ELECTRIC

Plywood surface
Remodeling
absorbs stain
dominates

CHALET-TYPE . . . A-frame presents a dramati c appearance. Large balcony at the front provides an outdoor

deck that could be utilized for sleeping outdoors when desired and a roof for a ground level patio .

By ANDY LANG
A firsttime user of plywood
is often disappointed with the
results when he applies a finishing material to it.
If he (or she, considering that
so many women have taken up
wood finishing ) puts a stain on
the wood, he is dismayed to
discover that part of the surface absorbs more stain than
the rest, producing an unevenly
colored and somewhat ragged
pattern* If he brushes on varnish, lacquer or one of the other clear finishes, he finds some
time later, perhaps in a few
weeks, that the wild grain has
started to disturb the surface
coating. And if he uses paint,
he may find , also in a few
weeks, that the grain has begun
to rise and move right through

the paint .

House of the -week

Exciting^combination A4ramer chalet

By ANDY LANG
The tendency of the A-frame
to become part of the entire
housing scene rather than just
a second or vacation home
(without relinquishing its role
in that area) is exemplified in
this exciting design.
Architect Derick Kipp has
combined the most striking

features of A-frame and the
chalet. The house incorporates
many of the advantages that a
family would find in a good
expandable plan, utilizing Aline and chalet details.
The front and rear elevations
of Design L-41 have high A-peak
additions. Specially designed
dormers add a most interesting

contrast. Chalet balconies at
the front provide a sleeping balcony on the upper floor, a deck
on the main floor with a circular stairway connecting deck
and patio.
Another feature is the fullsized garage attached on the
main level, with entry from the
rear to keep the deck facade

free of utilitarian details, although the garage doors are
handsomely styled at the back .
Materials are varied with stone,
stucco, redwood siding and
many view windows and sliding doors .
For a lot that has a natural
front slope, the basement level
has a big recreation room

Six county
building permits
drawn so lar

ty for year-round residency. Large recreation
room can easily handle informal gatherings.

FLOOR PLANS: Extensive layout on
three floors assures family complete liabili-

More detailea plans

JIM LARSON

Builder
f ^ T ^w M

Full study plan information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each: 'Your Home - How to Build, Buy or Sell It" and
"Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
Winona Daily News
Winona , Minn., 55987
of Design No. L-41.
bab y blueprints
. Enclosed is 50 cents each for
, ••
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet

WSm 454-2044
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© EXTERIOR
LIGHTING
© COMMERCIAL
BUILDINGS
O FIXTURES

L-41 STATISTICS

CALL

RESIDEHTIfcL-COMMERCIAL

I ^ LERX/ICE

454-5564

BAUER

IS YOUR HEATING SYSTEM
OPERATING PROPERLY?
Call tor a Froo Inspection

ELECTRIC INC.

517 41»t Ave., Goodview

—Your Certllled Lennox Dealer—

Residential—Comm«rcl«l
L

.
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QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS, Inc.
1151 B, Broadway

Phoni 454 4.SH

CALL US FOR YOUR

% Block U, Plumer 's Addition fo Winona
_ of Lot 26,Drew 's, Mead's & Slmpson'i
Lands to Winona .
George Hcublelo lo John J. Burnt, Jr.
— NW of SWA of Section 34-106-8.
Anna Hubbard Scotton, et mar to Paul
WARRANTY DEED
O, Rokstad, et ux—Part of Lot 10, Block
Harry Ncllzke, et el to Edwin H. Belt- 5, Plumer 's Addition to Winona.
er, et ux-NW'/t of NW/4 Sec. A; NEV'<
LoRoy Bcsok , el ux to Rohart J.
Czaplewski , et ux-Lot SO, except West
ol NE'.
i Sec. J-I05-7.
R. H. Darby, et al to Robert W. Hahn 70 feet thereof In Block A, Belmont Addi— Part ol Lot 7, Block 19, Laird's Addi- tion to Winona .
tion to Winona.
Richard Welch, et ux to Gary J, Gora ,
Robort L. Stevens , et ux to Gary Baab, et ux—Part ol Oullot 1, Block 1, Rohwodel ux—Lot 7, Block 1, Clark 8. Johnson's er & Brachlow 's Addition to Winona.
Addition to Wlncno,
John N. Jostock, et ux to Jack H.
Stanley C. Harcey, el al to Lester H. Radcr, el ux-Lol 13, Block "B", GoodThomann-pnrl ol Lot 59, Limits ot City view Subdivision.
ol St. Charles.
FINAL DECREE OF DISTRIBUTION
Waller W. Williams , et ux lo R. H.
Ernest J. Randall, Dec 'd. to Grace E.
Darby, et al—Part ot Lot 7, Block 19, Randall, et al—NE'A ol Sec.
5O-105-9 exLaird's Addition lo Winona.
cept South 16 rods of East 10 rods of
Michael C. Porrln, et ux to Ralph F. SB"< of NEV«
.
Schwab, Sr., el ux—Lot 9, Block «, BelEmma Stark, Dec 'd. ID Norman Stark,
mont Addition to Winona,
el al-EVi ot NWV< Sec. 2W06 -8 | NW'/«
Walter Lumber Company to Earl W. of SE'.
i of Sec. 20-106-11.
Sv'ccn, et al-West 17.67 icof of Lot la
PROBATE DEED
a, all ot Lot 15, Block A, Wlcker 'a AddiJohn Treder, Deceased , by Executor
tion to St. Charles.
Mcrlo Whkow , «t ux to Harold p. to Rodney C, Spencer, et ux—Part of
SE-U of SWi ol Sec. 33-107-9.
Fort, Jr., el ux-North 52a feel ol West
QUIT CLAIM DEED
600 loot of Lot 72, SI. Charles Limits
Michael C, Perrln, et ux to Ralph F.
except a parcel 133 teel by 82.5 feet.
Schwab
Hulda Mussell to Earl Musaoll, el ux—
, Sr., et ux-Part of "Exception"
Pari ot Lot a * Lots 7 8. 0, Slato Sub- piece In Olock 6 Belmnnt Addition to
division ot Sec. t a j * acres In £',4 of Winona ,
NWii; WV) ol NE'.-i 5. 30 acres ol NE'/<
Rowland C. Millard, et ux to Rowland
f). Knot* , et al—All thai part of Lot 75,
ol NE!i; W!i ol Sfc ' < of NEU find pert
o| NWU o( SEH of Sec. 2t; NW'< ot St. Charles Limit s which lies East ot
|
N|W' < of NW' < «, S'.
lllflhway No. 74.
i of NWVi ol NWtt
Merle Wlskow , ot ux to Harold P.
ol Sec. 23-107-9.
Maxon L. Harnett, et ux to Ben|amln Fort, Jr., el ux-North 526 feet of flint
Johnson, et ux—S 1, i ol SE 1 '* of Sec, I- pari of Lot 75, St. Charles Limits, which
105-6; SW' < of SW ' < ol Sec. e-105-7 ex- lies Easterly ol Hlrjhwny No. 74,
cept port ol E. 51 rods thereof.
Rowland Koctr, ot ux to Merle Wiskow , el nl—All that part of Lot 75, St.
f-redrlck G . PIcM, et ux lo Mid West
Communications Service, Inc.—Part of Charles Limits which Ilea East of Highr>W ' .» ot Sec. 33-W -7 _ pnrl ot SU'A ot way Nn, 74.
Krarjer Kuslom Koach, Inc. by Trustee
Sec. 6-104 A.
Robert W. Malm, et ux to Thomas G . lo Dresser-Keller, Inc.—Pari of Sec. IBPnnacek, el ux—Part of fractional Lot 107-7.

Property Transfers
In Winona County

°"

• Sheot, Plato and Structural
S et Fabrication
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Phon. 452-5965
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Located at
CIRCLE PINES ESTATES
(Lcwljton , Minn., Clly Llmlli)

'

All Utlllllai ~
Ready lor Occupancy,

.

Ben Ellsworth

.

- IIOMB BUILOBR Jm\
Call Rochaslar
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Harold & MyrKn
—_ PHONE -—

city building

There are two reasons for
these results. One is that he
has purchased fir . plywood,
Winona's buldihg permit valwhicli is what you get when you
go into a lumber yard and ask uation Increased to $582,140 last
for plywood without specifying week compared to $28,255 at
the kind. It's by far the biggest this time a year ago, according
selling plywood because it is in- to office files cf George Rogge,
city building inspector.
expensive and very strong.
The second reason for the Arthur Jackman, Winona Rt.
disturbing effects of fir plywood 3, drew a $6,000 permit to move
grain is that it hasn't been a house from 508 Winona St. to
sealed in. Whatever the prelim- 678 Sioux StCost includes coninary or final finishes, the first structing a foundation for the
coat must be a sealer . There house iand repairing it,
Edward J. Dzwohkowski, 1004
are a number of wood sealers
on the market that might be ef- E. King St., drew a permit for
fective, but I have obtained ex- $1,800 to put aluminum siding on
cellent resultswith a sealer for- his house. Completion is set for
mulated especially to tame fir one month with work by Horner
plywood grain. Several com109 N. Baker
panies manufacture it, but Home Inc., Co.,
¦¦ ¦¦
Y
Y
St.:
Y - ;' '
make sure it says on the label
Forrest Sawyer, $40 permit to
that its principal use, even
though it may have others, is change , a window in his house,
to be completed in two months
on fir plywood.
There are two types of this with work by owner .
The city drew a wrecking perspecial sealer. One is clear and
is meant for use on fir plywood mit to dismantle two houses at
which eventually will have a fi- 25 and 27 Otis St. The city purnal coat of a clear finish . The chased the houses for the Pelzer
other is white, designed for use Street right of way. Since the
on fir plywood which is to be houses do not meet the city
painted. While a single coat of housing code, they were not purthe sealer usually will do an ef- chased when the bids were let.
fective job, it is better to be Completion is set for one month.
GAS - FIRED INSTALLAsure and apply two coats.
The sealer should be used TIONS:
By Kraning Sales and Servwhether the fir plywood is of
1005 W. 5th St.; Miss Agnes
ice,
the interior or the exterior
673 Wilson St.; Hobert
type. And all the exposed sur- M. Bard,
463
Liberty St.; Robert
Hert,
faces should be covered, in4th St.; N. T.
Brink,
920
cluding the ends and edges as Slade, 153 W.E.Wabasha St.; Huwell as the face and back.
bert StichI, 461 E. 2nd St.
¦; ¦

¦

689-2116

• RESIDENTIAL
• INDUSTRIAL

• COMMERCIAL
• FARM

POLACHEK
ELECTRIC
963 W. Fifth

Phone

¦¦-

Menasha firm ready
to acquire another

452-9275

Building in Winona

$582,140
1971 Dollar Volume
MENASHA, Wis. (AP) - The Commercial ......... 548,400
31,240
George Banta Co. cf Menasha Residential
has signed a letter of intent to Public (non-taxable) . 1,500
0
acquire the Columbus Bank New houses ,.........
Note Co. of Dublin, Ohio, The Volume same date
Ohio business prints checks and In 1970 ............... 828,255
does com'merical lithography
for catalogs, brochures, annual
corporate reports, inserts and
direct mail pieces.

CONTINENTAL
HOM ES

9

M^STEPS..
Everyone
does!
else

j ^ ^ ^L w

"Quality" Factory-Built
-* BUILT IN WINONA
Visit Our Plant
Homes to fit your budget.
Plumbing-Eleetrlcal-Heetlng
State & City Inspected
- MODEL ON DISPLAY 1111 East Broadway
Phone 454-1885
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steps, against the use of salt,
calcium chloride or other
chemical ice removers.

HOMEWARD STEP CO.
CALL 454 1730 FOR FREE ESTIMATE
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The Triple-S Plan — How it works
ou MVe ree ways: 1' Standard Lura^
^
k er we^-known for value and integrity
'
—located near-by to servo you now and
in the future. 2. Shell housing will provide the beginning of your xow homesave the rentasyoucomplete yourhouse.
.?. Shelter ofthe finest kind-in your new
Triple-S
home
v

YOU decide
You decide how much of the rest of the
work you wont to handle. You're free to
arrange the subcontracts , or we will. You
can do aa much of the worlc yourself ns
vou want - Wc>11 fill in wherever you
You write your own ticket. With
^ ant the Triple-S Plan thero's more thnn one
opportunity for real savings?

A Olii S
¦, •
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»
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^^\f^^M
v ™ca consiruciion. An architocL «es'Bncd home. A new advance in buildj nK e"ic 'ency.
Complete homes.Wo nlso sell Kin/rsberrV
Homes completely finished , ready to
m °Ve in Choose from over 125 «^ok .
"
v u
go

I

1

S Standard
S Shelter
|
savors
m« Tiipi»-«

i

"""""

STANDARD LUMBER COMPANY
350 West Third St., Winonn, Minn. 55(i8V
Please send details on Triple-S homes-free-no obligation.
_____^

Name
Address
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BOILER REPAIRS r NEW HOMES
r ty> cc,'n ,'2'!(' Services

^0$^^^ ° "
WINONA BOILER & STEEL GO.

163-167 Weat Front Street

... Zip ...

State

City

Design L-41 has a living room ,
dining room , kitchen , two
bedrooms and a bathroom on
the main level, totaling 1,210
square feet. There are two
bedrooms and a bath on the upper floor , totaling 657 square
feet. Downstairs arc a recreation room , storage area , utility
room and a bathroom. An unusual feature of an A-frame is
an attached one-car garage on
tho main level. Over-all dimensions of the house are 56' 10"
by 32' , which include (he garage.

© REPLACE OUTDAT ID WIRING

•

•
••¦•

Street

\

9 NEW
WIRING

•

Building permits drawn in Winona County in the first two
months 6! 1972 numbered only
¦='x , according to County Zoning
t linistrator Vernold Boynton.
.'our permits were drawn in
January and two in February,
but Boynton predicted permit
totals would increase dramatically as the spring building season begins in the coming weeks.
Three of the permits issued in
January are for new homes.
Total valuation for building
permits drawn in the county; so
far this year is $48,600. This includes $43,500 in January and
$5,100 in February.
In 1971, dollar valuation figures were not kept before?July.
No building permits were issued
in January 1971 and two were
issued in February, one of them
for a new house.
Following are the permits issued:
January
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gierok,
954 Mankato Ave., $16,000, new
house, well and sewage system ,
Wilson Township.
Gerald Buege, Pickwick, $13,500, new house, well and sewage
system1; Richmond Township.
Larry E. Kendrick, Winona
Rt. 3, $11,000, new house, well
and sewage system, Homer
Township.
Robert Wolter , Dakota , $3,000,
addition to house, New Hartford Township.
February
Paul W. Beth, Rollingstone,
$3,600, install basement under
mobile home , Norton Townshi p.
Carlos Olson , Minnesota City,
$1,500, interior remodeling, Wilson Townshi p.

opening out to a patio. On a
flat lot this would be a basement
recreation room, missing only
the walk-out patio. A big
fireplace would be right no
matter what the slope,and the
distinctive feature is the1
circular staircase to the living
level above. Utility features are
accommodated in the utility
room. . Housekeeping extras
include a huge storage room,
laundry area, full bathroom and
linen and gear closets as well.
The main level incorporates a
combined living-dining room, a
big Efficient kitchen, t w o
bedrooms and a full bathroom,,
and excellent closet and storage
area, especially a, huge walk-in
closet off the bedroom hall and
a triple pantry in the? kitchen.
The living room rises to the
level above and is punctuated
by the balcony bridge there,
with the circular stair tying it
al ltogether. The great glass
areas at the front , the prow
deck just Outside and the
fireplace all have a part in
turning this into a area that is
hospitable,
spacious
and
comfortalle hut its star feJature
is good proportion in length ,
width and height. Off the back is
a bedroom hall, insuring quiet
and privacy for two dormered
bedrooms that have f i n e
exposures and share a closet
wall.
The two bedrooms, third bath,
full range of closets and the
sleeping fcalcony are fitting in to
make a real upper floor . This
can be completed at once or left
for future finishing at the
owner's option. The second
bank of dormers and side
windows
insure* ventilated
comfort and a view of the area
around.

ROLLIMGSTONE, MINN.

Town, State, 2lp,
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Your BarvlCft Contorf-or1 Duilrtina

350 W. Third St.

Marquette thumbed out of tourney; Lackey ineligible

HAPPY DAYS! Y . . International Palls'
David Brown, center, hugs teammate Mike
Bolin after the Broncos defeated Grand Ra-

pids 3-2 Saturday night to win the MSHSL
Hockey Tournament in Bloomington. Brown
got one of the goals for Falls. (AP Photofax)

By KEN BAPPOPOBT
Kentucky Thursday in a "I still feel like we're In the
Associated Press Sports Writer Mideast semifinal game at ACC playoffs," said North
Dayton, Ohio.
Carolina Coach Dean Smith .
Marquette has been shut out Florida State, 83-81 -victors Perm has a score to settle
for the first time this year. It over Eastern Kentucky Saturwith " Villanova. The Wildcatteak more than a basketball day, plays Minnesota in the handed the Quakers their only
other semifinal match.
team to do it.
defeat last season , a 9047 huThe Warriors, despite win- Seven other clubs advanced miliation in the NCAA eastern
after first-round victories Sat- rpgiohals,
ning a first-round game Satur- urday.
day, have been thumbed out of
S o u t h Carolina defeated In the Midwest, Southwestern
the NCAA tournament because Temple 53-51, Villanova Hasted Louisiana plays Louisville and
of a player ineligibility ruling. East Carolina 85-70 and Penn Texas: takes on Kansas State in
a doubleheader at Ames, Iowa.
They were dropped from the topped Providence in the East.
-wallopSouthwestern
Louisiana
playoffs Sunday after forward ed Marshall 112-101 and Texas
Bob Lackey wouldn't disclaim took Houston 85-74 in the Midreports that he has an agree- west. Weber Stete routed
ment with agents for a profes- Hawaii 91-64 and lyong Beach
turned back Brigharq Young 95sional contract
80 in overtime in the West.
"This is quite a surprise to
me and quite a shock, too," North Carolina won the Atsaid Ohio University Coach Jim, lantic Coast Conference playSnyder, whose team was humil- offs by beating Maryland 73-64
iated 73-W fy Marquette in the and Louisville stopped Memphis State 83-72 in the Missouri
Mideast regtonals.:;-. ".
Valley Conference to set up
A spokesman for the NCAA some interesting pairings in the
said that several players were semis.
asked to sign affidavits that In the East at Morgantown,
they were not working with Va., Thursday,; it's North Can*
agents and only Lackey balked. Una against South Carolina and
While Marquette announced Perm vs. Villanova .
that Lackey would sign the affiThe last time they met, South
davit Monday morning and ap- Carolina defeated North Caropeal the ruling, the NCAA lina in the ACC playoffs. South
handed the Warriors' berth to Carolina turned independent
Bob Lackey
Ohio. The Bobcats will play after last season.

Falls rallies

By PAT THOMPSON
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)
;— Before they built a hockey
arena in International Falls,
Coach Larry Ros6 took the
Bronco's to il Minnesota championship tournaments and carried home five titles.
But the folks were beginning
to wonder before the start of
the 1971-72 season when the
Bronco's would win another
state championship.
"The people thought that
since we got the new arena
four years" ago ," said Falls
sophomore star Paul Brown ,
"we should have had a state
title. I guess we proved we deserved the new arena."
The Falls, in Its 13th tournament, won the Minnesota prep
hockey championship Saturday
night with a 3-2 victory over determined Grand Rapids in an

all-Iron Range final.
Paul Brown and his older
brother, David, led the way.
David, a junior , tied the game
1-1 at 2:40 of the third period.
Paul, whose overtime goal won
a seraifinal game Friday night ,
sent in the tie-breaker at 4:30.
Craig Dahl added a third International Falls goal at 10:45
to insure the Bronco's of their
sixth state championship, more
than any other school.
"I made a point to remind
them that no other team had
ever won six championships,"
said Ross, in his 18th season as
Falls coach. "We didn't play
very well in the first two periods. I had to get a little personal after the second period. Then
that first goal seemed to wake
us up,"
International Falls, winning
three straight titles from 1964-

66, seems on the verge of another long reign. The Bronco's
will return nine players from
this team, including star goalie
Peter Waselovich.
"We had a chaqce to get four
c five goals In the first two periods," said Grand Rapids
Coach
Gus Hendrickson.
"Waselovich was the difference."
Waselovich turned aside 3?
Grand Rapids shots. Dan Benzie made 24 for the Indians,
who scored upset victories over
defending champion Edina and
South St. Paul to get into the
finals and then put pressure on
the Falls.
Don Madson , with a shorthanded goal with 59 seconds
left in the second period, put
Grand Rapids ahead 1-0.
The Indians pulled their
goalie three times in the final

minute, and Doug Christy narrowed the Palls' margin of victory to a goal with 28 seconds
left in the game.
A record crowd of 15,693
championship
watched the
game, bringing the three-day
attendance at Metropolitan
Sports Center tp 82,003.
There is a possibility that the
1973 state tournament could be
held at the mw St, Paul Civic
Center, and the state's Boekey
Coaches Association adopted a
resolution favoring a move
from, the Met hecause of distances from hotels to the arena.
The coaches also approved
programs that will be organized at 16 high schools for the
first time next year, bringing
the number of : public school
teams to 121.
New teams will play out of
new schools at 'White Bear
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Take command with one All-Purpose

One loan covor» everything. Instead of several to
pay, have jt|<i? one ««n«ible payment monthly at on»
place. Ca|| us and wo 'll tell y«ju how much wo can
roducu your monthly payments. And how much ni°ro
you'll havu from y«ur monthly budget for other things.

MINNESOTA LOAN & THRIFT
166 Walnut Stroot & Winona
FOR PHONE IOAN SERVICE DIAL 454-2482

pushed into action, when Gump
worsley was struck by a puck
on the nose.
"Just before the goal," said
Gilbert , who spent last season
as a reserve behind Worfley
and now injured Cesare Msniago , "I made a save. But Ron
Ellis put his stick in my pad
and pushed. I had no chance to
make the save. It's something 1
forgot about but one trick I'll
remember."
Ellis had given the Leafs a 10 goal off Worsley at 1:42 of the
first period.
Dong Mofons tied it for tlhe
North Stars at 9:39 of the second period , ju st after goalje
Bernie Parent skated to the
bench and returned with a new
stick. After the goal , he skated
back and got the old one.
"Sometimes the tape wears
pff ," suid Parent. "The ope 1
save for the game is the one 1
like best. "

Parent was asked about ot.
fera from Miami of the new pro
league, but just smiled. "Miami
is a good place to get a tan,"
sa id Parent , who had 38 Baves.
•J.P. Parise sent the North
Stars ahead 2-1 at 5:37 of tliq
third period with a goal off
Parent's pads.
Worsley ; Jude Drouin , who
suffered an ankle injury, and
Tom Rcid , who took a tljrpestitch cut over his right eye , all
say they would not miss pny
games. The North Stars meet
Buffalo Tuesday night nt homp,
Pint period—1, Toronto, Ellis 11
|Ohnn|p, Ullmon) 1:45; Pcnn|||o« MpKontiy- Tor, 4:30> Prenllco, A% titti
Dupcro, Tor, 17:3 -.
Sofonrt pnrlod—l, Mtnneiqta, Mphna 1
(Hoxtp l, Nanne) »:)» . Ponallloa-Nona.
Third period-!, Minnesota , ParUo If
(Ool-sworlhy, O'nrlnn) i;31i A, Tprpn|o,
Ullipnn 11 (McKcnny) »:00. P»p»|| oi_
N-Uln, Mln, 7:3]; llcxlnll, Mln, 1MB;
Uy, Tor, 1.121.
SIlDt* on goal by:
TORONTO
11 14 T-1J
11 17 U-lo
MIHNHSOTA
Gonlloi — Toronto , Parent; Mlnnotolo,
Wnriley, Gilbert.
A-15,335 .

Names coach
MORRIS , Minn, (AP)-Tho
appointment of Donald D , Turnpr ns licnd footbal l concji and
athletic director nt MinnaootnMorris wns approved Saturday
by tho university 's Hoard of
Regents .
T u rn er sure ceils Wayno
Simpson , effective Mnrcli ?0.
Slni pson lu.s tnki.n n post ns
football coach at St. Cloud
State.

Lake and Edina , at two St ,
Cloud schools, Willmar, Hutchinson, Staples, Mora, Milaca ,
Cambridge, Aitkin, Little Falls
Mountain Iron New Ulm, Blue
Earth and Winona.
Edina, playing for the last
time with one school, routed Alexander Ramsey 6-0 for the
consolation championship as
Dan Finks and Don Langefels
and goalie Dave Bremer's only
shutout of the 28th state tourna'
ment.
Minneapolis Southwest, on
Gary Anderson's goal at 2:37 of
a sudden-death overtime, defeated South St. Paul 7-6 for
third place honors. Gerry Nagel
scored two goals for Southwest
and Dan Bonk had a pair for
South St. Paul.
After the tournament had
ended, the trophies awarded
and the arena cleared, Ross

sat by himself on a bench, near
the falls' dressing room—where
Falls ' managers and other civilians were carted off to the
showers, fully dressed. Ross
didn't budge.
"I'm not about to go in
there," said Ross, who after six
state championships knows
what It's all about.
Flrit period-Nona. Penaltlet-pahl,
IF, .0:07. :
Second perlod-l. Grand Rapids, 0.
Madapn, HtOl. Penalties — Srean, IF,
e;38f Catilll, GR, -10:34; Newton, GR,
nns. • ' ¦
Third Mrifwt-}, in|«rnaiionsi Falli, D.
Brpwn . (Hansen. JorBepsfln) -:«; J, Intarnntional Falli (P. Brown; Ruater)
4i30; 4, internatlsnal Falls, Dahl, I0i45;
5, Grand Rap|di, O. cftrfitv (NewflW,
D. Madson) 14:31. Penalties—Dahl, IP,
14:J4. . /
Saves:
international Falls •¦
» 11 ll-M
Qrand Rapids ....
8 < 10—24
Goalies — International Falls, Watlov(sh; Grand Rapids, penita.
A—A«?rn«>n. lAMt evening, 15,19*.
Tournament total, 81,003.

Defending champs
still alive in MSHSL

Stars feel sting of
Leafs broom' 2-2
•'Maybe a new broom sweeps
things clean," said Clancy.
"Maybe the change gave the
club a lift. But McLellan lost
some heartbreakprs,
"He'll be back and he'll be
back swinging. He's a good
coach. This club plays as goed
for him as it does for me."
McLellan, who watcjh ed the
game from the Metropolitan
Sports Center press box, said
he has a doctor's appointment
this week to determine when hp
Will return to the bopcr).
"The way Clancy is going I
may not be able to get my j ob
back ." McLellan said cheerfully after tihe game.
Norm Ullman scored the
tieing gP»l with eight minutes
left in the third , period against
Gilbert/ who was just recalled
from the American. League and

taking care of MempWsYState
in an emotion-charged game at
Nashville, Tenn.
Texas barged into the semis
after putting down favored
Houston behind Larry Robinson's 23 points and 14 rebounds.
In " the West regional at
Provo , Utah , Weber State plays
UCLA , the defending champion
which had .a first^round bye,
and Long Beach .meets San
Francisco, which also sat out
Saturday*

AD optimistic
appeal w ould
reinstate team

By MIKE O'BRIEN
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Marquette University's seventhranked basketball team was
ousted from the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament Sunday , but Atbletic
Director Sam Sauceda was "optimistic" a scheduled appeal today would reinstate the War-

ruling. He would have played
without Lackey, but we were
told half an hour before tipoff a
person cannot be declared ineligible 24 hours before a
game."
An investigation of Lackey
and three players from Florida

WINONA
DAILY NEWS

riors.

Toronto has to rally for tie

By PAT THOjUPSOiV
ST. PAUL (AP) - The Tor.
onto Maple Leafs brought their
"broom " down again Sunday,
Wd it was Gilles Gilbert and the
Minnesota North Stars who felt
the sting of it.
The Maple Leafs, who
seemed to have an unbeaten
touch under interim Coach
King Clancy, rallied to tie the
North Stars 2-2 Sunday and
open up a five-pqint lead over
Detroit in the race for the final
Stanley Cup playoff spot In the
East Division of the National
Hockey League.
Since Clancy, the 69-year-old
front office executive who
stepped jin for the ailing John
WfcLellan , went back behind the
bench Toronto has won six
straight games and tied the
North Stars.

Southwestern advanced on
the power of Dwight Lamar
and Roy Ebron, who scored 68
points between them Saturday.
Lamar scored 35, about two
under his nation leading average and Ebron had 33 points
and 20 rebounds for Southwestern, a college division
team in 1971 that made a success of it right away in major
college competition.
Louisville moved to a meeting with the Louisiana team by

HALL OF FAMER DIES
. Zach Wheat, a member
of Baseball's Hall of Fame,
died Saturday night in a hospital at Sedalia, Mo., after
a heart attapk. IJe was 83.
Wheat played 18 of 19 major league seasons as the
Brooklyn Dodgers ' left fielder and ended his career with
the Philadelp hia Athletics in
1927. (AP Photofax)

..

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The field of eligibles for the
Minnesota High School Class
AA and Class A championships
March 22-25 was down to 5B
teams—from an original 485-^today going into the final week
of regional playoffs.
Still in the running are defending Class AA champion Duluth
Central and Class A, titlist Melrose. Central defeated Melrose
for the over-all championship.
This year's championship playoff will be held Monday night,
March 27 between the two
champions.
But both teams are underdogs this year in their regions,
Central is involved in the
Class AA Region B that features once-beaten Duluth East.
Melrose has to contend with
Crosby-Ironton in Region 6 of

Hifesman third
in NAIA meet

KLAMATH FALLS, Ore . Bill Hitesman , Winona State's
107-pounder , captured third
place in the NAIA wrestling
champi onships held here Saturday on the campus of Oregon
Tech.
Hitesman , after losing to Torn
Tomilinson of U.S. International 9-1 in the semi-finals, <lecisioned Mel Jacoson of Mayville
College 5-3 and Ken Duvail of
Southern Oregon 2d. in tho
wrestle backs to claim the No.
3 spot.
Winona State finished 14th in
tho team standings as Adams
State captured tlie crown with
57% points, Omnha was second
with . 48, U.S. International 4(5 ,
Central Washington 41 nnd Beinidjl State 3B.
The only other place finisher
for Wlnpna was Scott Miller ,
who copped n sixth in the 11Bpound division. Miller , losing to
Tom Stiger of U.S. International 5-3 in the quarter-finnls , dccisioncd Rill Patterson of pacific University 4-0 in ovcrttmo; Dale Kostcl of Adams
SJ.(lte 11-2; nnd pinned Tim
Vaughn of Grand Valley College
in lUOS in tho wrestle hack s .
Skip DcMnrln , 134, failed to
place, losing in the seonnd
round to K<m Martin of UWF«l'k«ide In i' :T> arid Ken K«lfl
oi Campbell University 5-4 in
tho wrcutlo backs.
John Bcdtlto was defeated in

the first round.
Two Minnesotans won their
divisions , Augsburg's Pat MarCy winning the 150-pound crown
with a 4-3 decision over Ken
Taylor of Adams State, and St.
John's Gary Svendsen decisionipg Cra|g Skeeaiok of Central
Washington 7-6 for the 134pnuod title,
Beniidj i'g Pete Saxe finished
second for the third straight
yepr, losing a referee's decision lo Doug Moses of Adams
State in the 142-pound finals.
Other Minncsotnn 's winning
third places were Augsburg 's
Ron Johnson at 142, Bcmidji 's
Bob Detlmer at 150 and St.
John 's Tom Miller at 100.

WATER WEIGHT

PROBLEM?
UOB

E-L-WB

Excpss wiltiH in the hn<ly enn !>o uncomloitable. E-LIM will help you IDS*
excess walor weight. Wo at , . <
Glbiort Pharmacy
r«comm-n«i It.

Qoly ljUSU

Gibson Pharmacy
Woslgato Shopping Confer

Class A.
There are three teams still
unbeaten and the list will
dwindle to at least two for
Frost and St, James are both in
the Region ? CJass AY Howard
Lake, Region 5, is the third unbeaten. Several teams have
been defeated once.
The regional breakdown's:
CLASS A
Region 1 — Harmony, Haylleld, Red
Wins, W«s««Si flfial Thyrsdav nlqht, Rothosler. ' ¦
Rlglon I — Frost, St. Jamas, Wlndom,
_Mv«rn»i final Friday nlflht. Mankato.
Region 3 — Marshall, Redwood Falls,
Montevideo, Renville, final Friday night,
Mor<lf>v|d?o.
Rcglpn 4 — Arlington-Green lilt, St.
Paul Murray, Roiemount, Spring Lake
Peril, final Thursday nlehi, WH||aim Arena.
Region 3 — Chaska, Mound, Cold
Spring-Rocorl, Howard Lake, ftrial Saturday night, St. Cloud.
Region 4 — Elpoy/ Lake, Melroie, Audubon, erojby-lronlen, »|nel Saturday

(Continusdon page 13)
MSHSL

The NCAA said in Kansas
City that Bob Lackey, the Warriors' 6-foot-fl captain, had forfeited his eligibility by declining to sign an affidavit affirming his amateur status.
Sauceda said he and Coach
Al McGuire, after consulting
the university's legal counsel,
told Lackey not to sign. :
Lackey reportedly has been
chosen by the New York Nets
in the American Basketball
Association's "secret" draft.
He is not accused of , signing a
professional contract, but of
contracting with agents for purposes of bargaining with the
pros.
Sauced,- said early today the
Marquette athletic board, at an
emergency meeting , Sunday
night, recommended the university appeal the ouster.
He said an NCAA representative would meet with Marquette
officials at an unannounced site
here today, and was hopeful a
decision on the appeal could be
announced by Tuesday morning.
The Warriors, with lackey
scoring 20 points, beat Ohio
University in a tournament
subregional game at Knoxville,
Tenn., Saturday. If the appeal
is successful , they will meet
Kentucky in a Mideast Regional semifinal Thursday at Dayton, Ohio.
Sauceda said he was optimistic the NCAA v/ould grant theappeal "because I have reason
to believe the appeal is genuine
and not cut and dried."
The NCAA said Marquette's
berth in the tournament would
be offered to Ohio University.
But Sauceda said ^ajter
Byers, NCAA executive director, "assured me that Ohio has
not been contacted" in regard
to taking Marquette's place.
"They merely set up procedures to be followed if there
would be no appeal," Sauceda
said.
"It's fair to say that the innocent party has been Bob
Lackey because Bob Lackey
was at all times prepared to
sign that statement," he said.
"It was the position of Al
McGuire to abide by the NCAA

—
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State, which also played in the
Knoxville subregional, was begun at the request of Bill WaU,
head of the National Basketball
Coaches Association. Sauceda
and McGuire conferred with
NCAA officials abpnt the matter the morning before the
game.
.
The Florida State players
signed the affidavit.
Sauceda and McGuire contacted Marquette's legal counsel, Raymond Aikin, in Milwaukee but Aikin did not want
to give advice without having
read the affidavit.
"I jnst don't think any young
fellow should sign anything like
that with 15 questions on it
without legal advice," McGuire
said. "I am afraid that with
that many questions, there is a
possibility he could perjure
himself.
"I personally don't believe
Bob Lackey signed any papers
(with an agent) , and I woujd be
willing to bet my new lucky red
jacket on th^t ," McGuire said,
referring tq the sport coat he
wore during the Qpip game.
"Bob's always been
a
straight shooter with me, and I
try to be straight with him,"
McGuire said, "It's a misunderstanding on principle that
will be straightened out, I hope.
We're still practicing, and Bob
will continue to practice with
us."
Marquette 's 73-43 victory
over Ohio was one of its most
impressive of the season and
easily its best game since star
center Jim Chones left the
team to sign an estimated $1.5
million contract with the Nets.
The Warriors had lost two oi
their four remaining regular
season games after Chones left,
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WIAA tourney starts Thursday

Madison West may be
Wisconsin's best in years

(21-3) at 2:45 p.m. and Clear
Lake ( 22-2) vs, Crivitz (22-2) at
MADISON, Wis. (AP>-Madi- 7 p.m.
eon West, aching to present its Class A semifinals will be 1
case for No. l, is favored by pm. and 8:45 p.m. Friday.
many. But Neenah will be . the
sentimental choice when the The Class A third place game
57th Wisconsin high school bas- will be at l p.m. Saturday, folk e t b a 11 tournament begins lowed by the B championship
at 2:45 and the A championship
Thursday,
The first multi-class tourna- at 7:30.
ment since 1939 will open with Madison West has a 21-game
four Class A games at the Uni- winning streak since its lone
versity of Wisconsin Field- loss in November to Janesville
Craig, with whom it eventually
house.
Antigo (18-5) will play Mil- shared the Big Eight Conferwaukee Hamilton (20-3) at 1 ence crown.
p.m., followed by Eau Claire The Regents, who won the
Memorial ( 20-3 vs; West (22-1) Madison sectonail Friday night,
at 2:45, Janesville Parker (16- have a medium-sized but
7 vs. Waukesha (19-3 at 7 brilliantly balanced lineup led
pm. and Kewaunee (15-7- vs. by 6-2 Bob Falk. Some think
Neenah (21-2 ) at 8:45.
they are the state's best in
Class B sectional winners go years.
directly to semifinals Friday. Baraboo Coach Dick Ofstun ,
Bloomington (22-1) vs. Kohler whose team was blown out 100By MIKE O'BRIEN

Scoreboard
Hockey

NHL
EAST DIVISION
' . W L T Pis. GP GA
BMtOn ...
4» 10 10 I0J S8» 261
New York .- . , . . AS 11 It 181 1W 140
Montreal
<l H U M 113 16»
Toronto
30 27 11 71 182 180:
Datreit
• .¦ . -»' 32 • f] 328 230
Buffalo
.'.. 13 41 IS 41 177 260
Vancouver
. . . . 17 44
t 40 164 254
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
>:. A\ 17 ll »3 222 147
MlnntJOta . .. .. ,33 54 10 74 177 158
SI. LOUla . . . . . . 2S 34 » 5« 190 223
Philadelphia
. 3 3 34 11 57 173 211
California . . . . . 20 33 16 U 194 254
Pittsburgh
.. .. 32 37 10 54 163 331
Los Angolas . 1 8 45 7 43 177 258
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Naw York 4, Detroit 2.
Pittsburgh 6, Boston 4.
Chicago 1, Montreal 1, tie.
Toronto 5, California 1.
Philadelphia 4, St. Louis 3.
Los Angeles !, Buffalo 3.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS .
Minnesota 2, Toronto 2, tie.
Chicago 3, Detroit 2.
California 7, New York J.
Boston 4, PIHsourgh A, tie.
TODAY'S GAMES
Philadelphia at Montreal.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Buffalo at Minnesota.
Pittsburgh al Vancouver.
¦¦

Basketball

NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCB
ATLANTIC DIVISION
W. L. Pet.
. . . . . . . . . . .. 50 25 .617
Boston
Now York . . . . . . . . 44 30 .SJ5
PMIadelpMa
. . . . . . 29 45 .342
Buffalo . : . . . . . . . . 19 54 .2(0
CENTRAL DIVISION
Baltimore . . . . . . . . 34 39 .«(«
Atlanta . . . . . . . . ... 29 44 .317
Cincinnati . .;. . . . . . 26 48 .351
Cleveland
21 53 ,2M
WESTERN CONFERENCE
MIDWEST DIVISION
W. L. Pel.
'.. 58 17 .773
Milwaukee
Chicago ... . . . ; . . . . 52 23 ,613
Phoenix
45 31 Sti
. . 2 3 50 .313
Detroit
PACIFIC DIVISION
(•Los Angeles . . . . <2 12 .8)8
Golden State . . . . .. 47 27 .635
Seattle
<« 30 .605
Houston
31 44 .413
Portland
14 40 .211
c-Ctinched -ivlslon title.
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Phoenix 110, New York 104.
Houston ¦III, Buffalo 100.
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Atlanta 135, Cleveland 114.
Cincinnati 117, Golden Stale 104.
Boston ill, New York lot.
Baltimore 102, Dotrlot 97.
Houston lit, Philadelphia .112. "
Los Angeles 141, Buffalo 102.
Milwaukee 109, Seattle 99.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Atlanta at New York.
Philadelphia at Buffalo.
Los Anegtls at Detroit.
Cleveland at Baltimore.
Golden State at Boston.
Seattle at Chicago.
Milwaukee at Portland.
ABA
EAST DIVISION
W. L. Pet.
e-Kenlucky
60 14 .an
Virginia
42 33 .510
Now York
38 37 .507
Plorldlans
31 44 ,413
Carollna
... 30 45 ,4M
Pittsburgh
34 51 .310
WEST DIVISION
54 21 ,7!0
- -Utah
Indiana
41 31 .569
Dallas
as 41) ,417
Denver
29 45 .-92
Memphis
36 49 ,3(7
c-Clinched division title,
SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Carolina Ml, Indiana UJ .
Florldians 113, Pittsburgh 115.
New York 132, Denver 114.
Utah 111, Virginia 110. OT.
Dallas 15, Mtmphls 91.
1J
¦•"

GB
5t _
KM
30
3
»v_ ¦
13V.

GB
a
13Vi
!4
IS
17
31V4
47

¦ BIO TEN
Final
Conference
W L Pet.
Minnesota ..- .. It 3 7M
Ohio State . . . . 10 4 .714
Michigan .... 9 5 .643
Indiana . . . . . . . 9 3 .443
Purdue
I I .429
Wisconsin
... ( 8 .429
Michigan St.
I I .429
lilnols
J 9 .357
Iowa
3 9 ,357
Northwestern
3 11 .214
' .

All Gamei
W L Pet,
17 t .73»
11 t ,750
14 10 .53!
17 7 .701
12 1Z .SCO
13 11 .541
13 11 .34)
14 10 .581
11 13 ,451
S It .217

SATURDAY'S
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
SOUTH—
Alabama 8«, Florida 82.
louisville 83, MWnphfi If. 72.
MIDWEST—
Kansas St. «1, Nebraska 76, OT.
Iowa 91, Michigan 49.
Mich. St. 57, Norihvrtslern 14.
Indiana 42, Purdue 48.
Missouri 76, Oklahoma 42.
Wisconsin 97, Illinois 84.
FAR WEST—
Oregon St. 40, Oregon 37.
Aiusa Pacific 8», L,A. Bapt. II.
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic Coast Conference
Championship
No. Carolina 73, Maryland 44.
NCAA Playoffs
University Division
First Round
East Regtonals
Villanova 85, E. Carolina TO.
Penn 74, Provldenca 40.
So. Carolina 53, Temple 51.
Mideast Regtonals
Marquette 73, Ohio U. 49.
Florida St. S3, East. Ky. II.
Midwest Regionals
SW La. 110, Marshall 101.
Texas 83, Houston 74,
Far West Regionals
Long Beach St. IS, BYU 90, OT,
Weger St. 91, Hawaii 44.
Collego Division
Regional Finals
New England
Championship
Assumption 109, Benllsy 10J.
East
Championship
Southampton 86, Hartford 73.
Mill-East
Championship
Akron 17, Youngstown 71.
MldWest
Championship
Louis
84,
Lincoln, MO. 71.
Mo.-St.
West
Championship
So. Colo. 86, Seattle Pacific 83.

HIGH SCHOOL
BASKETBALL

SATURDAY'S RESULTS

GB
18'i
22Vj
39V .
M'i
34V4
ll'/i
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38
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MINN. IND. REGIONAL FINALS
REGION SIXAustin Pacelll 61, Colter 43.
REGION FIVE—
Ow-tonna Marian 47, Rochester Lourdes
45.
REGION ONEDuluth Cathedral 76, Bird Island SI.
Mary 's 65.
MSHSL CLASS A FINALS
DISTRICT FOURWaseca (0, Zumbrota SB.
DISTRICT EIGHTLuverno 74, Hllli-Beaver Creek 47,
DISTRICT 12—
Renville 55, Olivia 10.
DISTRICT 24—
Proctor 46, Cloquet 43.
WIAA CLASS A
SECTIONAL. FINALS
AT WHITEFISH BAYWaukcsha 72, Milwaukee King 42,
AT RACINE—
Milwaukee Hamilton 56, Burlington 55.
AT CREEN BAYKev/auneo 59, West DePer* 44.
AT MARSHFtELDAntlgo 77, Now London M.
AT EAU CLAIREEou Claire Memorial 40, Cumberland
49.
AT OSHKOSHNeonah 65, Rlppn 53.
WIAA CLASS B
SECTIONAL FINALS
AT BANGOR—
Bloomington 58, North Crawford 45.
AT WEST BENDKohlcr 72, Oakfield 40.
AT SPOONER—
Clear Lake 43, Elmwood 42,
AT WAUSAU—
Crivlli 70, Wauiaukea 41,

TODAY'S GAMES

PRE-SPRING

MSHSL CLASS A R-OIONALI
AT MAYO CIVICllarmony vs. Red Wing, I p.m,

SALE

TUESDAY'S (JAMES

of
8 Turf Builder
O Super Turf Builder
O Halts Plut
DADD

SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Kentucky 104, Virginia 101.
Utah 123, Carolina 111.
Indiana 103, Florldlans 92.
Memphis 103, Denver loo.
New York 125, Pittsburgh 1H.
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Virginia at Pittsburgh.
Carolina at Indiana.

BROTHERS

HUDD STORE,INC.

TRUE VALUE HARDWARE
574 E. 4th St. Phono 452.-1007

MSHSL CLASS A RBOIONALJ
AT MAYO CIVICMayllcld vs. Waseca, I p.m,
REGION TWO—
Luvorna vs, St. James.
REGION FOURSI. Paul Murray vs. Spring Lake Park.
Arllngton-Oreen Ilia vs. Rosemount.
REGION SEVENChitago Lakes vs, Deer River,
Proclor vs. Tower-Soudan.

Winona Stafe College
QUARTERBACK CLUB
Presents

f
. ~
S

VIKING
SHOOT-OUT!
MINNESOTA VIKINGS
VS.
WINONA ALl-STARS

TUESDAY , MAR. 14 — 7:30 P.M.
Memorial Hall — Winona State College
Tickers: Advance, Adults $1.50 — Childre n 51
At Door , Adults $2.00, Childr en $1
Tickets Available At Morchflnt* National , First Nntionnl , Winona Notionnl & S a v i n g* , Town & Country flanks and Ted
Maler Drug*.

63 in the sectional semis, called
West "the best high school basketball team I've ever seen in
the state of Wisconsin. They're
better than that Milwaukee Lincoln team with Fred Brown and
Clarence Sherrod a few years
back."
A West championship would
be certain to bring more pressure on the state's two high
school athletic organizations to
get togather and stage a single
tournament, for the Regents
were ranked second in the1 final
Associated Press poll. -to ' Milwaukee Marquette, the independent schools' champion.
Few expect West to breeze to
the title, however, and one reason is Neenah , perched in the
opposite bracket.
The eighth-ranked Rockets
ere making their fourth
straight tourney trip and have
won 70 of 75 games in the last
three seasons.
But it is three of those defeats, rather than all the victories, that the public remembers best-80-79 to Beloit in the
1969 state finals , 58-57 to Appleton West in the 1970 championship and 54-52. in the 1971 semis
to Janesville Parker , the eventual champion:
Parker is following the same
script as last year when it finished strong to win a tournament berth and eventually the
title. Parker qualified again
Saturday with a 71-60 victory
over Beloit.
Hamilton beat Burlington 5655, Neenah defeated Ripon 6553, Waukesha beat 1971 runnerup Milwaukee King 72-62, Eau
Claire Memorial downed Cumberland 60-49, Antigo beat New
London 77-61, Kewaunee eliminated West De Pere 59-46,
Clear Lake beat Elmwood 4542, Crivitz stopped Wausaukee
70-68, Bloomington beat North
Crawford 58-45 and Kohler defeated Oakfield 72-57.¦;
Parker and Neenah are the
only repeaters in the field.
Madison West,. which won in
1945, is competing in its eighth
state meet and first since 1958,
the first year under Coach Jim
Stevens. Eau Claire Memorial is coming to town ^ a 33rd tournament ,, easily a state record. But
the Old Abes won only in 1917,
1927 and 1955.
Kewaunee has a 1-3 record in
two tournaments, its last in
1934. Antigo has been here
eight times, but not since 1941.
The Red Robins have never
won a crown .
Neenah's litany of frustration
reads 16 tournaments, but a
title only in 1930. Waukesha has
been here 12 times, winning in
1944. Parker will be in its second tournament and Hamilton
its first.
Kohler has been in two tournaments and Crivitz one. Bloomington and Clear Lake are
coming for the first time.
The eight class A teams have
a cumulative 151-31 record and
the four Class B entries are 878.
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Antigo (Wisconsin Valley) ,
Hamilton (Milwaukee City ) ,
Eau Claire (Rig Rivers), Waukesha (Milwaukee Suburban) ,
(Blackh awk) ,
Bloomington
Clear Lake (Lakeland ) , Crivitz
(M&O) and Kohler (Central
are conference I|
Lakeshore)
|
champions.
i
IWEST HIGHWAY .1
shared
the
Madison West
Big Eight crown and Neenah II tq <*
<
was second to Kimberly in the
Fox Valley Association,
Sophomore Jeff Lund scored
3fl points, 13 in the last quarter ,
as Antigo pulled away from
New London. Antigo had trailed I
COCHRANE
33-26 at the half. Hamilton and
Burlington were tied 51-51 with
A. H. Rohrer
3,00 left when Kevin Soucie got |
Hamilton rolling with a basket
1
FOUHTAIH CITY
and free throw.
29
points
22
Mel Ott scored
.
after intermission , as Eau i A. C. Prussfng & Son Garage
Claire spoiled Cumberland' s
hopes for n repeat berth. Park- I
WAUMANDEE
er was led by John Bobzien
^_
i
C
M_WO._. i
mni
Scheldegger
Impl.
with 27 points, including five
J
straight baskets in the second
quarter that helped Parker I
ARCADIA
open a 29-23 halftime lend over
i
?
n
i _ »Motors
Beloit.
Bautch

Jim Itnppis totaled n point!,
in Waukesha 's win over Milwaukee King.
Ed Hnwley nnd Dene Storch
combined for 39 points , 15 in
the fourth quarter ns Neenah
pulled away from a 42-41 lend
over Ripon.
West De Pere , which had
ousted sixth-rnnketl Kimberly
nnd ninth-rate d Green Bay
.Southwest enrlicr in the tournament couldn 't handle Kewnunee 's fi-tl Dale Kochler , who
scored 19 points , nnd floor lender Joe Schleia with 111.
Roger Blanchnrd' s basket
nnd two free throws by Kevin
Monson let Clear Lake slip past
IClmwood , while Joe Kleefisdi
scored 25 poinls (o spark Kohler over Oakfield,
TOp-rnnked small school Crivil_ ¦ prevailed over Wausauke e
on Tom Nevoln '.s two fine
throws with two seconds left .
Tom Mnrtm scored i<) points
nnd Jeff Vorwald Jft in Woomington 's win over North
Crawford.
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Clash with defending champion Red Wing

Badgers quality
Harmony in 1st region tourney since 1945 for
NCAA meet

BACK . .. Lady, Bruce Edwards' Lab, is off and running
on her way to a fourth-place finish in Sunday's derby stake
in trials held on Prairie Island by the Tri-State Hunttng Dog
Association. Sunday's informal trials were termed a major
success as nearly 80 dogs bounded across the tundra-like
landscape/ (Daily News Sports photo by Butch Horn)

Huge turnout for
first field trial

A record number of dogs and open to all breeds and all ages
handlers turned out Sunday as — designed to get more dog
the Tri-State Hunting Dog As- owners interested in f ield trialsociation, held its first local ing and working with bheir dogs.
field trial of the season at Labradors dominated the
Prairie Island, with the high- No. 1 spots in 'the day's events,
light of the afternoon coining in with the hunter's stake going to
the recently added hunter's Jerry Jiracek's Black Lab ,
special.
Duke, -while a Springer SpanWhile nearly 80 dogs partici- iel named Dusty owned by Don
pated in the day's four classes, Morgan of Rollingstone, copped
one of the biggest turnouts was the second spot.
the hunter special — a class Labs continued their dominance in the open competition
with Del, a Black owned by David Sdhaaf of St. Paul, grabbing that field's honors, followed by two Golden Retrievers
(Continuedfrom page ll)
owned by Phil Uehling, Onalasrlsht, Moorhtad.
ka, Wis,
Region 7 — Chisago Lakes, proctor,
Yellow Labs captured the
Towar-Soudan, Deer River, final Thur»ilay night, Hlbblng.
top
spots in the puppy and derRegion I — LIMlefork-Blg Falli, FOMton, Crockjton, Stephen, final Saturday by stakes, with Wayne Donley,
night/ Grand Forks, N.D.
La Crosse, Wis., seeing his pup,
¦ '.' CLASS AA'
Dusty, cop the puppy stake,
Y •'
Region A — Mankato, Rochester . Mayo, while King, owned by Dean EkAustin, Rochister John Marshall; final
hoff , Rochester, won the derFriday night, Rochester.
'
Region B — Duluth East, Central and by. ;
:
OenfeM, Hlbblng, Grand Rapids, internaflonal F-llt, Virginia, BernldH; Una) FriLady, a Black Lab owned by
day, Hlbblng.
Region C — Fergus Falls, St. cloud Bruce Edwards, Minnesota City,
Apollo, Alexandria, Bralnerdi final Fri- finished fourth;in the derby,
day night, St. Cloud.
Region D — Bloomington Lincoln vs. while Bill Baechler's Lab, Duke,
Mpls. Henry Tuesday night, Augsburg received a judges award of
College.
Region E — Mpls. North vs. Minn-ton- merit in the open all age divikg Wednesday night, Augsburg.
sion.

MSHSL

Region P — Robblns-al- vs. Mounds
View, Thursdey night, Hamline University.
Region O — coon Rapids vs. North
St. Paul, Tuesday night, Hamline.
' . Region H — White Bear Lake vs. Alexander-Ramsey, Wednosday night, Hamline.

Harmony will be putting its
seven-game winning streak on
the line tonight: against Red
Wing, a team with eight wins
in a row, when the two schools
clash in the opening round of
the Class A Region One Basketball Tournament in Rochester.
Red Wing, with a 12-10 record,
is the defending region titlist,
and Harmony, with an 13-5 slate
overall, is making its first appearance in the region tourney
since 1945.
Tip-off will be at 8 p.m. in
the Mayo Civic Auditorium.
_1_e Cardinals, under secondyear head coach Del Elston,
haven't been beaten since they
suffered a 64-63 upset at the
hands of Caledonia bad. on Feb.
15. Since that time Harmony
has notched seven straight victories, . two of which were
against Maple Leaf Conference
champion Preston.

COACH ELSTON'S squad has
beaten Grand Meadow, Chatfield. Houston and Preston in
tournament play with a 47-40
triumph over the Bluejays last
Thursday in Rochester in the
District One championship tilt
providing a berth in the region
playoffs.
Red Wing, with only one starter back from last year's team
that reached the finals in the
state Class A tournament, has
been oh a rampage of its own
since bowing to Winona High
by- ten points on Feb. 4. The
Wingers won their last five regular season games by an average margin of 18.5 points.
In their District Three opener
March 4, the Wingers rolled over
Pine Island 70-49, last Wednesday they stopped Lake City 6357 in overtime, and Friday nieht
they handed Wabasha its first
loss in 21 games this season ,
79-65, in notching their third
straight district crown.
E'ston, a 31-year-old graduate
of South Dakota State University, had the opportunity to witness Red Wing's 14-point verdict over Wabasha Friday and
made the following observations
about the Wingers' performance: ¦

"I WAS very much impressed
with their fast break and their
defense. *fliey play an aggressive man-to-man defense with
a full-court press and they never stop hounding you."
"Red Wing really hustles and
is always aggressive under the
basket . . . I guess that's the
same style that got them into
the state tournament last year.
"But they seem to be a sporadic team. Just when it looked
like they were going to break
it open, they seemed to let up
somewhat and Wabasha was
able to close the gap.'
The Somerset Hills / Country Harmony will have a slight
Club in Bernardsville, N.J., will edge in overall height with
be the scene of the 1973 girls Chris Johnson, a 6-3 senior, and
junior golf championship.
Dean Erickson, a 6-0 junior , at
¦'
¦
¦
•

¦

¦

AT JA NOON

the guard spots, Paul Stevens, a
6-2 junior, at center, and Mike
Janski, a 6-3 junior, and Jim
Harstad, a 6-0 senior, at the
forwards.
JOHNSON, who is noted for
his quick release on the jump
shot, is the leading scorer on
the team with 352 points in 23
games for a 15.3 average. Janski, who paced the Cards with
38 points in their last two outings, is second to Johnson with
a 13.4 average, and Erickson is
next with a 10.9 average.
Janski is by far and away the
leading rebounder on the squad,
having pulled down a total of
234 . caroms. Stevens is second
with 153 rebounds, and Johnson
k third with 148 to his credit.

Don Cienan's 592 series was
the top individual effort recorded over the weekend on the local bowling scene.
Cierzan rolled his 492 with a
high game of 222 in the Alley
Dusters League at Hal - Rod
Lanes Sunday afternoon. His
team, the Jet Sets, took _co>
ing honors also with totals of
827 and 2,333.
Ruth Ann Zeise and Sandi
Hunze both lit 208, and Mrs.
Hunze, a member of the Gutter Guys foursome, finished
with a . 529 series. Mrs. Zeise
came in with a 508.
HAL-ROD'S: High School
Boys — Terry Stolpa carded
232 and 590 for Louie's Sweet
Shop, Joe Schaefer hit 578,
Steve Lelwica managed a
572, _ind the 300 Club compiled
881—2,796.
Park-Rec Jr. Boys — Paul
Jandt hit 148, Mick Moravec
had a two-game series of 260,
and the Sportsman's worked
for 708 and 1,381.
WESTGATE: Guys & Dolls—
Leona Lubinski and Dee Walby
led women with scores of 200
and 546 respectively, Sharon
Friesen had a 508 for her first
career 500 series, and Mrs. Lubinski finished with 502. Rich
Clhuchna tipped 231, Ray Grulkowski reached 589, ChuchnaLudwitzke combined for 772,
and Sommer-Friesen wound up
with 2,216.
¦
Kings & Queens — Margo
Rustad hit 19*3, Mary Ann Moore
came in with a 483, George
Laumb toppled 202—536, and
the ft J.'s totaled 808 and 2,267,
Jacks & Jills — Doris LeVasseur tipped 158, Jean Cyert finished with a 445, Norm Ebner
carded a 190, and Dave Jumbeck notched a 517. Team honors went to Jumbeck-Jumbeck
with 719, and Cyert-LeVasseur
with 2 ,069.
Father & Son — Frank
Ciszak led sons with 184—501,
Bob Skeels hit 225, Al Smith
leveled a 533—, Skeels & Schuppenhauer Combined for 395, and
Lande & Ciszak finished with
1,089.

Winonan takes
lead
all-events
3 GREAT PROGRAMS in gals' tourney
WHIC H ARE

12 NOON - PAUL HARVEY
® News & Comment

12:15 P.M. - WAYNE VALENTINE
& Local News At Its Best

12:30 P.M. -CHUCK WILLIAMS
O Reports From the Sports Desk

DON'T FORGET THE NOON HOUR WEATH ER
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Janski

senior, at the guards, Joe Johnson, a 6-4 senior, at center, and
Terry Lynner, a 6-2 senior, and
Kevin Bohmbach, a 6-2 junior,
at the forwards.
In the second game of this
year's region playoff Tuesday

Erickson

Stevens

night in Rochester matching the
champions of Districts Two and
Four, Hayfield will meet Waseca. The title game will be
played Thursday at 8 p.m. in
the auditorium with no consolation tilt scheduled.

Johnson '

Harstad

Cierzans 592 Grausnick , Trubl lead
paces keglers AC pin tourney doubles

Monday thru Saturday

Satisf y your noon time
appetite for news, news
commentary , weather and
sports information by
listening to this line-up!

Red Wing Coach Dick Beetseh,
who guided the Wingers to the
state tourney in his initial season last year, is expected to
stick with his usual starting lineup of Scott Broughton. a 5-10
senior, and Bill Haniscn, a 5-8

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn.—Marlene Halliday of Winona jump
ed to the front of the pack in
the annual Women's State Bowling Tournament here over the
weekend, rolling a 1,811 to take
the early all-events lead.
Mrs. Halli-ay toppled a 621
(54 handicap) ' to take fourth
place in the singles, rolled a 566
in the team event and a 624 in
the doubles. She then teamed
with Wendy Pozanc, who rolled
a 553 (70 handicap ) , to chalk up
1,177 in the doubles, good for
second.
Cozy Corner had the best Winona effort hi Class A, chalking
up a second-place 2,701 (304 handicap) as Carol Schuminski had
a 514, her fin>t ever, Peggy Dalton a 526, Virginia Schuminski a
479, Mary Douglas a 458 and
Arlene Trimmer a 430.
Watkowski 's 2,330 was the
best Winon a performance in
Class B.
Other SOO's by Wlnonans Included Irene Pozanc 557, Jeanette Borg 548, Yvonne Carpenter 544, Esther Besup 507, Ruth
Jacobs 538 and Betty Smith 504
in team events . Esther Besup
524, Sue Plachecki 514 nnd Betty Smith 50S In doubles; Esther
Bescup 591, Irene Pozanc 544,
and Sue Plflchecki 524 in singles.

Roy Grausnick and Charles
Trubl took over the lead in
the doubles competition, and
Bob Buege moved into first
place in the singles event standings following Sunday's action
in the fourth annual Winona
Athletic Club City . Bowling
Tournament.
Grausnick and Trubl comTOP TEN TEAM EVENT
Rutlle Inn, Aeo, AC : . . . . 2A7» ASt-Wi
First National Bank. AC .. 13U 534-MM

Wins Housa, WO
»S» lM-ieM
Federated Insurance, Via 2181 19B-M7*
Rocco i Plna, WG
2iS9 180-18(1
Waiver & Son% AC ..... _S_ 1 334-5857
Mr. T'l, WO .. .. . . . . . . . . . 2504 34i—284<
Rustic Inn, Major, AC ... _J» 484-2845
Quality Sheet Metal, AC .. Tin 244-2834
Oasis Bar & Cafe, WO .. 2459 172-2831
LEADERS DOUBLES HANDICAP
Roy Orausnick .
Chas. Trubl . . . . . . , . ; . . . . ....... .. 1141

jt

First National Bank is still second wth 2,898, and the low payoff in the team event was estimated at 2,760.
The Wine House, which holds
third place in the team event
handicap category with 2,883, is
the tournament scratch leader
with a score of 2,759. Butch
Kosidowski is the singles event
scratch leader with a 593 count,
and Chester Pozanc and Paul
Plachecki Jr. lead the doubles
event in scratch totals with 1,083.
Fred Huff's 267 is still the
top scratch single game of the
tourney, and Gordie Fakler's
663 is the leading scratch series
effort so far.

C

Hannon claims
novice honors
in racquetball
Scott Hannon, better noted for
his talents as _ handball player, tried his skills at racquetball over the weekend and
wound up with . the title in the
Novice Racquetball Tournament
held at the Winona YMCA.
Hannon disposed of Jim Carlson in Saturday 's final round by
scorse of 21-15 and 21-16.
In the finals of the consolation
bracket, Dick Baylon took two
straight games from John Kadley by identical scores of 21-8.
The Class "C" Tournament
gets under way tonight with
eight first-round1 matches slated for the ™CA.

Knicks
Bullets
Hawks

24 CASH

The Knicks captured the Pee
Wee National Basketball League
championship with a 54-38 triumph over the 76ers in which
Dave Cada and Chris Renk
poured in 20 and 14 points. Bob
Kowalewski and El Hildebrandt
had 12 each for the 76ers, Mark
Erdmanczyk 18 for the Hawks,
Steve Lee and Dave Zaborowski
16 and 12 for the Lakers, Jeff
Larson and Rob Schams 16 and
14 for the Bullets.

m .

Jlni Palbl ckl.. -

115J
Geo. Sdiult.
LEADERS SINGLES HANDICAP
455
Bob Bucae
Don Pellowskl
• • . • • 423
Brian Junker
. 417
HANDICAP ALL-EVENTS LEADER
Brian Junker .
1874
TOURNAMENT SCRATCH LEADER!
Team Event — Wine House, 375*.
Singles Event — Butch Kosldowikt, tttDoubles Event — Chet Psionc A Paul
Plachecki Jr., K83.
Touranment Hlflb Oama — Fred Huff,
«7.

Tournament High
Feklor, Ut.

Jtrltt —

Oordle

Knicks, Westgate
capture youth
basketball titles
PEE WEe NATIONAL BASKETBALL
W L
W L
.
12 2 Bucks
7 7
9 5 74ers
5 »
7 7 Lakers
2 12
Saturday's Results
Knicks 54 , 74«rs 18.
Lakers 48, Hawks 24.
Bullets 52, Bucks 24.

BANTAtA BASKETBALL
WL
13 1 Blons'a
It 3 Ptlnt Depot
* * Coca-Cola

Westgate
Keller's
Emll's

Westgate captured the Bantam Basketball League championship with a 31-13 win over
Paint Depot in which Pat Costello 's 14 points led the way.
John Carroll had 14 for Kolter's,
and a dozen for Blong's, and
Doug Block 11 for Emil's.
PUB WEE AMERICAN BASKETBALL
W L
W L
Lakars
2 0 Bucki
0 1
Knicks
2 I
Saturday's Results
Knicks 30, Bucks ll.

¦

Opening day ceremonies for
the 1972 Olympic Games in
Munich are set for Saturday,
Aug. 26.

w Train Now for
Sk Job Opportunities
\W In Today's

f

Printing Plants

Lc«m Cold Composition, P«*t*>
Up, Offset PrtuOperation end
Camera, Layout «nd Design and
Lino, Type SotOtig A LeUwpro*
Gl Apptoved
Fot Further Information Call or Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School

1104 Carrie Avenue , Minneapolis
Mlnnsso U 55401
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RUNS MAR. 24 ONLY!
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W L
7 7
. 11
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Saturday's Results
Weslgats 31, Paint Depot 13.
Keller's 21, Coca-Cola 17.
Blond's 27, Emll's 34 (3 OTs).

aH TIWIPORAR/ & +
^
RELIEF
*&*
\A9 *
_M
W
OF MINOR PAINS
_9_§r
For Guarantaod Relief with
V
PRUVO Tabi or
f\
^
Bock
jP*

bined for a handicap score of
1,161 to nose out the team of
Jim Palbicki and George
Schultz by two pins. Buege carded a handicap score of 655 in
the singles competition to gain
a 32-pin lead oyer his nearest
challenger, Don Pellowski.
:Brian Junker , who is third in
the singles standings with a 617
count, tops the field in the handicap all-events department
with a total score of 1,874.
By Sunday evening, 62 of the
80 teams entered in the tourney
had bowled , and the Rustic Inn
of the Ace League at the Athletic Club continues to lead the
team event standings with a
combined score of 2,932. The

MADISON, Wis. (AP ) — Wisconsin broke to a 3-0 lead and
held on to beat North Dakota 51 Sunday, qualifying to represent the Western Collegiate
Hockey Association in the National Collegiate Athletic Association meet.
North Dakota and Wisconsin
had played to a 1-1 tie Saturday
night in the first game of their
two game, total goal series.
The four-team NCAA meet
starts Thursday in Boston.
Gary Winchester and Pat
Lannan scored Wisconsin's first
two goals in the opening period
aj id Jim Young made it 3-0 by
connecting at 2:32 in the second.
Dick Perkins had 20 saves for
Wisconsin and Dave Murphy 33
for North Dakota.

Will Buy An 18-Word
Want Ad For Mar. 24
Ads Must Be Ordered
No Later Than
M2LW
Ol ©

#3

MmM B k y

O
EBHLS

H
HI
|l©_ ill©

Ad Must Be 18 Words or
Less
^T
W This Offer Is Made to Individuals Only
ft Ad Will Run on Mar. 24 ONLY at 24c
ft No Blind Ads Accepted

"Ads roc-lved without Ihe coupon or without the money will not bo published and will not
bo returned."

— NO PHONE CALLS —

Winona Daily &
Sunday News

601 Franklin St.

Winona, Minn. 55987

•\M WFnona Dally Newt
¦*t Winona, Minnesota
MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1972

Lawyer says
Irvings will
plead guilty

NEW YORK (AP)- A lawyer for Clifford and Edith Irving said the couple will plead
guilty today to federal conspiracy charges in the sale of a
fake autobiography of Howard
Hughes,
The lawyer , Maurice Nessen ,
did not say how the couple
would plead to an additional
federal charge of mail fraud ,
and state charges of grand larceny, conspiracy and possession of forged instruments.
Conviction on the federal conspiracy charge could mean penalties of up to five years in
prison and $10,000 fines.
Also scheduled to appear in
court with the Irvings today
was researcher Richard Suskind.
They were indicted last
Thursday on a variety of criminal charges after federal and
county grand juries spent six
weeks in a joint investigation of
the making -of a 230,000-word
manuscript that duped two major publishers.
First the Irvings go to federal
court to answer an indictment
charging Clifford , 41, and Edith , 36, with conspiracy and
mail fraud . Suskind, 46, is
named as a coconspirator but
not as a defendant in the federal indictment.
Then all three appear in
State Supreme Court to answer
a New York County indictment
charging them with grand larceny, conspiracy and possession of forged instruments. A
s e c o n d county indictment
charges Irving and Suskind
with perjury.
¦

Unscrupulous practices detailed

Government issues report
on real estate developers

By G. C. THELEN Jr.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government has just the thing
for those aspiring to be slightly
unscrupulous real estate developers. It's a report , as helpful
as a how-to manual, on raiding
the U.S. Treasury for millions
through the subsidized housing
program .
The report is a deadly earnest audit of abuses uncovered
in the government program
that provides subsidies on interest to private developers for
construction of low rent apartments for the poor. The government promises to try to end the
abuses.
The audit described these
ways of jacking up project
cost and profits at government
expense:
•Buy land cheap, preferably
in rough terrain far from shopping and transportation , and
persuade the government to assess its value at 295 per cent of
what you paid. You get a 195per-cent profit when the government arranges a mortgage
including the inflated figure.

t Hire yourself on as a consultant to expedite construction
and save money. Instead , save
the project no money, but h ave
your fee add $27,000 to its cost.
•Be the architect for the
apartment building and charge
twice what you usually do for
nonsubsidy housing,
•Subcontract construction to
your own subsidiaries and have
them charge considerably more
than for nongovernment
proj¦
ects. ¦.. . . ¦¦ ' '
•Purposely overestimate the*
time needed for construction ,
then collect extra profits for
finishing ahead of schedule,
That's all there is to it. But ,
the audit says, it helps; to do
your business with federal
housing officials who have a
''lack of training and unfamiliarity with manual requirements." :
..In its examination of 62 proj
ects, the auditors for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development
found "eight
cases where, within a year of
acquisition , land was valued at
amounts " that resulted in profits

ranging from 65 to 195 per
cent."
Architects' fees "may have
exceeded local customary allowances by about $2 million on
our 62 test projects ,"the auditors said .
The audit reported this outcome of contractors directing
work to their own subsidiaries:
•Actual costs were overstated ,
builder-sjwnsors received unwarranted funds, mortgage
amounts were inflated , and unnecessary interest-subsidy payments were and continue to be
made."
The auditors also found a
"national pattern of overestimating construction time
periods," citing this unidentified Midwest project:
Federal officials knew the
builder completed similar projects in 12 months , but allowed
him 15 months. "The project
was actually completed in eight
months," the audit said. 'Although no sayings in construction costs were realized , the
builder was allowed $25,153 incentive payment," meaning
profit for beating the deadline.

AIM: will work to expose
racism in Pine Ridge area

PINE RIDGE , S.d. (AP)-The American Indian Movement (AIM) says it plans to
continue its attempt to expose
alleged racism in the Pine
Ridge Reservation area , and an
AIM leader hinted unday that
Indians may
"take some
stronger and more significant
Has knee surgery
action ," if national political
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. - leaders fail to respond.
Scott Ressie, 17, son of Mr. and
Only about 50 Indians had arMrs. Rodney Ressie , Fountain rived Sunday in response to
City, underwent major knee AIM'S nationwide call for 10,000
surgery at St. Mary's Hospital , from around the nation to rally
Rochester, Minn:, March 6.
in this small southwestern
He was injured in a car acci- South Dakota community by
dent on Highway 35 near Foun- Monday. ,
tain City, Feb. 28. Ressie is exVernon Bcllecourt, an AIM
pected home from the hospital
this week.
leader from Denver, Colo., said

Sunday: "Before the week is
out there'll be substantial
amounts of people in here."
Indian leaders met with Bureau cf Indian Affairs (BIA) officials from the reservation
Sunday and requested immediate congressional hearings
into what Bellecourt termed the
"double standard of justice"
for Indians and whites.
They also requested that BIA
Commissioner Louis Bruce and
Interior Secretary Rogers C.B.
Morton come to the reservation
to receive first-hand complaints
from Indians.
Bellecourt charged a "continued trend of the double standard of justice occurred when

the FBI was brought in immediately to investigate an incident" at Wounded Knee, but
not the Feb. 20 death of Raymond Yellow Thunder , in Gordon , Neb.
The wounded Knee incident
involved a demonstration at a
white-owned trading post over
alleged mistreatment of an indian boy. A spokesman said the
FBI entered the case because
the incident took place on reservation land.
Three persons have been
charged with manslaughter in
connect-ori with the death of
Yellow Thunder , an Oglala
Sioux. Two others have been
charged with lesser offenses^
Indians , incensed at allegations that Yellow Thunder was
tortured and mutilated before
death, stormed into Gordon, demanding an investigation , last
week.
Two autopsies failed to support the torture allegations.
AIM has also invited presidential contenders to make a
first-hand inspection of reservation conditions. But Bellecourt
said none had indicated they
field is composed of little would come.
known candidates. Among them
"It's the same old story," he
is Edward Benton , an Indian said. "The politicians fail to reactive in the American Indian alize that the treatment of Inmovement (AIM.)
dians is a national issue. If
St. Paul has about 163,000 eli- that's what it takes to bring the
gible voters.
problem to their attention, we'll
There are 35 candidates for have to take some stronger and
seven seats on the city council more significant action."
and 16 candidates for three However, he declined to disseats on the board of education . cuss exactly what was planned.
¦
¦
The number of council seats
¦ .
.
will increase from six to seven
when a new city charter takes Home health aides
effect June 6.

Supermayor image on
line in Tuesday primary

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) Mayor Charles P. McCarty puts
his flamboyant "Supermayor"
image on the line against a dozen challengers in Tuesday's St.
Paul primary.
McCarty, 51, is seeking a second two-year term. The top two
vote-getters will survive the
primary and run in the city 's
April 25 general election.
Also on the ballot is a controversial $32 million bond issue to replace a number of ancient St. Paul schools.
Although McCarthy has become the best known figure in
city government in recent
years, there have been predictions he may have trouble in
the primary. Other candidates
have criticized what they call
his clowning approach to city
government.
After his election in 1970,
McCarty adopted a flashy style
of dress , rode around in a limousine dubbed "Supercar" and
accepted the title "Super-

mayor" conferred by a newspaper comic strip.
Major challengers are Lawrence Cohen, 38, who carries
DFL party endorsement , and
former Mayor Thomas R.
Byrne, 48, who has the support
of the St. Paul Trades and Labor Assembly.
The fourth major candidate is
Robert Ferderer, 37, a business
executive with unofficial Republican backing.
Although political parties are
active, the city posts are officially nonpartisan and candiAll six incumbents are rundates are not labeled by party
ning. They are Mrs. Rosalie
on the ballot.
Butler , Victor Tedesco, Robert
The outcome has political ob- Sprafka , Dean Meredith , Roger
servers mystified.
Conway and Leonard Levine.
While McCarty , as an in- Strongest challenges are excumbent, probably ought to pected to come from William
rate a slight edge, there have Konopatzki , a policeman; Mrs.
been some predictions that the Ruby Hunt , chairman of the
t w o D F L e r s — C o h e n and Charter Commission; Michael
Byrne—may win the primary.
McTeague , the Ramsey Count y
Otihers say that a good Re- Republican Chairman , and Dapublican turnout could bring vid Hozza , a DFL endorsee.
Ferderer through the primary
Also in the council race is
since DFL votes may scatter.
Debbie Olsen , a former Miss
The rest of the mayoralty St. Paul.

They 'll arrive April 1 - but where?

discuss safety
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Winona ma rkefs
Froedtert Malt Corporation

Houn 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample before loading.
Barley purchased at price* «ub|ect to
change.

Bay State Milling Co.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

EleVator A Grain Prlcei
1 northern spring wheat . ..
2 northern spring wheat ....
3 northern spring wheat ....
A northern spring wheat .„.
1 hart winter wheat
.
2 hart winter wheat
3 hart winter wheat ........
4 hart winter wheat
I rye..
2 rye
;..
,

1.52
1.50
1.46 .
1.42
1.52
1_0
1.4S
1.42
1.02
I.oo

No injuries in
3-car crackup
on Homer street

No injuries were incurred by
persons involved in a three-car
accident at 5:30 a.m. Sunday
in Homer on CSAH 15, 198 feet
west of Highway 61 Service
Drive.
According to the "Winona
County sheriff's office, Terrence
J. A-gsfc, 160 Harriet St., was
eastbound on CSAH 15 when he
fell asleep. His car veered
across the road and struck a
parked car owned by Robert
Brody, Skokie, 111. The impact
pushed tiie Brody car over a
five-foot embankment, sheriff's
deputies said.
After striking the Brody car ,
the Angst car went on to strike
a car owned by Robert Gervitz,
Chicago, 111., also, parked on the
north side of CSAH 15, pushing
it into the westbound lane of
traffic.
The 1970 Brody sedan is a total loss. Damage to. the 1955
Angst car totaled $400 while
damage to the 1970 Gervitz sedan is $200, deputies estimated,

PRESTON , Minn. - Safety
was the discussion topic for
Fillmore County Home Health
Aides Thursday at the county
courthouse.
Mrs. Mildred Redmond , home
health aide coordinator , discussed various aspects ot safety
including home fires, accidents,
poisonings and prevention measures.
Emphasis was placed on safe
CHICAGO (AP) - Ducks UnSradices both at work and at
limited reported record contriome.
Th enext in-service meeting butions and a record number of
contributors in 1971 to its cause
for aides will be April 13.
of fostering growth and well
being of the continent's migratory waterfowl population.
The report by Lee C. How1 e y of Cleveland , Ohio ,
president of DU , said 65,000
contributors gave $3,040,000.
The money was used for wideranging wetlands construction
and rehabilitation in file wateranimals ever since.
fowl production regions of CanPnndns , which are found only ada .
The projects included 25 in
in a remote highland area of
western China , are very anti- Saskatchewan , 52 in Alberta , 23
social animals. "They don 't in Manitoba , 9 In the Maritime
even like to be around other Provinces and 7 in British Columbia.
pandas," said Mrs. Hamlet.
The last pand a seen in the States contributing the most
United States was Mel-Ian , who were California $372,000; Penn$340,300 ; Louisiana
died in 1953 in Chicago's sylvania
Brookfield zoo. Slid was 14 $201,300; Illinois $1G2 ,!100; Wis$141,000 ;
Minnesota
years old and has set a longev- consin
$135,0112; Texas $133,100 and
ity record for captive pandas.
Ohio $110,100.
Today there arc only four
pandas outside China , Mrs.
Hamlet said , Two are in Korea ,
one in Moscow nnd one In London.

Ducks Unlimited
reports record
in contributors

White House mum on pandas

By MARGARET SCHERF
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
panda is the Greta Garbo of the
animal world and the White
House is about as communicative as Garbo on the subject of pandas .
After evading for weeks all
questions about a pnir of pandas promised President Nixon
by Qhinese Premier Chou Enlai , the White House announced
t h a t the animals are expected in the United States
about April l.

tlie pandas will come or where
they will go.
Pandemonium was touched
off by the news that Nixon had
been promised two pandas in
exchange for the two North
American musk oxen he presented to the Chinese.
The White House has been
besciged with pleas for the pandas from zoos across the country . But Washington 's National
zoo, part of the Smithsonian Institution , thinks it has the inside track,
"That's nil the; information
Dr. Theodore H. Reed , the
wo have ," snid n White House zoo 's director , is to take the
spokesman, refusing to say how two musk oxrti to China.

MARK TRAIL

He was to have left Feb.
22 but the trip was postponed
when the male caught a cold .
Now , the cold is cured and Dr.
Reed is packed and ready to go ,
Mrs. Billie Hamlet , the zoo's information director said Friday.
"To put the pandas anywhere
else would be to break a tradition t hat goes hack lo 1904,"
she said .
That year President Theodore
Roosevelt , during an Abyssinian safari , hinted to his hosts
that he could use a few animals
for the Nntionnl zoo, He collected two ostrich es , a zebra , a lion
and two baboons. And the zoo
has been getting presidential

Goodview water
cutback asked

By Ed Dodd

Residents of Goodview nre IieiiiR nsked to restrict use of water
Tuesdny to conserve ns much
ns possible while" repa irs nre bevnR mnrte on the village water
pump.
It is expected the repairs will
be made and the pump will resume operation by nightfall ,
according to Rex A . Johnson ,
clerk .
VillaRo councilmen will meet
Wednesday instead of tonight,
Several council members arc
attending n Pollution Control
Agency hearing in Minneapolis
today.

Stock prices Want Ads
sharply lower; Start Here
rails higher

\T.

Personals

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enjoy
the comforts of automatic personal
care. Keep-full service. Burner serr
vice, repair and tune-up extended to
our oil customers only. JuSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO., Ml E. Ah, T«f. 452-3402.

FOR THE FINEST professional dry
cleaning on your knit suits; leather
coats and other highly treasured garThis newspaper will be responsible for
ments, coll Wabasha Cleaning Works.
only one Incorrect Insertion of any
Dial 0, ask for Zenith 1,000, no toll; or
classified advertisement published In
Rupperfs Grocery or B 8. B Grocery,
the Want Ads section. Check your ed
Goodview, Tel. 452-7565, We pick up
and call 452-3321 If a correction must
and deliver Wed. and Sat,
be made.
REDUCE excess fluids wltTl FLUIDEXr
11 69. LOSE WEIGHT sifely With DexBLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR A-Dlet, 9EC. At Ted Meier Drugs.
Y

MOTICE

'
NEW YORK (AP) :- Stock
market prices were sharply
lower today, widening the slide
of the past several sessions.
E-J, 4, 17, 2„ 34.
INCOME TAX filing dale weeks away,
prompt reasonable service plus small
The Dow Jones average of 30
business bookkeeping. Tel- Mrs. Leonindustrials was down 8.13 at
erd Kukowskl 43>-S322 except Fridays.
Card tjf Thank*
931.74 at noon .
r~
¦ "¦ '
MONEY never djei . . . if lust
IDLE
:
Declines led advances on the CSOW-KI —
loses Interest! Start a savings account
We wish to thank 411 our friends, relatives
today
at the highest Interest rate allowNew York Stock Exchange by and neighbors for their messages of
ed by low et MERCHANTS NATIONAL
sympathy, acts ot kindness and memore than 2 to l.
BANK and have a happy day l . -. .
during -the loss of our beloved
Analysts said the market was morials
Husband and Brother. Special thanks fo
HAVING A DRINKING problem? For
falling to profit-taking pressure. the priests for their services'.
experienced, CONFIDENTIAL aid to
Mrs. Floyd Osowskl
help men and women stop drinking
They noted this had sent prices
Mrs. Harry Jawewskl
T-h 454-4410, ALCOHOLICS ANONYdrifting'lower in recent sessions
MOUS, for yourself or a relative.
4
but remarked that the declines Lost and Found '
had been less severe. Last
©
Transportation
FREE FOUND ADS
Monday, the Dow closed at its AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
escorted
Mexico
motor
FOURTEEN-DAY
-will
be published when
free found ads
highest level since April 1971.
homa tour. See places of your choice,
a person finding en article calls the
Stocks were off in all cate- Winona Daily & Sunday News Classi- visit friends. Senior cltliens, share expenses Information, any direction. Tel.
fied
Dept.
452-3321.
An
18-word
notice
gories except for rails , which will ba published free for 2 days in 687-47M.
were higher. A news report en effort to, bring finder and loser
together,
10
Auto Servict, Repairing
cited analyst predictions that
rails should show higher earn- MONEY ORDER -found at Kresge't. Call
DONT GAMBLE with your llfel Hav»
or Inquire at tfie store.
ings this year.
TAGGART TI RE SERVICE specialist*
A block of 91,800 shares of ORANGE AND WHITE male cat found rebuild your brakes. Prices $34.91 most
tars. Tel. 452;2772.
Bulova Watch traded at 17%, Madison School area. Tel. 452-5224.
14
down ft.
Personals
7 Business Services

HAVE LENS will shoot! Weddings, speWHEN ASKED TO comment on his. ex45*.
cial events, family pictures. Tel.
; ' ¦¦ ¦ '
ceptional bowling Friday evening, Inn. • .. ;
. 5314.
. ..
keeper Ray Meyer, WILLIAMS HOTEL
pointed out an Hem In the column "In CARBIDE SAW grinding and retlpplng
¦'
H s
: PAUL
Years Gone By", 25 years ago, Mark
fi?cF_
7, ' ^ .t;
' Minn ' «P) (USDAl—Cattle
Chain, circular, hand s««vs sharpened.
3,0CO; calves 500; trading
Kolter, the Blue Blazers bowling whiz,
on slaughter steers and heifers rather
Frisco's' Saw Service, 655 W. 4th. Tel.
proved
he
was
one
of
the
top
keglers
In
slow, prices steady to 25 lower. Instances
. 452-4753.
the city, for In the past 15 years he
50 lower; choice offerings showing the
averaged 196 in league competition. TAX PREPARATION - -last dependfull extent of the decline. Cows slow,
That's a record to Inspire any towleri
able work, reasonable. Contact Mary
steady; bulls scarce, steady to strong;
God speed your recovery, Mark,
vea lers about steady.
Ann Wobla, Tel. 452-MIJ.
e
,0
,«_, __„ .ads , a«ra9« lo high choice YOUR WHOLE family will enloy a basepower mower and other
105O1200 lb
SNOWBLOWER,
slaughter steers 35.50-35.75i
ment rec room. LEO PROCHOWITZ,
small engine repairs. Howard Larson,
other choice 950-1300 lbs 34.50-35.50; good
Building
Contractor.
Tel.
452-7841.
old Minnesota City Road, Tel. 454-1483.
and choice 34.0O-34.75; choice 850.1025 (b
Slaughter heifers 33.50-34.00; mixed good
(First
Pub.
Monday,
Feb.
28,
1972)
PIANO TECHNICIAN-local references
and choice 33.00-33.75) utility and comupon request. Reasonable rates. Writ*
mercial slaughter cows 24.50-26.50; sev- Slate of Minnesota ) ss.
eral 27.00; cutter 22.50-26.50; canner 19.50- County of Winona
P.O. Box 461, Winona. Tel- 507-282-1136.
) In Probate Court
22.50; utility and commercial slaughter
Bill Oljeen.
No. 17,498
bulls 28.00-31_0; cutter 25.OO-J8.00; choice
In Re Estate Of
vealers 50.00-56,00, some prime to 44.00;
Herbert speltr, Sr., Decedent.
good 44.00-5T.00.
Order for Hearing on Petition for
Hogs 5,500; barrows and gilts fairly Probate of Will, limiting. Time to Flit
active, generally steady; i_ 190-240 lbs
Claims and for Hearing Therein.
24.2i-24.50; 1-3 190-240 lbs 24.00-24.25; 2-4
Sophia Speltz tvavlng filed a petition
tor clogged sewers end drains
240-260 lbs 23.50-24.25; 2-4 260-280 lbs 23.00- for the probate of the Will of said
23.7-; 2-4 280-300 lbs 22.75-23.25; sows decedent and for the appointment of
steady; 1-3 300-600 lbs 20.75-22.00; boars Herbert Speltz, Jr. as Administrator Tel. 452-9509 or 452-6436 1-year guarantee
steady.
with Will annexed, which Will Is on file
sheep 500; all classes steady; choice In this Court and open to Inspection;.
and prime 90-110 lb wooled slaughter
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
1
Tel. 454-4244
lambs 28.25-29.25; 110-120 lbs 27.25-28.25; thereof be had-OA March 21, 1972, at ; 154 High Forest
short deck choice and prime 92 lb shorn 9M : o'clock A.M., before this Court tn
lambs with No. l pelfs 31.00; utility and the probate court room In the court IS SPRINGTIME moving time? The
KltchenAld portable dishwasher Is ready
good slaughter ewes 3.50:5.50; choice and house in Winona, Minnesota, and that
to go when you are, wherever you arel
fancy 60-85 lb feeder lambs 29.0W0.00; objections to the allowance of said will,
Needs no Installation, no additional
85-100 lbs 27.00-29.00.
if any, be filed before said time of
plumbing. 'Stores In a convenient spot,
hearing; that the time within which
rolls easily to the table to load, then
creditors of said decedent may file their
claims be limited to 60 days from the
. to the sink to complete the. task. Ask
about Its hiany outstanding feaures at
date hereof, and tfiot. the claims so filed
bs
heard
on
May
2,
1972,
at
10:30
o'clock
CHICAGO WHOLESALE
A.M., before this Court in the probate
EGG MARKET
PLUMBING & HEATING
court room In the <ourf house In Winona,
Grade A large white
... ..... .34
761 E. Mh
Tel. 452-6340
Minnesota, and that notice hereof te givG rade A medium white ....... .29W
en by publication of this order In the
Winona Dally News end by mailed no- Femalo — lobs o! Int. 26
tice as provided by law.
(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 28; 1972)
Dated ¦ February
25, 1972.
¦
¦
¦
to
babysit
evenlngi
RESPONSIBLE
GIRL
State of Allnnesofa ) as.
• •' - .
Margaret McCready
and weekends/ live In. Tel. 454-2002.
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
Probate Clerk
¦ ' ' •' No. 17,496
(r '/ibate Court Seal)
LADY
to stay In home with elderly lady
In Re Estate Of
Stre. .'<r, Murphy,
In Winona. Very little work. Tel, 454Herman H. zander. Decedent,
Brosnjhan _ Langford
.2456.
.;
'
Order for Hearing on Petition for
Attorneys for Petitioner
Probate of Will, Limiting Time to Flit
OFFICE HELP — knowledge of typing
Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 28, 1972)
necessary. 35-hour-weok, Writ* E-34
Bertha Zander having filed a petition
Daily News.
for Ihe probate of the Will of said State of Minnesota ) ss.
)
In
County
of
Winona
Probate
Court
decedent and for the appointment of
No- 17,322
NEEDED—f.shlon
counselors. QueensBertha Zander as Executrix, which Will
(n Re Estate Of
way Fashions, S400 wardrobe. No InIs on file in this Court and open to InMarguerltt A. Riley, Decedent.
spection;
vestment. Excellent commission. Jan
Order for Hearing on Final Account
Blattner, 1610 4th St. , N.E., RochIT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
and Petition for Distribution,
ester, Winn.
thereof be had on March 2lst, 1972, at
The representative of the above named
10:45 . o'clock A.M., before this Court In
the probate court room In the court estate having filed Its final account and START NOW! Luzler Cosmetics, a Brishouse In Winona, Minnesota, ind that petition for settlement and allowance
tol-Myers subsidiary, oilers . opportunoblectlons to the allowance of aald "Will, thereof and for distribution to the perity to earn top , SJS commission. Not
"
•
'
'
.
'
sons
thereunto
entitled;
.
.
If any, be filed before said ttlme of
door to door. We train, Hours optionIT IS ORDERED, That the Hearing
hearing; that the time within which
al, Must be 17 or older, C _ ll at once
creditors of said decedent may file their thereof be had on March 21, 1972, at
for appointment, 388-7391, or. wrltt Bev
claims be limited to 60 days from the 10:30 o'clock A.M., before This Court In
Emerson, 1026, 1026 Lldberg St., Red
date hereof, and that the claims so filed the probate court room In the court . Wing, Minn.
be heard on May 2nd, 1972, at 10:30 house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the notice hereof be ejlven by publication of FULL or part-time cook and waitress.
probate court room In the court house this order In The Winona Dally News and
Taylor's Truck Stop, Wabasha, Minn.
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated February is, 1972,
hereof be given by publication of this
REGISTERED NURSES-lmmedlate emMargaret McCready
order In the Winona Oally News and by
ployment available In U.S. Air Forct
Probate Clerk
mailed notice as provided by law.
hospitals around the world. Ages 21
iProbatt Court Seal)
Dated February 24th , 1972.
to 39, single, no dependents, U S. citiHarold J. Libera
Margaret McCready
zenship required. Starting salary $8256
Attorney for Petitioner
Probata Clerk
per year or higher depending on exper(Probate Court Seal)
ience. Base of assignment guaranteed.
(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 28, 1972)
DARBY _ BREWER, CHARTERED
Tel. Rochester 507-282-M3 collect.
Attorneys for Petitioner
State of Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
(First Pub. Monday, March 4, 1972)
Male - Jobs of Interest — 27
No. 17,497
In
Rt
Eltatt
Of
Slate ot Minnesota V ss.
Henry Buermann, also known l
County of Winona ) In Probate Court
MARRIED MAN wonted on farm for genHenry G. Buermann, Decedent.
No. 16,931
eral farmwork, No milking. Separate
Order for Hearing on Petition for
In Re Estate Of
modern house. Herb Wlebke, Mabel,
Probate of Will, Limiting Tlmt to Flit
Valentine A. Zeise, also known as
Thereon.
Minn. Tel. 493-5451.
Claims
and
for
Hearing
Bill Zeise, Decedent.
Dorothy Dublin Jiavlng filed a petition
Order for Hearing on Final Account
dellverymen lor city delivPART-TIME
for the probate of the Will of said
and Petition for Distribution.
ery. Contact Doerer 's Genuine Parti,
The representative ol the above named decedent and for the appointment of
1104 w, 5th.
estate having filed her final account and Dorothy Dublin as Executrix, which .Will
petition for settlement and allowance la on file In this Court and open to InFRANCHISE
available.
COOKWARE
Ihereof and for distribution fo the per- spection;
Experience In selling necessary. We
IT IS ORDERED , That the hearing
sons thereunto entitled;
ship and finance. Write Regal Ware,
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing thereof be hod on March 21, 1972, at
P, O. Boxi'474, Rochester, Minn. 55901.
thereof be had en March 30, 1972, at 10:30 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
11:00 o'clock A.M.i before this Court the probate court room In the court
In the probate court room In the court house In Winona, Mlnneiota, end that EXPERIENCED MAN vwntcd by the
month or day for chores and general
bouse In Winona , Minnesota, and that ob|ectlons to the allowance of said wi ll,
farmwork. Start at onco, Top wages.
notice hereof be given by publication of If any, bo filed before said time of
Georgo Rothcrlng, Tel, 608-626-2761.
Ihls order In The Winona Dally News and hearing; that the time within which
file
their
creditors of said decedent may
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated March 2, 1972.
claims be limited to sixty days from
the date hereof, and that the claims so
5. A. Sawyer
filed be hoard on May 18, 1972, at 10:30
Probate Judge
(Probate Court Seal)
o'clock A.M., before this Court In the
Harold J. Libera
probate court room In the court house
Attorney for Petitioner
In Winona, Minnesota, ' and that notice
hereof bo given by publication or this
(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 28, 1972)
order In The Winona Dally News and
by mailed notice as provided by law.
State ot Minnesota )' »s.
Dated February 25, 1972.
Counly of Winona ) In Probate Court
Margaret McCready
No. )7,!54
Probate Clerk
In Rt Eitale 01
(Probata Court Seal)
Elmer Schumacher, also known as
Libera
Harold
J.
Elmer J. Schumacher, and at
Altornoy for Petitioner
Elmer John Schumacher, Docedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
(Pub, Date Monday, March 13, 1973)
and Petition (or Distribution.
CITY OF WINONA , MINNESOTA
Tha representative of tho above named
BOARD OF Z ONING APPEALS
estate having filed his final account and
Notice, of Hearing
politlon for settle ment and allowance
Ihereof and for distributio n to tho per- PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
sons thereunto entitled;
That application has been made by
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing John F. Woodwo rlh and Bernhard H.
thereof be hod on March 21, 1973, at Brenner for authorization from the
11:15 o'clock A.M., belore this Court In Board of Zoning Appeals to permit a
Ihe probate court room In the court conditional use In an R-2 district at the
house In Winona , Minnesota, and that following described property: Lot 11,
notice hercol be given by publication of Block 6, Jenkins and Johnstones AddiIhls order In The Winona Dally News and tion, or at 628 Gra nd Street , Notice Is
sent to the applicant and to the owners
by mailed notice as provided by law.
of property affected by the applicant.
Doled February JJ, 1972,
Margaret McCready
A hearing on this petition will be olven
Probolo Clerk
In tho City Hall, Winona, Minnesota, at
(Probale Court Seal)
7:30 p.m. on Mnr<h 23, 1972, al which
Harold J. Libera
time . Interested persons may appear
ellher In person, In writing, or by ooent ,
Attorney for Petitioner
or by attorney, and present any rtaiont
(First Pub. Monday, March 6, 1972)
which they may have to the granting
or denying of this petition.
State of Minnesota ) ss.
They ore requested to prepare their
Counly ol Winona
) In Probata Court
case , In detail, and present all evidence
No. 17,501
relating
to this poI'Don at the lime ot
In Rt Estate ot
scheduled henrlno .
Laura Mega, also known aa
Respectfully,
Laura B. Moga, Decedent.
J. G, Koeppner, Chairman
Order for Hearing on Petition for
Board ol Zoning Appeals
Probate of Will, Limiting Time to Flit

Livestock

Plumblng, Roofing

21

ELEenOC B.OT0 ROOTER

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

PLUMBiNG BARN

Eggs

Frank O'Laughlin

DISPLAY

MANAGER
Needed at Once.

20-30 hours per week.

O Flexible Schedule

a Paid Vacation

© Group Insurance

9 Purchase Discount
Apply in Person

JWiWij
MIRACLE M\LL
WINONA , MINN.

Claims and for Hearing Thereon.
Frances A. Hart having (lied a petition
for Ihe probalo ol Ihe Will of in Id
doce<|ent nnd Inr the appointment of
Frances A, Hart as Executrix , which
Will Is on (Ho In this Court and open
to Inspection ;
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearlna
thereof be had on AAjr cli 30, 1972, at
1IMS o'clock A.M., Iiotoru this Court
In the probale court room In the court
house In Winona , Minnesota , and that
ob|ecllons to the allowance of said will,
II any, he tiled hoforo said time nt hearing) lhat the time within which creditors
ol aald decrdcnl may file (heir clalma
tie limited lo ilxly days trom tho dole
hercol, and that the claims so (lied be
heard on May 16, H72, «! 10:30 o'clock
A.M., twtoro this Court In Ihe probalo
court room In the court house In Winona,
Minnesota, and lhat notice hereof be olvon by publication of this order In Tho
Winona Dally News and by mailed notice
as provided hy Inw.
Dated Mnrch 3, 1971.
S, A . S.iwyer
Ptobole Judge
(Probata Court S(inl>
llnroUl J, Libera
Attorney for Pelllloner

(First Pub. Monday, Feb. 2J, 1972)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona
> In Probata Court
No. 16,777
fn Rt Estate Of
John F. Patterson, Dtctdant.
Order tor Hearing on Pinal Account
and Petition lor Distribution.
above
Tho reprasontotlves of
the
named estate having filed their final
account and politlon for settlement and
allowance thereof nnd for distribution to
the porsons (hereunto thlllled;
IT IS ORDERED, That tho hearing
thereof ba had on March 53, 1977, «t
10 o'clock A.M., Before this Court In
the probalo courl room In Ihe- court
house In Wlnonn , Minnesota , and that
notice hercol bo gWen by publication ot
th is order In the Winona Dally mm and
by mailed notice a( provided by low,
Oated February 2t , 1972.
Moroaral McCread y
Probata Clerk
(Probalo Court Seal)
Michaels, Bishop,
Sn«nor 8. RownMm
Attorneys for Pollllonera
22a Northwestern Rank Building
Rochester, Minnesota J590I

THE VET:
His first on-the-job training was with a lough outfit.

Train him now for yours.
Help - Malo or FOTOH |0

28

'^^nSi~-

p
Ms:
c
uHr
all Phr,^ ot

i
7^

mnlnlonaryV work

« _

rnom nportniom flM cl „|
mv , p,^' '
cnnlnr.1 Mrr>. Hock , Koslil ,, M» ,in„,
call collect 612-.7J.3900 TLIZT ''

jftlp — Mai- er Famat.

28 Farm Implements

ENJOY
WORKING
¦ " ¦'
Y :AT Y ^; Y

ALLIS . CHALMERS planter, modified
600 Series, 4 row, no-tlll, Ilka new.
Carl Odegardeii, T«l. Lanesboro 4S7MB3

WARDS

Our store Is immediately in
need of permanent part- .
'. . ' time

Men and Women
¦
. ¦.. for

:'.

SALES
Must be able to> work Sundays. Sales experience desirable but not necessary.
Apply in person:

iWnfSj
Miracle Mall

Winona, Minn.
Situations Wanted — Fern. 29
IR0N1MG, SEWING and alterations
. . my homo. Tel. 454-5843.

In

Situ-tlons Wanted — Male 30
EXPERIENCED MANAGER In credit
and finance, currently with 'national
organization wishes to relocate In Winona and seeks position wllh local
firm. Write E-30 Dally News..

Business Opportunities

37

PICKWICK INN, Pickwick, Minn., tor
sals by owner. 2-bedroom apartment
upstairs. Tel. 452-2528.

'¦

¦ "

¦

-

,

SELF-UNLOADING box and wagon, like
new; also li; double disc grain drill on
rubber; Case No. 65 combine wllh
. hume reel. James O. Nelson, Fountain
Clly. Tel. «08 -S7-389«.

•

"'

'

.

- • 3-tt

Red Fantall Gupples

tl Palr

.

Arrowonas to Zebras

CLIP JOINT

Tel. -54-3445

; Mankato _ 7tfv

Horses, Cattle, Stotk

43

REGISTERED ,- ,NGUS!-OWi, strrl calving Me <-'St week In May P-lced $350
and up. M E Llngenfei'ei . Alma, Als.
Tel . 608-685-3384.
REG ISTERED ANGUS heife rs. At, bred
to Registered Angus bulls for- spring
calving. Priced to sell, will <el| In lots
to suit buyer. Also 10 big biack caws
due In April. Oliver (Bud) Amdahl,
Mibel, Minn., 7 miles N. Mabel oh
Hwy. 43. Tel. 507-473-5506.
REGISTERED Brown Swiss Bull serviceable age. Young - stock feeders.
Byron Roshelm, Whalan, Minn 7el.
467-2123.
PREGNANCV TESTED Hereford cows.
Wilton Helden, Rushford, Minn Tel.
844-9320.
SIXTEEN HOLSTEIN cowl milking,
year around freshening. C. M. Keefe,
Chatfleld, Minn. Tel, 847-3369.
PUREBRED YORKSHIRE and Hamp'
shlre serviceable boars, Roger Owen,
Durand, Wis. Tel. 672-5717.
HOC
PRODUCERSI
30,000
satlslled
users can't be wrong wllh Sanl-Gra 's
successful tree stall farrowing gates
and pens. Write or call tor free literature and plans. Donald Rupprecht,
Lewiston, Minn., J5952. Tel. 3745.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock Dairy cattle on hand all
week.
Livestock bought every <lay,
Trucks available. Jala, Thuri., 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2467 or Winona 452-7814,

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

OEKALB SO Week pullets, vaccinated
agialnst Bronchlllls, Newcastle , Pox and
Mareks. Order now, SPELTZ CHICK
HATCHERY, Rolllnoslone, Minn, Tel,
689-311.
ORDER NOW-Babcock pullets, day old
or grown to 20 weeks , XL-9 broadbreasted males (or Capons or Roasters.
The demand for these line birds has
never beon greater. Capon growers are
nc-eded for our market, 1,000 broadbreasted males available March 16,
203,
Winona
Chick Halchery, Box
Breeiy Acres, Winona , Minn. 55987. Tel.
507.454-5070.

Wanted—Livestock

46

HOLSTEIN bull calves wanted. 3-4 clays
old, Norbert Grcden, Altura, Minn.
Tol, 7701,

Sam Weisman & Sons

,
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or portable.
Ed's Refrigeration S Dairy Supplies
555 E. 4th
Tel. 453-5532

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

SPACE with plione answering
Everett J. Kohner .
Apartments, Flats
90 OFFICE
service available. In Professional Buildvylnona, Tel. A52-7B41
ing.
JIM
ROBB REALTY , Tel. 454Tel.
453-2972
Hay, Grain, Feed
SO ~Jim Papenfuss, Dakota
COZY DOWNSTAIRS 2-bedroom apart5870, a a.m. to * p.m. Mon. through
¦
ment.
New
carpeting
and
panelling.
.
FREDDY FRICKSON
Yp rl. . ..
,
Heat paid. Off-street parking. Stove
BALED HAY In barn. Alfalfa and brOme
Auctioneer
and
refrigerator
optional.
$145.
Availmix. Orval Vix, Houston, Minn.
WAREHOUSE SPACE-^uu to 50,000 sq.
Will handle all sizes and kinds of
able now. West location. Tel. 454-2012.
ft. Parking, heat an. loading dock.
Tel. Dakoto 643-6143
auctions.
GOOD ALFALFA dairy hay, easy loadTel. 454-4942.
upper
apartment
with
bath.
FOUR-ROOM
ing. Tel. evenings between t and 9 or
ALVIN KOHNER
Stove and refrigerator furnished. Work- WAREHOUSE SPACE for rent, 1,000 sq.
Sat. and Sun., Rollingstone 684-2700.
AUCTIONEER-CHy and stale licensed
ing couple preferred. No students.
ft. with overhead door, heat. 1552 W.
and bonded. Rt. 3, Winona. Tel, 452Available Apr. 1. Tel. 452-6074.
BEEF AND DAIRY cattle hay for salt, . ' 4980. ¦
Broadway. Tel. Mon. 452-7434.
delivered. Eugene Lehnertz, Kellogg,
refrigerator
and
stove,
Minn. Tel. 507.534-3743.
MAR. H-tues. 12 noon. 4V_ miles NW FOUR ROOMS,
options li carpeted; private entrance, Farms for Rent
of Maiden Rock. Frank Regelman Es93
GOOD ALFALFA dairy hay and beef hay,
bath and garage. Utility room or extra
state, owners; Leon Schoeder, auction.
delivered. Joe Fredrlcksbn, Lake City.
bedroom. Tel. 452-M27.
e»r; Northern Inv. Co., Cleric.
U0-ACRE
farm
for
rent.
Tel,
507-844-7732
Tel. 507-753-2349 evenings.
after 5 p.m.
MAR. 15-Wed. 11:30 a.m. I miles S. of TWO-BEDROOM downstairs sapartmenf,
HAY—first and second: cut. Galen Engel,
sir conditioned, all modernX available
Eleva, Wis. Donald Stelltnsen, owner;
Fountain City, Wis.
Mar. 15. Tel. 452-5908.
Zeck - .Helke, auctioneers ; Northern
\
Houses for Rent
95
Inv. Co., clerk.
efficiency
aAarfment
FIRST
FLOOR
Antiques, Ceins, Stamps
56
suitable for 1 adult. Tel. 452*287 for SMALL FARM house 17 miles out of
MAR. 16—Thurs. 11 a.m. 3 miles N.E.
appointment.
city. Tel. 454-2457 alter 5:30.
of Chaseburo, Wis., Vh miles E. off
• /
'
. Hwy. 162, on town road, KUrice Dock
IJ-delvxe^l-bedroom
& Edwin Berg, owners; RUsstll Sctiroe- AVAILABLE MAR.
at 429 E. Broadway. Idea/ for couple. Farms', Land for Sale
der, auctioneer! Northern I nv. Co.,
98
No single students. Tel. y«54-l 059.
clerk,

WANTED:

NOW RENTING new t-bedroom end efficiency apartments. Heat and water
furnished. Air ' ' 'conditioning,' laundry
and recreation room facilities. Furnished or unfurnished. Vail 1 View Apartments, (Winona's newest). South of
MAR.' 1J—Sat. 12 noon. 5 rwlcs S. of
Comm-nlty Hospital. Tel. .452-9490.
Lake City, Minn, on Wabasha Co. Rd.
owner;
Maas
No. 9. Donald F. Watson,
_ Maas, auctioneers; Lake City State IN FOUNTAIN CITY-flrst floor 2 bedroom apartment, newly remodeled.
Bank, clerk.
Tel. Fountain City 697-3-02.
MAR. 18—Sat. 1 p.m. l'/i Wiles N. of
Marvin
Independence, Wis. on Hay 93.
Conrad, owner; Alvln Kohner, auction- DELUXE 1 or 2 bedroom apartments,
eer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk .
fully carpeted, air conditioned,. Includes
heat, water and gas. No single stuMAR. IB—Sat. 11 a.m. 3 miles N.E. ot
dents. 358 E. Sarnla. T«l. 452-4834
Fall Creek on Co. Trunk D, Huff Implement, owner; Zeck & Helke, auc91
Apartments, Fumistted
tioneers? Northern Inv. Co., clerk,
MAR, 17—Frl. 10 a.m. Trempealeau Co.
Fairgrounds, Galesville, Wis. Brookes
Impl. Co., owner; Kohner a. Schroeder,
auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

1,000 Antique
Buyers
Having sold my home I must
dispose of my entire antique
collection. 14 china closets
of dishes plus furniture. One
of the largest collections in
this area.

Sugar Loaf Apartments

Walter Lawrenz

Auctiott

Hvy. 61 N.Y
Minnesota City : ' ;. ,'
57

CARPET colors looking dim? Bring 'em
back, give 'em vim. Use BUM Lustre'
Rent electric shampooer $1. Robb Bros.
Store.
IF CARPETS look dull and drear,: remove the spots as they appear with
Slue Lustre electric shampooer St . H.
Choate S, C6. .
RECORD PLAYER, console type by
Fisher. Superb rich tone with full tone
controls. Just overhauled, nev/ diamond
needle, slereo lacks. Perfect condition.
Serious music lovers will appreciate.
Tel. 454-1970.
CHILD'S ROL.LTOP desk,- small copper
boiler,*
Purple
carnival.
MARY
TWYCE, Antiques & Books, 930 W. 5th.
SPRAY TEXTURING of ceilings and
walls. Brooks & Associates, Tel, 4545382.
USED MELROE Bobcats. Tel." Lewiston
¦ ¦
'
5701.
BE SURE TO take advantage of our 16th
Annual G.E. Tralnload Sale. Buy that
G.E. appliance now at tremendous sav.
Ings. B _ B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.
WHITE KITCHEN SINK, single drainboard, 1 door, 2 drawers) dinette set,
large table, 6 chairs. Tel. Lewiston
4241.
USED REFRIGERATORS , electric ranges
and portable TVs. B _ B ELECTRIC,
155 E. 3rd.
THE NO. 1 CHAIN SAW BUY
HOMELITE 150 AUTOMATIC
Power enough to handle a 20" bar.
Prices start at *)4?,95.
Now at your Chain Saw Headquarters
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.

2nd 8. Johnson

Tel. 452-2571

NEW GAS RANGES
At Reasonable Prices.
AUTOCRAT «. HARDWICK
20-ln., 24-ln., 30-ln. & 36-ln .
All colors, natural or bottle gas.
GAIL'S APPLIANCES, 215 E. 3rd

Located 4 miles Northwest
of Plainview, Minnesota.
Watch for arrows on Highway¦¦No. 247 and Wabasha
County Road No. 8.

THURS.y MAR. 16
Starts at 1:00 P.M.
4 Holstein Cows, due to
freshen .
4 Holstein Heifers, due to
freshen.
37 Holstein Heifers & Steers,
1-1% yrs. old.
13 Holstein Heifers & Bulls,
9-12 mo. old.
10 Holstein Heifers 4 Bulls,
24 mo. old.
20 Holstein Barn Calves.
J;D, Hay Baler, Model 14-T,
with bale thrower.
Gehl Flail
Chopper, Model
¦
72,. . ; . .
Tractor Mounted Hydraulic
Fence Post Driver, with
3-point hitch and iron{
mountings.
No small tools.
Harold L. & Audrey
Schumacher, Owner.

Maas & Maas, Auctioneers
64

MISS-MATCHED SPECIAL, 6" foam
kino alia (78"xB0") mallress and 2
foundations, only *179. BURKES FUR.
NITURE MART, 3rd i, Franklin. Open
MOD . 2nd Frl. evenings. Park behind
the store.

NEEDL ES
For All Makes
of Record Players

Hardt's Music Store
1I6-11B Plrza E.

ANTIQUE

AND newer furniture stripping. Free
estlm-tos, pick-up and delivery. Dealers wolcome. Tel. 454-5837.

MAIL

SPECIAL—3 piece pecan finished bedroom suite Includes (.rawer double
dresser with mirror, .4-drnwer chest
and panelled bed. JIM!
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato
Ave,

Good Thing* to Eat

63

RUSSET POTATOES, 100 lbs., J2.99; 20
lbs., 69c. Homeorown rutabagas, «c
lb.( grapes; apples, W inona Potato
Marker.

D A I L Y NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS

Mutlcal Merchandise

May Be Paid at

TED MAIER DRUGS

70

GIBSON J50 accoustlc ggllar and hardtop
case, excellent condition. Tel. 452-2641
after 6 p.m.

No Telephone Orders
Will Be Taken

SATURDAY, MARCH 18

RENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S. Pianos, violins , clarinets,
trumpets, etc. Rental payments apply
toward
purchase
price,
HARDT'S
MUSIC STORE, 11« _e\e« Plaze E.
RECORD PLAYER, console fype by
Fischer. Superb rich tone wllh full
tone controls. Just overhauled, new
diamond needle, stereo lucks. Perfect
condition. Serious muilc lovers will apprecia te. Tel, A5A-\m

black and
1 USED
May be teen

p

STORE,

white and color TV's.
at HARDT'S MUSIC

Lunch Available |
TELEVISION SERVICE
Factory-trained technicians provide
10-ft
,
Model
45,
header
1
Combine
.
,
Self-Propelled
1908 J.D.
expert, courteous tervlca
on ALL makes,
and 2-row Com Head . . . 1903 J.D . "Diesel" Tractor , |
WINONA FIRE a, POWER EQUIP , CO.
Mia
E,
2nd
Tel. 452-5063
Model 4010 . . . J. D Trnclor Model A . . . McCormick 1
'
.
.
J.D.
Gar- I Sawing Machines
Tractor, Model II , with cultivator & loader .
73
den Tractor. Model 112, with 36" mower . . . J.D . Hay I
TWO |n1e model Slnoer ilg too mnchlnas,
Baler , Model 14-T , P.T.O . . , . J.D. Grindcr-Mlxcr Mill , I like new condition, W prlco. WINONA
LD, 5-bottom semi-mounted Plow , |SEWING CO,, »li VI. 5th,
Model 400, P.T.O
Typ»writers
77
16" . . . 1970 J.D. Wheel Typo Tandem Disk , 15' , . . |
Midwest Dis<! Mulcher , W . . . J.D, Field Cultivator , 11', |
TYPEWRITERS and addlno machines
for rent or sale, Low rates. Try ui
on rubber . . . 5-scction Steel Lever Drag . . . J.D . Double |
for all your office supplies, desks,
Disk Grain Drill , 10', on rubber . . . J. D. 4-row Double |
files or office chairs, LUND OFFICE!
SUPPLY CO., 128 C, 3rd . Tel. .452Disk Corn Planter , Model 494A . . . 1970 J.D. 4-row Rear |
6321,
Mounted Corn Cultivator . . . J.D , Mower/Conditioner . |
Vacuum Cleaners
78
No. 485 , , . J.D. Power Mower . , , J.D. Hydrnullo Load- |
1
Purpose
Elevator
WE
REBUILD
vaccum
cUnnore,
Klrbys
,
Owatonna
All
54'
. . .
er, No 40A . . .
»1>,95. Hoover uprlohli 119.95, Eureka
2 Grain Augers . . . 5 Rubber Tlrod Wagons .. . All |
uprlorils »I?,?S, Elcclrolux II9.95, All
oihera Slo.vJ. Also oood used vacuum
Tools . . . Some household goods. |
other muchlnery .
cleaners, 15 and up,,T«l, 452-iaiO.'
DONALD F. WATSON, OWNER.
|
Wanred to Buy
81
~
MAAS & MAAS , AUCTIONEERS
_
WM.
MILLER
SCRAP
METAL
IRON
|
CO, pnys hluhost prices (or scrap Irpn,
LAKE CITY STATE BANK , CLERK
|
molals and raw fur ,
Closed Saturdays
(Oi
i2_Hii_!2„3._. S;;

..

::

'^:a^X_;-K^v;_.^i&;.u^^u«^^Ud

m W. 2nd

WANTED—2 or 3 girls to share furnished
apartment with 2 other girls; 2 blocks
from VlSC. Tel. 454-3270.

Tel. 452-20J7

FARMS — FARMS - FARMS
STRUM AREA — 400 acres. Ultra-modern dairy unit. Excellent location, fertile soil. Nearly new 46x212' free stall
barn. .Herringbone double 4 milking
parlor unit, complete with bulk tank,
large silo with automatic feeding. Excellent 4-biedroom farm home. Only
$90,000. Terms galore,

HIXTON AREA — 240 acres Grade A
dairy unit, recently remodeled tie stalls,
new mllkhouse complete. 3-bedroom
modern farm home. Several other buildings. Fertile soil, largely Fayette silt.
The owner has other Immediate Inter-.
¦ esls and wants a quick out. Low down
payment, excellent terms. Only $35,000.
0SSEO-AUGUSTA area. Grade A dairy
set-up, exceptionally fertile soil, nearly
all tillable. 2 modern sets of farm buildings. 71. stanchions, large silo, automatic feeder and bunk. Several other
buildings. This unit may be had with
ore set.of farm buildings If you prefer. S62,000. Excellent terms.

ONE WLALE student to share apartment,
1 block from WSC, for balance of
school year or longer, available now.
Tel, 454-4745 after 5' p.m.

MIDWEST REAtTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Robert Bockus, Realtor
Office Tel. 715-597-3659

ONE ROOM plus efficiency kitchen and
dinette, complete bath, large closets.
Employed adults only. 321 Washington
. .St., Apt 4

Selden Russell, Branch Office Mgr.
Augusta, Wis. Tel, 286-2841

WANT AD
DIRECTORY
The following 111 Classification s are available to help
you get results oa your ads.
Cards of Thanhs
In Memoriam
1—Flowers
2—Funeral Directors
3—Lodges, Societies
4—Lost and Found
5—Monuments, Memorials
a—Recreation
7—Personals
I—Transportation

SERVICES-

9—Air Conditioning, Keating
TO—Auto Service, Repairing
ll_Auto Storage, Parking
12—Beauty Parlors
13—Building Trades
14—Business Services
15—Cleaning, Laundering
It—Dressmaking, Sewing
17—Film Developing
It—Furniture, Repalra
\9_Movlng, Trucking, Storag*
20—Painting, Decorating
- 21—Plumbing, Roofing
22—Professional Services
23—Radio Service
24—Welding, Machlnt Work
55—Wanted—Business Service
24— Female—Jobs ot Interest
27—Male—Jobs ot Interest
28— Help—Male or Female
29—Situations Wanted-Fematt
30—Situations Wanted—Mala

Peoples State Bank ,
Plainview, Clerk.

Furn., Runs, Linoleum

EFFICIENCY apartment, completely furnished. S100 per month. 350 W. 5th.

EMP10YMENT-

new iplnlet pleno, In
Located 5 miles South of LAKE CITY, Minnesota. 1 WANTED—fairly
flood condition. Mrs, Merlin Sutler,
(Also
watch
for
auction
|
No,
9.
On Wabash a County Iload
Fountoln City. Tel. W-/J06.
arrows on Highway No. 00 and Highway No. 61.)
|
Radios, Television
71

21K_^333_^;-.-

"NEW"

KEY APARTMENTS

-/•

GRAND OPENING
Mirch 1/ 18.
Schmidt's Sales & Service
Rt. 2 Winona. Te!¦ 454-5M8 .

Articles for Sato

99 ;Use_ Cars

SI Houses for Sal*

1-Bed: ->oni Apartments

_ Sales tj Service
FITZGERALD SURGS
Tel Lewiston 6201

AUCTION j

Starts at 12;00 Noon Sharp

81 Apartments, Furnished

MODERN re-upholstered sola, green flor. SMALL apartment size stove and refrig- ONE GIRL wanted to share deluxe fur- IN RUSHFORD. Nearly new 3-bedroom
erator wanted. Tel. .454-4M?.
nished apartment , 1 block from WSC.
al, ilOOl also chair, $63. Tel. Fountain
home with all new carpeting and the
Tel. 452-340?.
City 687-M59.
basement Is finished . Also has a 40x40'
WANT 8* sllde-ln camper. Wsyne Habeck ,
heated garage. Tel. Richard Hemker
Rt. 2. Winona. Tel. 454-.B0S.
ONE-BEDROOM - »«- • month, no bets.
-LADIES' DRESSES, size 16ttl mirror for
864-S457.
' dresseri -5 and 78 records; suitcase;
All utilities paid. Acorn Motel, Mlnne"
Brownll camera; baby spoons; hew A PAIR of French doors, In good . sota City. Tel. 689-2150.
OPEN HOUSE at McNally Townhouses,
shape. Tel. .454-3210.
Se« 2-bedroom Lark . and 3-bedroom
wrist watch ; miscellaneous. Sale al)
STUDENT APARTMENTS now available.
this week, call from noon until J p.m.
Aberdeen.
For further
Information
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
JIM ROBB REALTY, Tel. 454-5870, I
1114 W, Broa dway.
Tol. 454-105?.
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon. thmugh Frl.
raw furs and wool.
CHOICE LOCATION In Glenvlew area.
DOUBLE BED, spring and mattress;
Splendid view ol sugar loaf and surcanister type vacuum cleenen automa_
p.m.
ttttt
.
rounding bluffs. 3 tedrooms, 2 baths ,
tic washer. Tel. 454-2422
INCORPORATED
Completely Furnished
panelled family room, deck overlooking
Tel. ASl^iO
450 W. 3rd
Beautifully Decorated
large yard In wooded park area, Tel.
NORGE GAS or electric dryers. FRANK
761
E.
M
l
.
SONS,
452-3264.
LILLA Many luxurious features.
Rooms Without Meals
86
DUPLEX AND 3-bedroom home. FurniAuction Site*
ture Included. Income over 1300 and
NICE ROOMS for school or working men.
MOO. Certified,
All rented. Tel. 4541752
W.
4lh
Tel.
454-4«t
¦ ¦
Color TV, kitchen, lounoe. Everything
FOR YOUR AUCTION, use Mil Boyum
2374. ' . .
System. BERTRAM BOYUrA Auctionfurnished. $10 per week. Tel. 454-3323.
Business Placet for Rent 92 NEW 3-BEDROOM homes on Blutfvlew
eer, Rushford. Tel. M4-9HU
ROOMS FOR RENT for working men or
Circle, with double- attached garages.
students. Inquire 252 Franklin. Tel. OFFICES FOR RENT on the Plaia.
Also duplex. Reasonably priced. Tel.
454-1008.
Stirneman—Seloyer Co., Tel, 452-4347.
Orval Hilke, 452-4127.

GAS RANGE, washer and dryer, end
tables, accordion, water skis, boat
Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42 cushions, queen size bedspread, size 13
wedding dress. Man's Ice skates, size 9;
lady's roller skates, size 7V_. Tel. 454CALICO. PUPPIES-free to good home.
2682
after 5:30.
Part Bassett, Tel, La Crescent 895-4816.
ST.
BERNARD PUPS and breeding
stock
for
sale,
AKC. Otto Zllls,
Tel. Waupun 324-3262.
¦
¦
' - • ¦ ¦ ' ' Baby Beltas
' 29c
Rosy Telrai
¦

57 Wanted ,to Buy

48 Articles for Sato

WANTED: Ford 8N-SN and BHjWion
tractors, any condition Including "|unkers"; also Ford plows and cultivator*.
Tel. 454-2657 after 7 p.m.

INSTRUCTION-

31—Beauty Culture
32—Correspondence courses
33— Instruction Classes
34—Private Instruction
35—Technical Instruction
34—Wanted—Instruction

FINANCIAL-

37—Business Opportunities
38—Insurance
39—Investments
40—Money to Loan
41— Wantcd-To Borrow

LIVESTOCK-

42—Dogs, Pets , Supplies
43— Horses, Cattle, Stock
44— pou'.lry, Eggs, Supplies
45—Veterinarians, Kennels
44—Wanted—Livestock

FARM AND GARDEN—

Al—Farm, Dairy Products
4»-rFarm Implements
49— Fertlllier, Sod
50— Hay, Grain, Feed
51—Hunting, Fishing Privileges
52—Logs, Posts, Lumber
51—Seeds, Nursery Stock
54—Wanted—Farm Produce

HOME AND BUSIPIESS54—Antiques, Coins, Stamps
57—Articles for Sals
50—Auction Sales
59—Baby Merchandise
40— Books, Periodical!
41 -Building Materials
42—Business Equipment

(I—Coal, wood, Olhei Fuel

44— Furniture, Rugs, Linoleum
(5—Oood Things lo Eat
?4— Guns, Sporting Coods
47—Household Articles
40—Jewelry. Watches , Diamonds
4?— Machinery and Tools
70— Musical Merchandise
71—Radios, Television
72—Refrigerators
73— Sowing Machine74—Specials at the Stores
75—Stoves, Furnaces, Parts
76—Swaps
17—Typewriters
78— Vacuum Cleaners
79— Washing, Ironing Machines
BO—Wearing Apparel, Fur*
Mr-Wantcd-To Buy

ROOMS AND MEALS-

_2—Hotels, Tourllls Places
63— Meals , Relrejtirninls
84—Rooms (or Children
as—Rooms Wllh Mods
ae—Rooms Without Moats
»7—Rooms for Housekeeping
OH—Summer Resorts
09—Wanted—Rooms. Meals

n.ENTAI_>-

90—Apartments, Flsls
•1—Apartments Furnished
9a—Business Plates lor Rent
93—Parms, Land lor Rant
94—Oarages for Rem
93—Houses lor Rent
?4—Wantcd-To Rent

HE/.L ESTATE FOR SALE97—Business Properly tor Sale
»«—Parms, Land for Sale
Tf—Houses for Silt
100—Lois lor Sale
101—Sale or Itenli Exchange
102—Wanted-Real Estate
10J—Cabins—Resorts

AUTOMOT1VI5-

|(H—Accessories, Tires, Parts
10>5—AulOs, Trucks far Hire
104— Boats, Motors Accessories
' 101—Motorcycle!, Bltyclti
107 A—Snowmobiles
I0>J— Trucks, Tractors, trailers
lot—Usod Cart
110- Wonted- Automobiles
111—Mobile Homes—Trailers

BY OWNER. Large country home and
buildings, 24 acres, open creek, next to
highway. Fenced playyard. Good for
hobby farm or retirement Tel, Cochrane 626-3331 for appointment.
,
IF YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, or are planning fo sell real
estate of any type contact NORTH
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real
Estate Broker, Independence, Wis., or
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesmen,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel; 323-7350.
120 ACRES—52 tillable, near Nodine, 3'A
miles off 1-90 on good road. 3-bedroom
house, barn, granary. Jim Beckman,
Tel. Houston 896-3809, Bob Deal Realty
Sales Representative.
¦

¦

•

¦

CHARMING 4-bedroom home, completely carpeted, built-in dishwasher, central air, 2Vi baths lots of storage, overslied 2-car garage, nestled on acre
of land edged by creek, In view of
Sugar Loaf, within city limits. Tel.
45I-1>W.
CEMTERVILLE: Avoid building headaches If you want handy rural living
but easy commuting! This good-Sired
3-bedroom ranch boasts upstairs laundry room, spacious kitchen, oak floors,
carpeted living room, hot water heat,
attached garage, SESVOLD'S REALTY,
Galesville, Tel. 56--2971.

331 ACRES, remodeled home, barn, pole
shed, cribs. Ponds, On graveled road.
LARGE beef operation. Good home, barn,
silos, feeding floor, pole sheds, corn
dryer. Terms.

BOYUM AGENCY
Houses for Salt

99

NEW HOMES available In 3 locations.
Many extras Included, Starting In low
20 .
. For Informallon Tel. 452-2745, Naflonal Homes by Royce Construction Co.

WE WOULD LIKE
TO UNLIST YOUR
PROPERTY
But first we must have it
listed . Call without obligation if you are considering
selling your property. We
have many buyers in all
price ranges and can offer
you expert handling of your
Real Estate.

WINONA REALTY
Tel. 454-5141.

Farms — Homes — Businesses
We Need Listings!
BILL CORNFORTH, REALTORS, MLS
La Crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2106

©OB

IjL
W$e(M,T REALTOR

120CENTER

.ABOUT REAL ESTATE ,. .
BUT were afraid to ask.
Call now or drop in to discuss those REAL ESTATE
QUESTIONS, and get the
ANSWERS from one of our
qualified sales associates.
BUYING - SELLING FINANCING - INVESTING,
let our trained staff assist
you.

So our entire energy,
thought and lime is
yours for the asking
when you want to:
¦* List your Property for
Sale
¦A Buy a piece of Property
it Exchange or trade
property
If it concerns Ronl Estate , . .
(Jive us n call TODAY I!
Office Hours : I) A.M , to 6 P.M.
6 days a week
Sundays : Noon-fl P.M.
GENE KA11ASCH, REALTOR
COI Main Slreet
Tel. 4M-4H)(i

CHEVROLEr-1971 Vega Station Wagon,
4-speed, heavy duty suspension, custom exterior. Tel. Lewiston 6493 after
5.

2 door, 4 speed transmission,
LOCAL ONE OWNER «>

$1895

FORD—1969 4-door sedan, V-l, standa rd
shift, good condition, no rust. Tel. 454. 5B73.

1967 DODGE
Poiara

Custom . 500. 2 door hardtop,
vinyl roof , power steering,
power brakes, bucket seats,
radio, Automatic transmission.

$1295

Mobil. Homes, Trailers

111

GREEN TERRACE Mobile Homes by
Chlckesha. Meets all national building
codes. See and compare. Tel. 454-1317
tor appointment .

COMPACTS
1971 PINTO 2 door
hardtop ........ . $1995
1970 IVLAVERICK 2
$1895
door
1969 TOYOTA 2 door
hardtop ......... $1695
1968 OPEL 2 door . - . $¦ 795

TOFSUT FOBJ)
MERCURY

"your Country Style Dealer "
MIRACLE MALL
Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri. Evenings

TRAILER SPECIALS—New pickup camp
er, sleepj A; 14" trailer, both fully equip.
ped, J74S each. 23' Traveleeie, loaded,
$2495 . 17' Coachman, fully equipped,
J1595. 20' Holiday, .many options, $1750.
All licensed. Free delivery. Discounted
hitches and accessories. Hazelton V«'
rlety, 217 E. 3rd. Tel. 452-4004.
MOB ILE HOME TOWING—ICC license.
Minn., Wis. Dale Bublltz, Tel. 452-9418.
Many homes to choose from et
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E. Wfno/ia Tel. 452-427*
COACHMEN TRAVEL trailers, truck
campers, 5th wfieelers, Mini-dome,
Molorhomes and tfie Royal Coachmen.
Sales and Service, Bank Flrtanclnn. Indoor Showroom . F. A. KRAUSE CO.,
your one-stop camping center, "Breeiy
Acres".
CRAFTSMAN 1966 "Iraller house, 12x65,
on Potter 's Trailer Court, Stockton
Reasonable. Inquire at court or Tel,
Houston 896-34B8.
LARGE SELECTION Schult, Liberty,
Marshfleld and Academy. Twin Blufl
Homes, Inc., Nelson, Wis. Tel. 715-673-

;.474j.

LARGEST VARIATION and selection ot
nevi - and used mobile homes in S.E,
Minn. :

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

43 & Sugar Loaf
Tel. .454-528?
.Also Starcraft Cempers, the No. I

camper In America, 25 camper*
to choose from.

Tel. 452--35_
After hours call:
Laura Pisk ........ 452-211Myles Petersen ;.. '452-400S
Pat Magin ......... 452-4934
Jan Allen .......... 452-5139
Lets for Sals

100

Wanted—Real Estate

102

MEDIUM S12E farm near Wincra or
will trade our completely remodeled
home; In town. Write E-24 Dally News.
FARM or tillable land, near Wlfoka,
Minn. Write E-33 Dally News.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER lots on river and
wooded lots with good river access.
Terms. Ben Kreofsky, Tel. Wabasha
545-4430 or William Kreofsky, Plainview 534-2624.

Boats, Motors,

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

It'a time to beat the rushl
Bring In your motorcycle for •
spring tune-up.
ROBB MOTORS, INC.
34th and Hwy. 41, next to Penney*.
An affiliate of Robb Bros. Store Inc.
end Jim Robb Really.

Snowmobiles

107A

ARCTIC CAT Panlher 399, wllh cover.
J500. Tel. 454-3072.
SN0WM0BILE-1972 Mercury lightning,
excellent condition. Under 500 miles. A
41.38.95 machine with accessories. Will
sell for 4949.95 or maybe less. Tel, Arcadia, Wis. 323-3029.

RUPP SNOWMOBILES

Sales-Parts—Service
See the "NITRO"
WINONA FIRE - POWER EQUIP. CO.

54-54 E, 2nd

Tel. 452-5045

Trucks, Tractors, Trailers 108

New Cars

Our Bus iness Is
REAL ESTATE
just
REAL ESTATE

1971 CHEVROLET
Vega

r_ 8 NEW COMPACTS
I
in Stock
JUL YOU WANTED TO KNOW

INTERNATIONAL—1944, In good ahape,
duly
heavy
posllroctlon,
4„speed,
throughout, Tol. Mon. 452-7434 .

^ff moH ^z

WILLIS JEEP — 1946 CJ 2A, 4-wheel
drive. Best offer takes. 445 Lafayette.
Tel. 452.6071. ..

QUALITY BUILT modular homes low as
»13,500. Many extras. Financing and
construction assistant* available. Continental Homes, Tel. 454-168J; evenings,
; 4J2-1645.

T«L

Multiple Listing Service

MUST SELL—194? Plymouth 2-door hsrdtop, bucket seat*. In txcellent condition.
, Tel. 454-3914.

FOR A MINI-motor tome that fits your
family and pocketbcoK Tel. 452-2232 for
showing. Have demo with 19,000 mile*
¦ at a discount.

E. 2nd rTOjj p) 454-6141

W& MS&

CADILLAC, 1965 Coupe DeVllle, white
with red leather Interior, new 1lres, exceptional condition; 2500 KW portable
generator with 15 h.p. Wis. engine. Tel.
Rollingstone 689-2329.

location,

VH9
(.RmlPi

T«l. Fountain Ctty M7.
.
. .

NEW 3-bedroom home, Ideal
middle 20's. Tel. 452-5848.

Etc.
106
NEW HOMES ready for occupancy, 2-J
bedrooms. Financing available. $21,500
20ImSELL
OR
SWAP-W?
Sllverlln*
on up. Wilmer Larson Construction,
perial, 140 h.p. Merc-Cruiser, less than
Tel. 452-6533.
iro hours on engine meter, twin 15-gal.
fuel tanks, power trim, full Instrumentation Including horn and lights. Con.
vertlble top and stern cover. Cruise at
less than 3 gal. per . hour, top speed
approximately 35 m.p.h. Family circumstances preclude further boating. Cost.
$5275 new, will sacrifice at 1972 Blue
Book value of S270O. Will consider swap
for camping or Iravel trailer and accept cash difference. Will contact all
who reply to ad. Boat presently In
covered storage at Wabasha Marina.
Write P.O. Box 848, Winona, Minn.
55987.

m
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DODGE-1970.
*?01.

NOW AVAILABLE to mobile home owners, a home owner's policy in one package. Call Roman about It. Tel. 452-5914.

Cabins—Resort Property 103

Rushford, Minn. Tel. 507-864-9381

Used Cars

RENTING Is for the birds, owning Is
for you. FIDELITY SAVINGS _ LOAN,
172 Main. Tel. 452-5202.

> •'
Good
WELL-LOCATED
dairy
setup.
' '
house, 32-stanchlon barn wllh cleaner. FLORIDA. Large, choice corner lot, excellent location. S35O0. For further InAtllkhouse with sewer,
formation Inquire 815 W. 10th alter
¦
3:30. • •
SMALL farm, 2-bedroom home, barn. On
blacktop.
—
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CHEVELLE SS 394-1967, 4-speed, 450
h.p., Ri-rlse 650 Holley, Mallory dual
point -1st.. Rev-pol coil , hooker headers
end Sloerson cam, solids. Hurst, sun
tach, s-W gauges, 2,300 miles on mill .
Tel. Rushford 864-7265 after 6 p.m.

NEW ! NEW !

-45 -

ft Buicks ft Olds
ft GMC Trucks
ft Opels

ALL STYLES-ALL MODELS.
Choice has never been
Bettor. Buy NOW!
Bo set. for Spring & Summer
Vacation driving.
SEE THE WALZ BOYS
For the BEST DEAL
in town.

1971 Imperial LeBaron 4 door hardtop, lig-it; green botton, dark cordova top, lots of extras
on this luxurious car, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . $4995
1971 Toyota 4 door sedan, 4-spfeed transmission,
radio plus more. ......... .1. .......;. ....' ....$1995
1970 Buick LeSabre custom hardtop sedan, air conditioning, full power plus cordova top, one owner. .. $2995
1970 Chevrolet Bel Air 4 door sedan, radio, power steering, whitewall tires, maroon
color. Special price . ... — ,
. $1995
197t> Pontiac Catalina sedan, gold color, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning,
driven only 34,552 miles. Save now.
$2795
1969 Dodge Monaco hardtop sedan. Here is luxury plus,
has radio, power steering, power brakes
and air conditioning,
.> $1995
1969 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, an extra clean car, has all
of Cadillac's superiority and style
$3995
1969 Ford Galaxie hardtop sedan, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning,
cordova top, extra clean
$1995
Chevrolet
1968
Impala hardtop sedan, power steering,
power brakes , air conditioning,
gold bottom , black cordova top
$1695
1968 Pontiac Catalina 6 passenger station wagon, power
steering, power brakes, power tailgate ,
driven only 39,567 miles, one owner
$1995
1968 Ford LTD 4 door hardtop sedan , power steering,
power brakes, power 'windows, power seat, air conditioning, all new tires, cordova top. . Y
$1695
1968 Pontiao Catalina Sedan, power steering, power brakes,
air conditioning , cordova top, like new, See it today
at this low price
$1795
1968 Olds Toronado . Sports minded? Then see and drive
this beautiful sport car with front wheel drive and
air conditioning. ..
$2395
1968 Pontiac Catalina Convertible , 200 miles on new motor ,
has power seat , power steering, power brakes , air
conditioning, local one owner
$1995
1968 Ambassador 4 door sedan , air conditioning, power
steering, power brakes , driven only 31,298 miles.
New car performance now
$1495
1967 Pontiac Catalina 2 door sedan , tan bottom , black
top, power brakes and steering, lots of miles of
trouble-free service, now
$1095
1967 Olds 98 2 door hardtop, dark blue finish with a black
cordova top, power steering, power brakes , power
seat, air conditioning
$1695
1967 Volkswagen 2 door sedan, solid black finish , red
interior, all weather tires ,
lots of miles per gallon
$ B95
1967 Pontiac Catalina Sedan , regular gas motor power
steering, power brakes , spotless condition . See and
drive it today. Now
$1295
1965
¦Olds 88 2 door hardtop coupe, power steering, power
brakes , air conditioning , Priced to sell now nt $ 995
1965 Ford Fnirlane 4 door sedan , .small V-ll motor , automalic drive , radio , 'whllewall tire.s, very clean and
priced nt a low
$ 705
1064 Chevrolet Impala 2 door coupe , small V-8 motor ,
automatic drive , radio , Lots of miles of service at
a low prico of
$ !I45

NYSTRCWS
Cadillac — Pontiac — Toyota

Open Friday Nights
Used Cars

SPRING
SAVING
SALE
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KEN'S SALES & SERVICR
JEEP 4 WO Vehicles «. Accesso ries
Hwy. 14 41 E,
Tel. 452 92.11

2nd & Washington

Te], 452-40BO

Open Monday 'Til 1) p.m.

DICK TRACY

_ . _-
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By Roy Cran«

BUZZ SAWYER

I

By Chester Gould
.I
I

'

i

ii

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
By Gordon Bess

REDEYE

STEVE CANYON

.. . ' "

APARTMENT 3-G
'' ' •

REX MORGAN, M.D.

MARY WORTH

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMltH

By Milton Cahniff

.

\_

By Alex Kot_ky

By Fred Laswell

THE WIZARD OF ID

By Parker and Hart

TIGER

By Dal Curtis

By Saunders and Ernst

By Bud Blake

GRIN AND BEAR IT

DENNIS THE MENACE
I

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

¦

i -——____

"You' re new hero arid we admire your zeal, Fincliloy,
but we recommend eating documents only in times of
crisisi"

-»

MIL Ri6rrr,soN,7rt/TD6£T %m LIKE WTV

wornMOUND:

